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26 January Project SIGN.

Air Force Intelligence had reached some tentative conclusions about "flying saucers" in two

papers, one called an "AMC Opinion Concerning 'Flying Discs,"" and the other an "Analysis of

Flying Discs Reports," documents signed by Major General George C. McDonald, Director of

Intelligence, on December 18, 1947.

The 1947 effort recognized significant common characteristics of flying saucer sightings, using

data taken from a sizable observational database. These characteristics were consistent with the

possibility witnesses were seeing some sort ofhigh performance aircraft. An American secret

weapon theory was ruled out and a foreign origin was also deemed unlikely Many who worked

on the problem in 1947 had expert knowledge of missiles and Russian/German experimental air

craft design, men like Alfred Loedding. (xx.) By the end of 1947 the interplanetary theory

was in ascendancy by the process of elimination.

(xx.) Hall, Michael and Wendy Connors. Alfred Loedding & The Great Flying Saucer Wave

of 1947. Rose Press, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 1998

Things moved very slowly in regards to the Air Force's flying saucers investigation, and much

confirmation was required before making a final decision. A formal investigative project was

only authorized after six months of saucer sightings, and then the activities were mainly to gather

data that provided additional proof to support conclusions already reached.

An order establishing Project SIGN was issued by Major General Laurence C. Craigie,

Director of Research and Development, on December 30, 1947 The project officially

commenced its activities on January 26, 1948.

SIGN would last about a year, but early on the possibility that Russian machines were re

sponsible for UFO reports had been "practically eliminated." Besides a lack ofevidence the

Russians could build and operate the saucers being reported, the idea of Communist intruders

violated common sense. Point 3-(7) ofthe 1947 "Analysis of Flying Discs Reports" bears re

peating. Intelligence experts had:

"Analyzed the possibility that the flying objects were operated or controlled

by representatives of a foreign nation -perhaps for photo reconnaissance purposes,

or to ferret out our defensive capabilities, or to test the American psychological

reaction Principal sightings were near the borders ofthe United States, which

lends credence to a foreign source of origin. Sightings were not reported, how

ever, at or near the principal strategic targets areas of the United States. More

over, it is difficult to conceive why any foreign nation, if it possessed such an

unconventional aircraft or missile, would risk sending it near or over the United

States for anything short of an attack. Even if the disc contained a self-destroy

ing device, any crash landing would disclose a certain amount of information

which the nation possessing such an aircraft or missile would desire to keep se

cret. This would be particularly true if the form of propulsion was one outside

American knowledge. The final answer still has not been obtained from this line

of inquiry."

The most alarming development of 1948 would be having to revise the that part of the above

quote about "sightings not being made at or near principal strategic target areas in the U.S."



29 December 1947.

"Planning for Defense of Vital Installations."

Since the Russians did not have the atomic bomb and America was building bombs at rapid

pace, the Pentagon felt that the number one target for the Communists in North America was the

nuclear production facilities at Hanford, Washington; Los Alamos, New Mexico (Sandia); Oak

Ridge, Tennessee; and Dayton, Ohio (Monsanto Units 3,4, and 5.).

DECLASSIFIED

TOP SECRET XJ

UEADQUARTEItS " d^-^1 "^
XRUI GROUND FORCES

Fort Monroe, Virginia

ONQBI-2 373.2MTS) (2? Dec 1*7> 29 December 19li7

SUBJECT) Planning for Defense of Vital Installations

TOi Director of Intelligence, CSOID

Waehington 25, D.C.

1, Thio headquarters presently hag under study plans for defonse of

the Affi installations, For the execution of Buch plane a re-avalualio'.
of Soviet capobilltioa for Attack by fiir against thoao targets will soon be
required,

2, A review of the Intelligence Staff Studies, Intelligence Reeearhc

Projects, and Air Intelligence R3porta has materially aBEiotod this head
quarters in tha initial preparation of tha Coinnundur's Efltimato of the

Situation. However, the following information la particularly noodod:

a. How nnny (by typo) of the agfp*eesor planes can bo eetitrated

capable of piorcing our defonse screen and ranching tho following target

areast Hartford, Washington, Los Alamos, New Moxlco (Sandia); Cnk.Rtdge,

Tennesseej Dayton, Ohio (hkmsanto Unite 3, h, and 5.)

b, What will bo Uie alert time ovallablo ti Qround Forceo by

virtue of oxisting and futuro early warninc

3. To facilitate initial planning tho following assumptions on

Sorlot capabilities have beon made,

a. That the USSR can construct in extreme northeastern Siberia

or tho Ifcirmanek orea, tesefl from which fort7 per cent (ijOJt) of the long

range aircraft available to it, at any given time, can be launchodi

b. That missions involving flights of Iobs than three hundred

miles over U,l». or Canadian held territory only eight per cent (8,1) of total
aircraft available can arrive over the tflrgot nroa,

c. That missions involvinR flights of more tTmn three hundred

miles over U.S. or Onnadian held torritory only four por oent (h%) of the

total aircraft available can arrive over the target Area.

d. That the Soviet Union's plan for construction of D-29 type

airemft will include twenty-five (25) par cont transports.



TOP SECRET

)(• Uoqueot intelligence to cover requirementa of paragraph 2
and an evaluation 0/ assumptions listed in paragraph 3,

5* Attachod is estimate of situation used by this hendoquarters

in carrying out planning, required by flano and Operations Division, f

mont of the Army, lor defense of Atomic Energy Commission Instllations.

Copies of this plan will be submitted to Uia Plans and Operations Division,
Department of the ^rmy, in the near future.

s/ Roderick R. Allen
1 Incli t/ RODfflICK R. ALLfcN

Eat of the Brig. Oen., U

Situation with Appet.'lices / A C of S, G-2

Noa. 1, 2, and 3 (1 cy only)

The Air Force's role was limited due the lack of radar. No continental radar system existed so

at first the few radar sets available were placed around AEC installations. Any early warning of

Russian air attack would have to come from chance visual observations by military personnel or

civilians.

In response to the Army's December 1947 inquiry which expressed concern about the Soviets'

Long Range Force (ADD), Col. Sturdivant of the Air Force's AFOAI-AE admitted: "Based on

an assumed global war within the next few years it is estimated that the Soviet Union could on

"M-Day" have 1,750 bombers in their ADD." (xx.)

(xx.) Memorandum for Director of Intelligence, GSUSA. Subject: Planning for Defense of

Vital Installations. Document obtained from the National Archives by Jan Aldnch)

Furthermore:

".. .there is no early-warning system in existence in the United States at the pre

sent time and therefore no alert time would be available to AGF [Air-Ground Force]

units. It is planned that by 1953 an early warning system will be in effect at which

time we will have early warning coverage extending approximately 100 miles from

the boundary of continental United States and complete coverage within 100 miles of

the coast in the Alaskan area." (xx.)

(xx.) Ibid. p.2.

Although America was virtually "naked" in radar coverage as ofJanuary 1948, the Russians

had only an estimated 100 B-29 type bombers available, and they could only reach AEC targets

with conventional bombs on a one-way missions. Operational losses would be 100% with un

certain results. The Intelligence memo went on to state that considerable numbers ofB-29



type bombers could be build, enough in fact to equip the entire ADD by the end of 1949. (xx.)

(xx.) Ibid, p.l

Of course without atomic bombs the Russian threat to the U.S. could not in anyway compare

with the potential of American and Allied retaliation. Much of Russia was in easy reach of

thousands of World War II twin and four engine bomber aircraft.

From what U.S. Intelligence knew about the Russian ADD, any appearance of Russian aircraft

over AEC targets in 1947/48 should have been very unlikely from an operational standpoint and

extremely risky as reconnaissance. What if UFOs were Russian9 Why risk the possibility one

the high performance craft would crash? It would be best to save such a weapon for "M-Day."

Other long range threats.

There were options to conventional bombers in solving Russia's long range problem. An Intell

igence memo noted:

"When the various zones of occupation were established in Germany, Russia

obtained most ofthe plants and laboratories of the German guided missile program,

plus some ofthe top scientists and most ofthe engineers and skilled workers of this

program. These facilities have been systematically rehabilitated and then deported

into Russia.

"Considering the above events, ID, USAF considers that the Russians have a

present capacity to produce A-4's [better known as the German wartime V-2 which

had a range of about 250 miles] in operational quantities, if they decide to do so It

is considered more likely that they are building only a few for test and research work,

which would postpone operational availability and make the future weapon a more

threatening possibility.

"The more serious long range weapon is considered to be the winged, jet pro

pelled missile. That missile can utilize much of present aeronautical and aerodynamic

engineering knowledge, and can be guided throughout all of its run for a more ac

curate [There were no computers in those days] delivery. Hence, it is more certain

and offers greater accuracy than the rocket. The winged, atmospheric missile is

vulnerable to countermeasure, however; [The German V-l flying bomb was slow

and noisy. It could be shot down by fighters and AAA fire] and this insures that

effort will continue, to provide a rocket of long range and accurate trajectory.

"Successful tests of the V-2 [A-4] have been reported, however more effort

apparently is being expended by the U.S.S.R. on surface-to-air missiles [defensive

weapons] rather than on V-2." (xx.)

(xx.) T.S. Cont. #2-8389 D.I. -Hq. USAF Top Secret document. Date 1948? Army

memo? (Obtained from the national archives by Jan Aldrich)

(See picture of the A-4, or otherwise known as the V-2, on page 5)





The "winged, jet-propelled missile."

As we can see in official documents, the "winged, jet-propelled, missile" was determined to be

the "most serious long range weapon." It is no wonder "flying saucer" sightings caused so

much interest among U.S. Air Force Intelligence experts.

Considerable research had been done on missiles and long range conventional bombers, so the

many technical problems involved in attempts to increase range with them were well known. A

major breakthrough seemed improbable. The winged-jet missile was a fairly new concept, so it

was harder to define what was possible. Still, the engineering obstacles appeared formidable.

The German Horten flying wing, suspected ofbeing a candidate for a Russian "saucer," had

experienced many setbacks during flight tests by Luftwaffe pilots. Even something as simple as

the skin of the aircraft posed a difficult challenge. Fabric was rejected, and then sheets of an

early type of plastic, "Tronal," produced by the German company Dynamit AG Troisdorf, was

applied without success. The final air-worthy Horton was made of wood with welded steel

tubing in the center of each wing. As author Brian Ford states: "Wood technologies were at the

time [1940s] very much better evolved than those used in plastics or light-alloy production

work." (xx.)

(xx.) Ford, Brian. German Secret Weapons Blueprint For Mars. Ballantine Books, Inc., New

York,N.Y., 1968. p. 101.

Tokaty-Tokaev and the Sanger rocket glider.

In 1948 Russian rocket expert Tokaty-Tokaev fled to the West and revealed that as early as

April 1947 the potential of a long range anti-podal rocket glider proposed by German scientist

Eugene Sanger was brought to the attention of Stalin. (See my monograph UFOs: A History

1947 p.3.) Efforts by the Russians to locate Sanger failed. Nothing, apparently, was achieved

by the Russians to turn Sanger's idea into, an actual flying machine. U.S. Intelligence documents

mention no Russian success in the area, and as of this writing (Year 2000), no information about

a flyable Sanger craft in the 1940s and 50s has surface in the unofficial literature.

The Russians and nuclear engines.

If the Russians could manage a breakthrough in the harnessing of atomic power to propel an

aircraft, it was felt high-performance and long range could be attained. In fact, a U.S. nuclear-

powered aircraft project had been active for some time. Some ofthe first flying saucer reports

were sent to the project for study.

In 1948 it was estimated that the first test of a Russian A-bomb was several years away. An

A-bomb was simpler to build than a nuclear-powered plane and no doubt would have a higher

priority. If the Russian didn't have a bomb, it stands to reason they didn't have a nuclear-

powered aircraft. (Things changed abruptly in mid-1949 when the Reds exploded a nuclear

device years ahead of the estimated time assigned by Western Intelligence.)

Some time has been spent on this Russian secret weapon hypothesis to explain why flying

saucer sightings were such a surprise to American Intelligence.

It is interesting to note how the U.S. military listed the first 17 UFO cases in the initial Pro

ject SIGN report:



Incident No. Date Location

Muroc Air Field, Muroc, Calif

Muroc Air Field, Muroc, Calif.

Muroc Air Field, Muroc, Calif.

Muroc Air Field, Muroc, Calif.

Muroc Air Field, Muroc, Calif.

Muroc Air Field, Muroc, Calif

Muroc Air Field, Muroc, Calif.

Area #3, Rogers Dry Lake, Muroc

Air Field, Muroc, Calif

Portland, Oregon

Milwaukee, Oregon.

Portland, Oregon

Portland, Oregon.

Portland, Oregon

Boise, Idaho.

Seattle, Washington

Vancouver, Washington.

Portland, Oregon

Portland, Oregon

Portland, Oregon.

Mount Jefferson near Redmond,

Oregon

Mt. Rainier, Washington (The

Kenneth Arnold sighting) (xx.)

Project "SIGN" Air Force Initial Report -April 1948. Published by the Fund For UFO

Research, Inc. Mount Rainier, MD, 2000. p.3.
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11

12

13
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15

16

17

8 July 47

8 July 47

8 July 47

8 July 47

8 July 47

8 July 47

7 July 47

8 July 47

4 July 47

4 July 47

4 July 47

4 July 47

4 July 47

4 July 47

4 July 47

4 July 47

4 July 47

4 July 47

4 July 47

4 July 47

24 June 47

(XX.)

Note that the cases are not listed by date. Leading the list were the Muroc sightings, which

were all military. When its own people began to report "flying saucers" is when the military

began to take the issue seriously Cases #5 through #16 were all civilian sightings, but they

were clustered in the Pacific Northwest, which is the part of the United States (excluding Alaska)

nearest to Russian bomber bases in Siberia. That fact was not lost on U.S. military Intelligence.

It is only when we reach Case #17 d6 we find military interest in the Arnold sighting that

"started it all." (More of the Initial Report can be found on pages 28-44)
f

7 January. The Mantell case

The Deputy Base Commander and operations Officer at Godman Field, Kentucky, was inter

viewed by a civilian UFO group in 1971. He was Lt. Col. E. Garrison Wood. Col. Wood re

calls events ofthe following day after the Mantell tragedy. Air Force Investigators from Wright

Field showed up to ask questions about the UFO and: ".. .took the whole thing as a joke." (xx.)

(xx.) "New Witness Discovered in Mantell Tragedy." UFO Research Newsletter. Ed.Gordon

I R. Lore, Jr Vol.1, No 2 May-June, 1971. p.3.

Certainly the officers did not mean to make light of a pilot's death. If they were from Wright

Field, and not local agents, there is some sense in their actions. The levity must have been to re

duce public alarm The incident received huge press coverage.



7 January More on the Mantell case.

The best update on the famous Mantell case is an article by Barry Greenwod in a June 1994

issue of Just Cause It stands out, because Greenwood is top notch researcher and his infor

mation comes from an excellent source. Greenwood talked with Professor Charles Moore who

took part in the Skyhook balloon program in the 1947-49 time period.

Greenwood noted that Ruppelt, in his book Report on Unidentified Flying Objects, expressed a

belief the object Mantell encountered was a Skyhook launched from Clinton County AFB on

January 7, 1948 Ruppelt, however, admitted he could not find anyone to confirm that as a fact

Professor Moore was able to tell Greenwood no balloon was launched from Clinton County Field

until July 9, 1951, and could provide the Air Force contract number (19 [122] -633), and the date

and number of the New York University technical report (Report 172.1- October 15, 1951) to

prove his claim.

Greenwood determined the Skyhook involved originated from Camp Ripley, Minnesota It

was launched at 8 a.m. on January 6, 1948, and drifted southeast to the Georgia/South Carolina

region, eventually coming down in the Atlantic. The balloon in the Ripley launch experienced a

malfunction in the clock timer, which failed to release the instrument package that hung below

the gasbag (That might explain why the balloon Mantell encountered seemed to be within reach

Mantell ran into trouble at 20,000 feet due to a lack of oxygen and if the Skyhook had been at its

maximum altitude of 100,000 feet, perhaps the National Guard pilot would have broken off the

chase Maybe the balloon was floating along at, let's say, 30,000 feet?)

Ruppelt's Clinton County explanation.

There are portions of Ruppelt's UFO book that have puzzled researchers One of these is the

supposed Clinton County Skyhook launch Greenwood felt the evidence Ruppelt presented did

not justify the suggestion. So why make it? Again, Professor Moore was a big help. Moore

said he talked with Ruppelt about the Mantell case and the Camp Ripley origin appeared to be

acceptable to the BLUE BOOK Chief. A problem arose, however, in naming Camp Ripley as

definitely being the balloon's source. It seems Professor Moore had discussed the issue with the

Navy (which was in charge of the secret Skyhook program) and apparently the Navy balked at

identifying Camp Ripley because they didn't want to be associated a pilot's death Naming the

January 7l UFO a Skyhook cleared the books of a mystery but Ruppelt was forced to be vague

about the exact details (xx.)

(xx.) Greenwood, Barry. The Mantell UFO - A Smoking Gun? Maybe1 Part Two " Just

Cause Number 40. June 1994 pp 8-12

Harassment of "Vital Installations "

A Mr J F. Kalbach responded to an inquiry made by Dr James McDonald

"Shortly after joining Los Alamos Scientific Labs in September, 1947,1 became

aware of shop talk among technicians and some of the staff members concerning UFO

sightings I do not remember the exact date (it was recorded in my lab notebook),

but I believe it was early 1948 that I saw something unusual enough to write a report

on it and try to find out if anyone else knew what it was



"I was leaving the lab late one evening and while walking toward the security

gate exit I saw a very bright occulting green light coming out of the southwest sky. In

about 4 seconds it was overhead at 60 degrees elevation and east of me. Abruptly it

changed direction and moved westerly at approximately the same velocity, disappear

ing over the Jemez Mountains in about 3 seconds. My first impression was that it was

a starboard light of an airplane flying very low to be moving so fast through my field

of vision, but had it been a plane I should have seen a red light of the port side. The

light was bright enough by which to read a newspaper, had I had one.

"There was no noise associated With it which I could hear above the sound of a

nearby diesel power generating plant.

"This seemed unusual enough to expect others to have seen it I found only one

other, Mr H T. Gittings, an explosives expert who was out burning outdated shaped

charges in a remote canyon. Within days, there were more similar sightings by

others and I saw another This time the light was occulting but not as brightly, and it

changed direction after coming out of the south to a point almost directly overhead.

The change in direction appeared to be a rather smooth 180 degree turn in less than 1

second, then it disappeared after forming a track similar to a 4J '

"The sightings were so numerous that a group of us staff members produced a

reporting form and encouraged those who saw these events to fill out the check list.

Over a period of say 3 months, we collected possible [?] 50 reports The number of

events was less " (xx )

(xx ) Letter. To Professor James E. McDonald, University of Arizona, Institute of
Atmospheric Physics, Tucson, Arizona. 85721. From: J.F Kalbach. 920 Alta

Pine. Altadena, Calif. 91001. January 1, 1970. Dr. James McDonald papers,

Special Collections Division University of Arizona Library, Tucson, Arizona

Mr Kalbach also wrote*

"About the only additional information I can add is that a group of our physicists

set up watches to observe and record the mysterious green fireballs As the watching

progressed, we armed ourselves with a camera and grating to try to photograph the
spectrum of the light. We set up a doppler meteor detector similar to the Stanford

work, and a low frequency electromagnetic listening and recording device (30 to
10,000 hz) We never got any positive correlation between any of these devices with

each other or with a fireball observation " (xx.)

(xx) Ibid

Dr Lincoln LaPaz's 1967 statement

"The undisguised disbelief which this explanation encountered " (See letter on page 10)

Dr LaPaz cleared for "SECRET" and "TOP SECRET." (See page 11)
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO I ALBUQUERQUE

INSTITUTE OF MET£OR1TICS

April 9, 1967
Dr. James u. McDonald

Institute of Atmospheric Physics

The University of Arizona

Tucson, Arizona 85721

Dear Dr. McDonald:

As the UNM Post Office is closed over weekends, your recent

letter of inquiry did not reach the Institute until April 3*
Further delay in getting off a reply to you was occasioned by
my absence from the campus on a field search for meteorites. (i
retired from the Directorship of the Institute last summer and,
freed of all administrative duties, now spend a great deal of
time searching the numerous meteoritic strewn-flelds located by

our fireball surveys of the past 30 years.)

Your letter concerning the yellow-green (A¥ 5200 A) fire
balls was read with much interest, and 1 wish it were possible
for me to meet with you at the time you designate, however, I
shall again be in the field over the weekend of the 23rd. (Once
permission has been obtained from landowners to search posted
areas on specific days, it is an irreparable breach of "western
etiquette "to "come to call" earlier or later.)

Perhaps our inability to get together will work to your
benefit, "in place of interrogating me, I am sure it would be
more profitable for you to take advantage of your visit to Los
Alamos to question the following scientists: Drs. Bradbury,

rolloway, Manley, Reines, Teller, and Mr. Koyt, all of whom took
a keen and critical interest in a meteoriticist's account of the
;,ellorf-greep fireballs, and all of whom are noted for the oojec-

zivxty of -heir opinions.

Among other things, you will learn from the persons named
above that, when asked- to suggest an explanation of the yellow-
green fireballs, I advanced the sane hypothesis I had earlier
proposed to the OSI (IG) USAF, nemely, that the yellow-green
fireballs were "unconventional defensive devices undergoing test
m the areas they were designed to defend." The undisguised
disbelief which this explanation encountered at Los alamos gave
z-e a preview of the treatment to be accordec. this nypothesis ip

toe -ears to cone; nevertheless, it has always seeded to se to

best explain the observed pnenomena.■

n'ltn reeret that I shall be unable to neet you personally
and with best wishes for the success of your current investirs-

;iO2 of rfr.at you aptly term "the curious prooleci of the uniGerti-

:ied flying objects," I remain

..l-coin _f-.-az

Institute of ue-eontics
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DECLASSIFIED

KARA Pale

REPAOOUCEO AT THE KATIONAl AHCHVES

AIR COMMAND

KCIMXC

Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio

21 Jan

Institute of Meteorltlcs

University of Hew Mexico

Albuquerque, New Mexico

ATTENTION, Dr. Lincoln LaPaz

Gentlemen:

Reference ia made to the secrecy agreement executed toy

your company and to the personnel a ecuri ty questionnaires sub

mitted for persons within your organization who require access

to clascified information in connection with the submission of a

bid or tha performance of a contract for the Air Materiel Command.

Consent aa required by AB 38°-5 for employment on work covered

by United States Air .Force contracts classified secret or top secret^

is hereby GRANTED in the ca8e of the following one United

States citizen (a);

LaPaz, Lincoln Dr.

Very truly yours,

/e/t/ J. 7. McCLENDON
Colonel, USAF

Adjutant General

;L:

CLASSIFICATION CA^
BV AUTHOJ,Vy ol

Kl/RT K KUNZE, Capt, U_
KTn

unclassified
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16 January. Amazing Amazing Stones. The CIA and red spiders. (See pages 13 and 14)

23 January Project SIGN and the "Swedish Incidents." (See below)

AIR UATERIEL COMMAND

In reply address both

communication and en-

Telope to Commanding

General, Air Materiel

Command, Attention

following office symbol:

Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio

23 January 1?1|8

UCU

SUBJECT: Projeot "SION"

TO; Chief of Sta^f

United State* *Lr force

Washington 2$, D. C.

ATWi AFOIR, Lt Col George Oarrett

1. In connection with the inTestigation of flying diace, Projeot
"SIGN", it iB believed that the Tarious unidentified flying objects seen

over Sweden (so-called "Swedioh Incidenta") might be helpful. It is our
underiUnding that a comprehenaire file of these incidents accumulated

during the past two years ia located at your Headquarters.

2. It ia requested, therefore, that the entire file "Swedish In

cidents" be forwarded to this office for review aa Boon as possible. If

extra copies are not available, reproduction copies will be cade at thia

Command ao that the originals can be promptly returned.

FOR THE OOWUAKDING OENERALi

/a/ W. R. Clingeraan Col VSX7

for H. U. UcCOX

Colonel, 0SAT

Chief of Intelligence
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dai in nakohal Aitriivi -.

VCI

AIH MATMILL CO,;,, N D

LCI/UUi/dm

Wright-Field,Dayton,Uhio
16 Jan L8

"Hying Dis,a"

TO: Chief of Staff

United u^ates air Force
Washington 25, 0. C,

Attention: It. Goj , George Garrett

Collection Branch, Air Intelligence Ueq. Div,

office, Director of Intelligence

1. An employee of this DepartmtmU^ecently called the attention
of the undersigned to a number of letters appearing in AMAZING i>TUllL£>

Uagezine on the subject of flying discs. Several past issues of the
magazine were then reviewed, and it does appear that the readers of

AMAZING STORIES have reported a number of such incidents which were
not previously available to the Air Forcaa, It is understood that

a feature article on thin subject is under preparation by AJ4AZINC
i/TUilLi). a preprint copy of this article, together with a c opy of

the letters available on this subject, would be of considerable
interests

2. Due to the nature of the publication AV.AZING bTOitl^L, and
the unfavorable publicity which might accrue to the Air Force if an

official request were made for ouch moterial, thie headquarterb,cannot

contact the publisher directly. It ie therefore requested tlidt arrange
ments be made through appropriate channola whereby the desired infor
mation nay be obtained.

3. It is realized that the above request is unusual, however,
until such time-as the so-called "Hying Disc" phenomenon is laid to

rest, all possible sources of information should be utilized.

/,. DAZING bTOhlbJ is published monthly by the Ziff-Davis

Publishing Company at 185 North Wabaah Avenue, Chicago 1, Illinois.
The New York office is located in the tmpire Hate building, New fork
3, Hew Xork.

THi. OUAflulHG

/b/ H.ii. JicCOt

Colonel, UOAF

Oiitf of Intelligence
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.TIPAHOIR-CO/Lt Col

of^1{inr 6 Feb

B/Ltr fin Ai'C dated 16 Jan U8t subject: "Hying Discs11

AFOIH-CO-5U-2523J ' lat Ind.

Uipt. of the Air Koroo, Hq, tffiAF, Aashintfton 25, b. C. 9- FEB

Toi Coomoinilng floneral, Air Materiel Conwwnrt, ftright-^atterson Air

Force buut, Utyton, uhlo

ATTJJi T^DUJ

1. The Central Intelligence Agency has contacted the Mow iork offloe

of Ziff-^vls Publishing Cerapuny In oenneotion with baoio letter's request

Tor information on "«»Midn^ titorita" And their pub^isAtion or items re

garding Flyi^ff Discs.

2. Th« Contra1 Intelligence A.g«nO7 representative utatea that the

letters from readers, in the possession of the publishing ocapany, ore of

no value inajtauch aa thej ttr9 frco school children, iUiterutes, "craok-

pots", etc. Mono had a sensible report in connection with eight ings, and

noet bordered on the fantastic side.

3. Th« feature artiela tvhich wuu tu havo appeared on flying Uiacs

was written hy a nan who claima the dloos «c*nAte fron a buried under

ground city in the bowela of tho earth, which he has vioitod. ilt^wmrer,

Zlff-Uavio r'ubliahing Canpany have oancellad this story because it is not

anaslng enough, otvi instead are going to run a utory Hbout a hu^e red

spider which cameo doxn to earth bYco Uara and capture! hiusuns for a Ifart Inn

museum*

^ I
U. Thin Office hae instructed the Central intelligence ^tfoncy

Hepreoentativea to ntop any further efforts in thi* natter Uo their relief)
and aonunes that your oemmond will wich no further oto^i token in this

direct ion,
<^

OF TH 011aT i.+ :*TAFFi

DOUOLASS W. EISEUAH
Lt. Colonel. U.S.A.F.

KxecutU-e. Air lut ell l6onoe Roquirwoto
OUootot of i

rtv/

■t I v- ^
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I e*,ylcfiv> Or-, 'Flying Discs9 Book

Declared- Closed ~:
3/ WASHINGTON -Remember

- the flying saucers?

Last July the entire United
States wm talking tbout the be

wildering phenomenon of the co-

lestlal crockery. Dozens of peo

ple In 44 states, Canada, Ilex*

Ico, England, Australia and

South Africa aolomly testify

that they saw the discs whiz-
■ zing through the sky.

Military and Government sci

entific authorities Sunday aaJd

that they still have no positive
explanation?for the /lying sau-

cen and, furthermore, had no
Intention of doing anything a-
bout IL ^-

Theories Advanced

The Joint Research and De
velopment Board, the Govern

ment's top scientific body, ad*

vanced a number of theories

Informally It Is satisfied that

these theories are the answer
to the reported phenomenon

that had the nation In a stew
last slimmer

A spokesman said the board

experts dismiss the Hying sau*

cers as a mirage Induced by

mass Mlf-hypnosis

The scientists declare that

- the-dlscs-wtre-nothUig-more-
than faptlcal llJujJon* and say

that no*vldenee ever has been

found to show that the saucers

were either man made or pro^

ducts-of nature.

Description Vary - .

Theorttfng - further, - the ex.

perts contend that It Is possible

the Hying discs were either a

form of natural electricity, the

sun mirrored In the clouds, re

flections of passing airplanes or

flashes of light from the silver

weather kites sent aloft aS orer
the country by the Army-Air
Forces,

The descriptions of the—fly-

Ing saucers varied from the

garden-variety of whirling discs

to smoking rings and—the ulU

mate as reported by a Nebras

ka farmer— "flaming straw
hats." - - ..

Army and Navy experts on

such matters as guided mls-

slls, rocket^ and buzz bombs,

have closed their books on the

flying saucers.

31 January. "Book closed on Flying

Discs?" (See news

clipping to the right)

These "book closing" remarks from the

Joint Research and Development Board,

and "Army/Navy experts," is either a

blatant example of a cover-up or proof

authorities got their wires crossed. In fact,

with project SIGN, a serious investigation

had just begun!

1 February. Circleville, Ohio. (2:00 a.m.)

Curious about ultraviolet lights?

Mr. Bruce Stevenson was successful farmer highly respected by those in the community. The

Stevenson farm was a big, up-to-date operation, which may have played a role in a visit by a

strange machine. The following interview of Mr. Stevenson appeared in the Circleville Daily

Hearld:

"Bruce Stevenson, 53-year-old prominent farmer known throughout Pick-

away County, revealed for publication for the first time Saturday how he saw

close-up details of a 'flying saucer' here four years ago [The interview was con

ducted in 1952].

" 'Aside from telling my family and a few friends down in Circleville, I

haven't mentioned it to anybody now because I figured they just wouldn't be

lieve me,' Stevenson said. 'It was something at the time I couldn't believe my-

self-I could hardly credit my own eyes.

" 'But now I'm willing to take an oath on all that I say, and I'll never back

down on the story.'

"Giving his first public version exclusively to the Circleville Herald, the

the mature, matter-of-fact-speaking farmer described the incident and retraced

the actual scene Saturday morning.

" 'It was a bitter cold night in February of 1948,' he said. 'I'm sorry I

can't remember the date, except that there was quite a bit of snow on the ground

and the temperature was down around zero.

" The moon was very bright when I got up about 2 a.m.. I was keeping a

close watch on some hogs I had, and as soon as I stepped out the back door I
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glanced in the general direction ofthe hog house.

" 'Immediately I noticed a glow near the top of the hog house and I first

thought the building was on fire. You could see a lot better then now when

trees and bushes are in full bloom, but in order to make sure ofthe fire I hurried

out into the yard.

" 'I hadn't gone far before I noticed this thing -this saucer, or whatever

you want to call it. It was near the roof ofthe hog house -as though maybe it

had been attracted by the dim lights you could see through the building's ven-

tillators -and very slowly was moving toward the tool shed at the same altitude.'

"Both buildings described by Stevenson are large structures only a stone's

throw apart.

" 'There's no use saying now why I didn't run and call others,' Stevenson

continued. 'Somehow I just stood spellbound, almost in a daze, I guess, while I

watched the saucer glide along the top edge of the tool shed roof.

" 'It was while it was hanging above the tool shed that I got a real good

look at it. I was about 150 feet from it at the time and it looked to be only about

20 feet offthe ground.

"From his house Stevenson brought an ordinary dinner plate and a glass

sauce dish to illustrate what he saw. He turned both up side down and placed

the glass dish on top the bottom of the plate.

"The resulting design was very similar to that described in many other sau

cer sightings elsewhere in the nation.

"Pointing to the glass dome on the home-made model, Stevenson said:

'This part was glowing with a bright amber light [. .two words not clear], glow

ing, not as though there were bulbs inside that would show as bright spots.

" 'The bottom part (the dinner plate) was colored a strange sort of silver that

glistened in the very bright moonlight. I saw it was a strange sort of silver be

cause somehow it didn't seem to reflect the light as perhaps aluminum would do.

" 'One detail in connection with the silver bottom section I noted very clear

ly. There was something whirling around this bottom section, sort of like a big

propeller or series of propellers might do. The movement was clear and the bot

tom part did not turn. Something kept whirling around the whole thing.

" 'That enabled me to get a fair look at the silvery part, and it seemed to be

marked with many tiny holes or pits. In other words, it wasn't all smooth.

" 'Aside from the propeller-like movement on the upper side of the silver

bottom part -the actual bottom ofthe thing was out of sight and seemed bent up

into the underside -there was no movement on the thing.'

"Stevenson estimated the overall diameter of saucer at 60 feet. His view

was a side view only and4ie calculated the height of the amber dome (the glass

dish) at eight feet. From the bottom of the object to the top he figured was 12 to

15 feet.

" 'Suddenly, just while I was wondering if maybe the thing wouldn't hit the

chimney on my tool shed,' Stevenson continued, 'the amber light went off and

the thing traveled slowly off to my left and out of sight. The light stayed off, but

I could see the silver.

" 4It had been in my view for perhaps three minutes, and I decided to stick it

out and watch rather than to run and call anybody else.
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" 'There was no sudden movement of the saucer. Neither was there any noise,

and not even any sign of an engine -unless it was the rotating section on the silver

bottom part.'

"Stevenson's farm is located about three miles northwest of Circleville in level

country which offers a view for several miles in all directions [The farm had at least

nine major buildings. Stevenson must have been considered a wealthy man back in

1948 -and would be even today].

"Details given by Stevenson indicate he had a close view of the object while it

was hovering and drifting over a distance of about 200 yards.

" 'Everyone else was asleep in our house when it happened,' Stevenson said.

'Later on, of course, I told them all about it and some time later we were half-joking

about it among friends in Circleville.

" 'However, I decided not to report it officially because saucers were still being

regarded as just a big gag and I figured nobody would take it serious. There's no

doubt about what I saw though, I'll swear to that.'

"Stevenson, who has lived at the farm for 18 years and is known throughout the

region as a reliable personality, said he planned to turn over his information now to

Air Force authorities.

" 'If the government wants, I'll show anybody out here just where 1 stood and

where the thing was when I saw it. I knew what I saw, and what I saw was nothing

that seemed to be of this earth.'" (xx.)

(xx.) Circleville, Ohio. Daily Herald. 3 August 52.

Another follow-up news story years later added: "The dazzling orange-amber glow which ori

ginally attracted his attention was suddenly reduced to a 'dull amber glow' inside the 'dome' of

the 'saucer,' just a moment after he came outside and began watching the eerie visitor." (xx.)

(xx.) Hartinger, Pete. "America's First Classic Close Encounter." Ohio UFO Notebook #13

Published by the MidOhio Research Associates, Inc. Box 162. 5837 Karric Square

Drive, Dublin, Ohio. 43016-4216. p.16.

Stevenson had brood sows in the hog, or farrowing, house. He had installed bacterial lights in

side to help protect the health of his animals The lights were ultraviolet which gave offa bluish

glow that leaked through gaps in the roof ventilators and could be seen for miles. Stevenson be

lieved it was bluish glow that attracted the "saucer." (xx.)

(xx) George Bruce Stevenson file folder. Dr. James McDonald papers. University of

Arizona at Tucson Library. Special collections Division. Tucson, Arizona.

7 February. Vejle, Denmark, (daytime?)

According to press account, some farmers working the fields in Gadbjerg, which is near Vejle,

sighted a high speed shining object as it crossed the sky from the southeast to the northwest It

was in view for three seconds and was very low, an estimated altitude of 600 feet, (xx.)
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(xx.) Danish newspaper AftenbladeX. 7 February 48.

12 February. "Phenomena in the atmosphere ofconcern to national security." "Interceptors on

continuous alert basis." "Armament as deemed advisable." (See Air Force

letter on page 19)

17 February. "A very excited discussion about the "meteors" over Sweden " (See Air Force

memo on page 20)

3 March. "Continuous alert plan deemed impractical "

General Cabell's February 12th suggestion about having jet interceptors on continuous alert
was not considered feasible. (See official letter on page 21) (The unspoken implication here is

that American skies were wide open to UFO intruders. The proper resources for the detection of

UFOs and any defense against them did not, in any reasonable terms, exist!)

18 March. Scientific Advisory Board Conference.

"Which may surprise you."

After an opening address by General Vandenburg, many issues were discussed Among them

was this comment by Colonel McCoy under the topic "Utilization ofTechnical Intelligence."

The Colonel said.

"We have a new project -Project SIGN -which may surprise you as a develop

ment from the so-called mass hysteria ofthe past Summer when we had all the uni

dentified flying objects or discs. This can't be laughed off. We have over 300 re

ports which haven't been publicized in the papers from very competent personnel, in

many instances -men as capable as Dr. K. D. Wood, and practically all Air Force,

Airline people with broad experience. We are running down every report. I can't

even tell you how much we would give to have one of those crash in an area so that

we could recover what ever they are." (xx.)

(xx.) Scientific Advisory Board Conference held 17-18 March 1948, Room SE-869, The

Pentagon, Washington, D.C., Dr. Theodore Von Karman, Chairman, Presided. (Con

ference convenced at 9:00 am. and adjourned at 5:45 p.m. 17 March) p. 78. Copy in

author's files.

If General Vandenburg or*any of the big shots at the conference knew about a Roswell crash, it

was apparent from this document no one volunteered to share the information with McCoy.

"Never enough help."

Back at Wright Field, Princeton Engineer Alfred C. Loedding, a civilian selected to head the

Air Force UFO investigation SIGN, never would receive the help he needed. In a later press

story it said:
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AFODt-Co/U. Col Garrettyiwd/W*
11 Keb 1*8 t . ) \f

v— FEB 1948

U. Col Garr«u/lwdA$U

Dlractor of Pli>na and Operation*

of

of which Air kttt«ri«l Comwand nl.ould cooperuto

U. iour ousu-unta And/or concurronco £rc

C. P. CABEOD

BrJnndior Conflrol, U.S.A.F.

Chlof, Air Xntol P.n. Dlv,

Dlraotorate of Inlelligeuoo
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17 Fob 1940

FROM i AFOIR-AA

Memo

e. Dr. Wilknnaon described effort* of the Swedish governm-nt

and his company to perfect V-l type guided missiles and stated that they

wore experiencing conalderabl* difficulty in matters of fuel consumption

and that they had called in & German scientiHt who was an expert on ths

V-l, This Gorman scientist in all of hie oaloulations showed that their

V-l model should b« actually getting five times as much range as they wer«

getting in th«ir experio«nt«.

3. Dr. Wilkonson apparently had very definite ideao with regard

to the much-disouBSpd /"metoorsft that have boon seen ovar their country,

but Colonel von Sohinlcel got into a very excited discuaaion in Swedish

with Dr. V/ilkenaon, which apparently changod his ideas about making

any statement on the subject.

FILED UNDKHi 470. Armament A New Weapons
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REPROOUCED M THE NAHONAI MOMS

PgPARTHBW OT Tg AIB FOBCK

■w
it *

Flyiag Dlaes

Director of Intelligence

Director of Plans and Operations

MAR 1348

Major 33

1« Tba proposal of Air Materiel Command, for stationing fighter aircraft at

bases on a continuous alert atatua is not considered feasible for the following reae

A. Tb» outlay of aircraft and pareoonal would be too great consistent

(the results to be obtained*

\
b., Proper interoaptlon la not possible, exoapt by accident, without complete.

*_»ar coverage vhioh the Air Fores is not capable of providing. . \
\

o. It ia doubtful if fighter aircraft would bo able to follow up reports *

emanating;, for the most part, froa oi-rllian sources.

\
2, It ij raoooaended that Air Materiel Comnand's responsibility for "collecting"

infomaiioB on u&nsnal phsnonena in the atmosphere be confined to the establishment of

direct flhanoolo for the reoeipt of such information.

3* It is further reoooaended that In liea of the proposal of Air Material Comiand,
all other najor oooBands be dire«t«d to cooperate with Air Materiel Command and to-channel

lnforafttlon dlreotly to that eooaand*

S. E. AMDERSOH

Major General, U.S.A.F,

Director of Plans and Operations.

Refi Eifi, to Dlr/WtO, dtd 12 ?eb 48, subj: Flying Discs
(alraady ia files)

a

I
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"Loedding contends that he was never given the funds or the manpower to handle

the job properly.

" 'We couldn't begin to answer the correspondence. After some months, how

ever, we had assembled a considerable volume of first hand reports. I traveled all over

the country on 24-hour call to talk with persons who claimed they had seen the pheno

mena.

" There were a number of officers and civilian department heads, both at Wright

Field and in Washington, who decided there was nothing to 'Flying Saucers' long be

fore we started our investigation. There were others, like General Donald Put [t] at

Wright Field, who insisted that everyone keep an open mind.

" *I don't see how anyone could ignore all of the competent sightings that were

turned in. We had more than 100 reports from airline pilots, test pilots and officers and

others.'" (xx.)

(xx.) Trenton, New Jersey. Trenton Sunday Times-Advertiser. 10 October 54. p. 1.

The Russians and UFOs (according to a Dr. Burdakov)

Sputnik was designed at the Moscow Aviation Institute, and the head of the Institute was a

Sergei Korolev who is considered the father ofthe Russian space program. One of his students

was Valeri Burdakov who later obtained his doctorate. Dr. Burdakov told American reporter

George Knapp Korolev was summoned to Kremlin in 1948 to see Stalin. Burdakov said Korolev

told him that the summons was:

".. .after the events in New Mexico [Roswell] and after the death of Captain

Mantell. Stalin brought Korolev into a room where all the materials were spread

on a table -western periodicals, books, articles, UFO reports from the Soviet

Union, information from 'special channels' in the U.S...Stalin wanted to know

what did Korolev think about the material concerning Roswell and UFOs. Koro

lev asked to take the material home to study them and was told 'no,' he had to

work there....When Korolev finished the work, Stalin again asked him his opinion.

Korolev said the phenomenon is real, 'they' do not appear to be dangerous to our

country, they are not manufactured in the States or any other country, and the time

will come when it must be studied further. Staiin thanked him and said this same

opinion was shared by other specialists..." (xx.)

(xx.) Knapp, George. "What The Russians Know About UFOs." MUFON1994

International Symposium Proceedings. Published by the MUTUAL UFO

UFO Network, Inc. (MUFON). Seguin, Texas, 1994. p.294.

15 March. Air Force activity masked.

Despite official assertions by the Air Force authorities they were the sole agency dealing with

UFOs, that was not always perfectly true. Two proposals to enlist the aid of a newspaper clip

ping service were drafted in such a manner to mask Air Force activity. One proposal made on

March 15, 1948, envisioned the use ofthe CIA. When that was rejected, another suggestion was
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made was the use of a civilian member of the Air Force Intelligence staff (xx.)

(xx.) Letter. To. Commanding General, Air Material Command. Wright-Patterson Air

Force Base, Dayton, Ohio ATTN- MCI From. Lt Col Garrett. AFOIR Subject

Clipping Service for Project "SIGN '* 28 April 48 Copy in author's files

Late February/ March The Horton jet

Knowing that the Horton jet had reached a point in its development under German direction to

warrant preparations for production at the end ofthe war in Europe, Project SIGN experts could

not take it for granted some UFO sightings were not Russian-build Horten craft. The two Horten

brothers were located in England and interrogations were arranged. (See illustration below of

the Horten design Note how similar it is to Kenneth Arnold's "flying crescent" shown on page

162 of Kenneth Arnold's and Ray Palmer's book The Coming ofthe Saucers.)

Horten Ho IX V3 (Gotha Go 229A-

as it was expected to appear when

completed [Spring 1945)

at Fnednchsroda

(xx.) Green, William. The Warplanes ofthe Third Reich Doubleday & Co.: New York, N.Y.,

1970. p.250.
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25 March. LaPaz and the "Four Corners meteorite fall."

A request for funds to investigate an apparent October 30,1947, meteorite fall in the remote

Four Corners area was made by Dr. LaPaz to Dr. V.H. Regener, Chairman of the Senate Re

search Committee. In a letter dated March 25, 1948, Dr. LaPaz wrote that the research grant

money available to the University ofNew Mexico Meteoritics Institute was almost exhausted so
he was seeking more federal aid. The professor pointed out that while he was almost positive the

glowing, smoking mass was a meteor, there was also a small chance the phenomena might have

been a rocket or guided missile. If such was the case, a speedy recovery of all possible evidence
was urgent since the object may been an enemy ranging device. To enhance its claim, Dr. LaPaz
mentioned that all military agencies had said nothing American had crashed in the region. More

over, Dr. LaPaz noted that the military had already conducted some unsuccessful searches and
were cooperating with the University Institute by providing aerial photographs of the suspected

impact area. The professor mentions a Col Leslie O. Peterson as his military contact.

LaPaz pointed out that he had considerable experience in regards to weather and terrain con

ditions, and that in his opinion the late Spring or early Fall would be the best time to search the

rocky desert country of the Navajo Reservation, (xx.)

(xx.) Letter: To: Dr. V.H. Regener, Chairman. Senate'Research Committee. From: Lincoln

LaPaz. Institute of Meteoritics. The University ofNew Mexico. Subject: Grant for

Meteoritic Investigations. 25 March 48. Copy in author's files.

The Weafers.

We know from a newspaper story that a transit team showed up at the farm of Mr. and Mrs. C.

Weafer in August 1948. The Weafer's lived in the remote Four Corners area and had witnessed

the passage of the "1947 ball of fire." It was essentially to question the Weafers to get an ele

vation and bearing estimates from the exact spot where the thing was observed. Weafer told the

press the transit team consisted of military men and scientists, and that there seemed to be con

siderable agreement on the idea the phenomena was a guided device of a foreign power, (xx.

(xx.) Bryan, Texas. The Bryan News. 20 December 49. Also, for further comments, the

reader is referred to my monograph UFOs: A History 1948, pp.106-107.

18 April. Fairbanks, Alaska. (1:06 p.m.)

Small speeding disc. (See "Incoming Message" on page-25)

The trex to Schenectady.

"You know it's very serious."

During meetings of General Schwartz's Advisory Committee in Washington in early 1948, the

subject of flying saucers was broached. These committee meetings dealing with various topics

were "very secret" according to member Dr. Irving Langmuir. General Schwartz told the com

mittee about the existence of a project SIGN that was gathering evidence about flying saucers.
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Dr. Langmuir, a key national defense advisor and major wartime scientific researcher in the

development of radar, recalled General Schwartz saying: "You know, it's very serious, it really

looks as though there is something there." (xx.)

(xx ) Langmuir, Irving. "Pathological Science by I. Langmuir." Technical Information Series.

Transcription of a talk given by Dr. Langmuir at the Research Laboratory on December

18, 1953. General Electric Research and Development Center, Schenectady, New York.

No. 68-C-035. April 1968. p.ll.

Dr. Langmuir was asked to examine the evidence SIGN had collected, so he made a request

that project representatives visit him at his place ofwork, which was the General Electric

Research and Development Center at Schenectady, New York. He told the SIGN people to bring

with them about 30 of their best flying saucer case files (He said he didn't want to see all of the

reports and predicted just two days of review would be sufficient time to evaluate the material)

Here is how he describes his experience:

"Most of them [UFO sightings] were Venus seen in the evening through a

murky atmosphere. Venus can be seen in the middle of the day if you know where

to look for it. Almost any clear bright day especially when Venus is at its brightest,

and sometimes it's caused almost panic. It has caused traffic congestion in New

York City when Venus is seen in the evening near some ofthe buildings around

Times Square and people thought it was a comet about to collide with the earth,

or somebody from Mars, or something of that sort. That was a long time ago.

That was thirty or forty years ago. Venus still causes flying saucers." (xx.)

(xx.) Ibid.

Dr. Langmuir then mentions some UFO pictures, which had to be the two Rhodes photographs:

"Well, they [the SIGN people] had one photograph or two photographs taken by

one man. It looked to me like a piece of tar paper when I first saw it and the two

photographs showed the thing in entirely different shapes [ Of course the pictures were

different. The object was moving and turning!]. I asked for more details about it.

What was the weather at the time? [The weather at Phoenix at the time was mild winds,

an overcast, and occasional light showers. There was no record of a "violent thunder

storm."] Well, they didn't know but they'd look it up. It was taken about fifteen or

twenty minutes after a violent thunderstorm out in Ohio[Just how Ohio figures into

the Phoenix case is a question only Langmuir can answer!] Well, what's more natural

than some piece of tar paper picked up by a little miniature twister and being carried a

few thousand feet up into the clouds and it was coming down, that's all. So what could

it be? 'But it was going at an enormous speed.' Of course the man who saw it didn't

have the vaguest idea of how far away it was. That's the trouble. If you see some

thing that's up in the sky, a light or any kind of an object, you haven't the vaguest idea

of how big it is. You can guess anything you like about the speed. You ask people

how big the moon is. Some say it is as big as your fist, or as big as a baseball. Some

say as big as a house. Well, how big is it really? You can't tell by looking at it. How

can you tell how big a flying saucer is? Well, anyway, after I went through these things
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I didn't find a single one that made any sense at all. There was nothing consistent

about them [!] They were all things that suffered from these facts. They were all

subjective. They were all near a threshold. You don't know what the threshold is

exactly in detecting the velocity of a object that you see up in the sky, where you

don't know whether it's a thousand feet or ten thousand feet or a hundred thousand

feet up. But they all fitted in with this general pattern, namely, that there doesn't

seem to be any evidence that there is anything in them." (xx.)

(xx.) Ibid.

Now that one has had a chance to acquaint himself with Dr, Langmuir's opinions in regards to

the information SIGN had collected, a detailed look at the UFO evidence is presented so a person

can judge for himself. (See below and the following pages)

23 April. Project SIGN Initial Report.

The plan was to issue reports on work in progress on a quarterly basis, but the first such report

on April 23rd was also the last, for reasons that will become clear during events that take place in

July. The initial SIGN report leaned toward a conventional high-performance aircraft that might

be duplicated with contemporary technology. Attached to the list of reports were commentaries

on the Rhodes photos, the Horton experiments, and a magazine article on disc-like aircraft. (See

pages 28-44)

As noted in the McCoy letter that introduces the SIGN report, Dr. Langmuir's negative opin

ions were acknowledged The SIGN material did not, according to Laiigmuir, "encompass suffi

cient information." It was also acknowledged that Langmuir was "reluctant to consider the so-

called 'flying discs' as a reality." Langmuir appeared to even have shut the door on the Horton

aircraft, and as McCoy letter states, "this .headquarters" believes "low aspect ratio aircraft" could

duplicate reported appearances and performances of flying disc sightings. The stubborn

skeptical attitude of Dr. Langmuir was a foretaste of what was to come. Certainly Langmuir's

views had some merit but one wonders if critics like him really knew that much about the

problem. Consider what Langmuir had to say about project SIGN when he gave the December

18, 1953, talk we have been using as a reference:

"And, anyway, these men [SIGN people?] were convinced and they ended

project SIGN. And later the whole thing was declassified and the thing was writ

ten up by the Saturday Evening Post about four or five years ago. At any rate,

that seemed to be the end of it. But, ofcourse the newspapers wouldn't let a

thing like that die (Laughter). It keeps coming up again and again, and again,

and the old story keeps coming back again. It always has. It is probably hun

dreds of years old anyway." (xx.)

(xx.) Ibid.

Langmuir's negative view appeared in the May 1949 issue ofthe Saturday Evening Post men

tioned above. Edward Ruppelt referred to it when he wrote his UFO book, The Report on Uni-
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UNCLASSIFIED
HEADQUARTERS

AIR MATERIEL COMKAHD

MCIA/jCB/amb
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base

WCIA Dayton, Ohio

23 APR 1948
SUBJECT* Projeot *S1GS*

TOi Chief of 8taff

United State■ Air Foroe

Washington 26, D. C,

ATTHt Director of Intelligence

1* Thla It an Initial report on unidentified flying objects ai

dlreoted by Hq, USAF letter dated SO December 1947, signed by Oeneral
L. C, Craigie, subjeoti "Flying Discs*. Quarterly reports will be

submitted beginning 1 July 1946*

2. As a result of this letter, Projeot HT-3O4 was aotiyated on

26 January 1948 and Technical Inatmotion 2185f dated 11 February 1948,

was published* Present files on Project "SIOB"* represent a consolida

tion of reports reoelved dlreotly by Hq, AMO and those forwarded by

the Direotor of Intelligence, DSAF,

3. Schedules of activities of lighted night-flying advertising
bllmpi hare been eeoured and .croas-oheoked at thlB Headquarters to
oonslder them as a possible source of inoident reports,

4. Inolosure 1 represents a tabulation and breakdown of all

available reports through 1 February 1948.

'5, The following Is a series of interesting observations that

were noted when reviewing the many incident oases i ^

a. High rate of ollmb, as well as the apparent ability to

remain motionless or hover for a considerable length of time*

b. The objeot was described as being oval, disc or aauoer*

Bhaped 31 times*

o* Asseoiated sound was present 11 times*

d. Reported sites hare varied from that of a 26-cent pieoe

to 260 feet In diameter, and from the site of a pursuit plane to the

bulk of six B-29 airplanes*

UNCLASSIFIED
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AMC

5ubjecti Project "SIGH" "_ *' £Pf< 1948

e. Number of objects per lightingi

Objects per sighting 1 2-5 * 6-10 over 10

Number of sightings 77 21 6 9

f. Exhaust trails were reported 23 tlmoa.

g. Speed has been estimated throughout the entire range from

very slow or hovering to supersonic*

6, Ir.cloeurea 2 and 5 are enlargements of photographs talc an of

Incident #40. Inolosure 4 is an evaluation of inolosure 2 by this

Eeadquarters. Attention Is invited to the marked siallarity between

incloiures 2 and 3, and inolosure 6, Similarity also exists between

inelosurea 2 and 3 and configuration* illustrated in inoloauro 6.

7. Representatives from this Headquarters visited Dr. Irving

Langmuir of the Roae&rch Laboratories, General Eleotrio Company,

Sohenoctady, If. T. to discuss Project "31 CM*. It waa the opinion of

this scientist that present available data does not encompass suffi

cient information to enable a positive identification to be made.

Dr. langmuir waa reluctant to conaider the eo-called "flying disco"
aa a reality. However, it io believed at 'this ne&dquartera that it

ia possible to oonfitruot a low aspoot ratio aircraft that would dupli
cate many of the appearanoe and performance oharaoteristloa of reported

"flying discs". Experts have apreed th*t this would be possible through

the intelligent application of boundary layer control.

FOB THE C0S1MASDING GENERAL:

Incls

1.

2.

3.

4.

6.

6.

Tabulation

Photo

Photo

EvaJ of Incl 2

Horten Parabola

Biology of Plying Saucer

' H. M. McCOY

Colonel, USAI"

Chief of Intelligence

UNCLASSIFIEDILJ



Incident

rto. D«t«

o
CO

1

la

lb

lc

Id

le

2

3

U

5

6

7

e

9

10

u

12

13

1U

15

16

17

IS

19

20

fi Jul hi

<S Jnl Ij7

E Jul ii7

S Jul U7

8 Jul Ia7

« Jul hi

S Jul hi

7 Jul hi

« Jul hi

h Jul U7

U Jul 47

U Jul 1*7

U Jul L7

b Jul hi

h Jul «7

k Jal hi

h Jul L7

h Jul Ii7

li Jul hi

h Jul hi

U Jul U7

2Ji Jun Ii7

not stated

20 Oct 1*7

20 Oct hi

Hour

0930

0930

0930

O9&9

1000

1000

1200

1010

1150

1305

1305

1305

1505

1505

20OU

not stated

1305

liiOO

1630

1700

1100

1500

not stated

1320

1100

Location

Muroc Air Plaid, Maroc, Calif,

liuroc Air Field, Uuroc, Calif.

-Muroc Air Held, liuroc, Calif.

Kuroc iir Field, Uuroc, Calif.

Buroc Air *ield, tturoe, CaliJ.

liuroc Air Field, iiuroc, CallT.

Uuroc Air Field, Uuroc, Calif.

Uuroc Air Field, Uuroc, Calif.

Are* ii, Eocirs Dry Lake, Uuroc

Air Field, Uuroc, Calif.

Portland, Oregon

Portland, Oregon

Portland, "r«gan

Portland, Oregon

"oise, Idaho

Seattle, "Yaahinitt

Portland, Oregon

Portland, Oregon

Portland, Oregon

Ueunt Jefferson near

ftsdaon, Oi-sgon

Ut. Rainier,

Toronto, pana

Dayton, Ohao

Xenia, Onlo

lighted

2

2

2

2

3

3

1

1

1

5

3

1

3

undefc*raised

5

l

20-30

h

l

3

h

9

1

2

1

ubaerred

From

Ground

Ground

Ground

Ground

Ground

Ground,

Ground

Ground

Ground

Ground

Qround

Ground

Ground

cAt-stated

Air

Crcuad

Ground

0round

Ground

Ground

Ground

Atr

0round

uroiwd

Oround

Incident

No. DnUs

21

22

23

2h

25

26

Zl

2S

29

30

30a

30b

JOc

31

12
32 ■

33

33«

33b

33c

33d

33o

33f

33k

%

29 Jun

21 Jun

30 Jun

12 Jun

h Jul

10 Jul

10 Jul

2u Jun

23 Jun

7 Jan

7 Jan

7 Jan

7 Jin

i*7

U7

^7

U7

1*7

1*7

U7

1*7

hi

hs

18

US

ha

nid-Oece:

1966

-ot stated

7 Jan

7 Jon

7 Jan

7 Jan

7 Jan

7 Jan

7 Jan

7 Jan

13 Oct

h&

h£

LS

'.e

U

1.8

US

US

U7

16J*5 Oes >(oiies, lows

about noon Spokane, 'aahin^tcn

17U5 Boiae, Idaho

1S15 Reiser, Idaho

23U5 . west Trenton, K. J.

not stated :larnon Field, Kewfoundland

20OOZ Harmon Field, Newfoundland

not stated Idaho

not stated Dakersfield, Cal±f.

I925SST Lockbourns ABt Colnmboa, Ohio

192SKT Lockbourne.AB, Colunbas, Ohio

1915EST Lockbourna AS, Colunbus, Onio

19UO Lockbourne AB, Colunbua, Ohio

;b*r early a.n. Korthern Ariiona

after dark Columbus, Ohio

1330-1700* GodiBan Fielo, Kt. (south of)

lijOOCST Oodaan Field, Kj,

132OCST Godman Field, Ky.

UiCO COT aO« from noda/in Fiold, Ky.

UiOO Godaan Field, Ky.

lii3O-l6OO Godaan Field, Sy.

' Ihh5 OodEian Field, Ky.

It Nuv d7

'UHCLASSIHID

0530 lit Bdlea north of Dauphin,
Uanitoba, Canada,

early A.m. Tlcondoroca at 90/1 (1*0 aiieo
south of v,*d- dlaoco, 20 railee

off shoroj

ho.

Sighted

IS

sereral

1

2

1

1

1

1

10

1

f-t
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Observed

Fro»

□ot stated

Ground

Ground

Ground

Ground

Ground

Oround

Ground

Ground

Oround

Ground

Ground

Oround

Qround

Ur

Ground

Ground

Grotmd

Oround

Ground

Ground

Aix

Oround

Ground

Uoat

Ur.'CLASSIFlED
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Ho. Dwye Hour. Looatlon

36 Rot Stated lot Stated Boise, Idaho

37 12 Oet 47 1200 Cstc Creek, Arisona

3d 10 Jun 47 lot Stated Budapest, Hungary

39 9 jul 47 2330 Orand Falls, Intfovadland

40 7 jul 47 1600 Phoenix, Irirona

41 11 Jul 47 lot Stated Elendorf Field, Alaska

42 12 jul 47 0430Z Blefidarf Field, Aliifca

43 29 Jwn U7 16^5 Clarion, leva

44 28 jtm 47 1543 HoeJtfield, Wisconsin

45 29 Jun 47 Afternoon Illinois

46 22 Jon 47 1130 Greenfield, Mass.

47 6 Jua 47 lot Stated Falrfleld-tfulsun Air Base. Calif.

48 7 Jan 4fl 1920-1955 Wilmington, Ohio

44a 7 J*» M 1925 Wilmington, Ohio

4ffb 7 Jan 4fl 1910SST Wilmington, Ohio .^

4So 7 Jan W 1930 Wilmington, Ohio

48d 7 Jan 4* 1920-1950 Wilmington, Ohio

49 9 Jtn 4fl 2300-2315 Dwrille, rentneky

50 10 Jan 45 2200 Wlldweod, lew Jersey

51 3 Sept *? 1215 0*wfo, Oregon

52 29 Jul 47 1450 Hamilton Field, California

52* 29 Jul 47 After 1200 Hamilton Field, California

53 26 Jun 47 1515 Lake Read, Oregon

54 16 Jan 47 2230 lorth S«a (50 miles from
the putoh Coast)

55 23 f*l 47 - o>453 Buwa riuia. jtevfraadiuui

lo.

Sluhted

1

1

1

5

1

1

1 '

* 18

7-10

7-10

1

1

1

1

l

1

1

1

One at this

Obatrred

Frog

Oround

Ground

Ground

Ground

Oround

Oround

Ground

Ground

Oround

Oround

Ground

Ground

Oround

Oround

Ground

Oround

Ground

Oround

Ground

date, preT-

lously 1 each

27 D««»3 J*n
all at 2000 o'clock.

12-15

2

2

5-6

1

Ground

Oronnd

Qro^od

Air

Air

58

59

60

61

62

A

65

66

67

63

69

70

71

72

73

7*

75

76

77

78

79

Aug

1*7

10 Jul 4

8 3ept

8 Sept 47 2230-«300

Wo.

Hovr Location jjjht»d

«0U5 Birmingham, Alabama 7-10

0015Z Aboard the Burgeo (at Sea 1

one hr. from Sydner, Australia)

Brenlnf Bethel, Alaska 1

0558OCT leaker Island 1

1000 Cordroy, Canada 1

2230 Salt Lake City, Utah 12

Salt Lake City, Utah 5 groups

ea*h eon-

Obierad

29 J«l 47 1205 Ctnron jmy, Hontan.

19 Ang 47 2130 Twla Falls, Idaho

2 Jun 47 Sot stated Rehoboth Beach, Dalawan

10 Aug 47 2100 8Urar Sprlnga, Ohio

14 Aug 47 1600 PlaoerrUle, •aHfornia

24 Jim 47 lot stated Cascade Notrat&lns,
Portland, Oregon

6 Aug 47 2230-2245 Philadelphia, Pa.

6 Aug 47 1045 Philadelphia, Pi.

8 Oot 47 lot iut«d Us Vegas, lerada

Hot stated lot stated Fort Richardson, Alaska

1 Aug 47

24 Jtm 47 App. 1500

13 Au« 47 1300

13 Aug 47 Xarnlng

3 JulT 47 183OZ

30 Jun 47 0910 K3T

talnla

35-60

objeeta.

Approz.

55.

1

1

1

6

1

1

1

1

2

Brovnd

Boat

Air

Air

QTOTDd

Ground.

Oround

Ground

Qreuad

Ground

Oround

Orenad

Qronod

Oround

Boston (10 Hllea IV) Haaa.

Kt. Adas*. Vaahlngton ITot Stitod

Saoks RiTtr C*njm, Idaho 1

Salman Da>, Idaho 2

South Brookrllle, Mine 10

Qr*jid Canjoo, Arlsona 2

Air

Oround

Oronnd

Apr 47 UOOSn Rlah«md7>rirginla * 1, others on

Qrtiuud

Air

ftl JHI^<4
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xnoidvnt

80

01

82

83

85

86

87

BO

91

92

93

94

95

98

97

SB

99

100

PBtg

7 Jnl 47

7 Jul 47

17 Hay 47

9 Jul 47

7 Jul *7

14 jvn 47

6 Jttly 47

Hot stated

BflHE.

0900

2030-4100

1217

Arlington, Vlrslnia

HLokm Tlald, Kavall

OUahcm city, Oklmbcma

(B«tv*«B BoiB6 BJld

Nerldlu) Idaho

1300-14008ST Laksland, Florida

1200 Portland( Oregon

Rot stated Hollywood, California

Sot stated Babberbishopshiea (20 ailss
dorth. ) Oemasy

88 3 All* 4.'

09 a Jul 47

29 Jun 47

28 Jua 47

19 Jxm 47

11 Jan 48

30 D«o 47

30 Dao 47

30 Deo 47

30 Deo 47

2 Koy 47

3 Jan 48

0 Jan 48

Afternoon

1348

1300-1330

2120-2145

1215-1310

1 1630

1926PST

Baokensaofc, 1. J.

Kansas City (100 alias vast),
Kansas

Las Cruoss, flew Hexioo

Msjmll Field, Alabena

Colorado Spring!, Colorado

Hartford, Coaseotlout

Betwaea Great Falls, Montana

and TairfWid, California

162BPST Rosedale, California

1928 Lonlook (30 nllee west), leTada

1925KST Between Kedford and Xt. Chasta,

Or* gon

Daybreak Houston, Texas

Bot stated Tassa, Finland

Hot stated Pretartaari, Finland

10.

1

1

1

1

5

10

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Obterrtd

S- yroii

Orownd

Ground

Oround

Al^
7

Oromd

Orovnd

Orouud

Orousd

Oround

Air

Ground

0round

Ground

Air

Air

Air

Orousd

Air

Ground

0round

Ground

Incident

ho.

1

la

13

lc

Id

le

2

Obserre'-'s

Occjoatlon

1st Lt, Uo

*/*e-t. ^

Jitao-ni

Vagt, JiAJ

Pfc, U1AT

"it statsi

*i«1. USAF

Major, JSAf

Capt,

'ona - fiorliontu. Til^nt

ici stated

. ot oUted

hot 8tit*d

riving In tlfht circla

Herltontal ani tifht circles

EVnsonded from an Intflrmadldte
altitude In an oscillating

fashion alnoat to the %rovna,

tnen started cliabin? a^aln to

a very high altitude and aoved

off slowly in the distance.

Oscillating in a downward twirl-
Ing nwenant

railing at three tlaes the rata
of a parachute

Pttrolaan, Portland Dipoinj; up and down in oscillat-
Police Dept. lnj motion

_ £gtf Orn^on Police Following eac^i ot-»r

"aat.*i-r

iot stated

>ot stated

,ot stated

'ot atat«d

ot stated

Lot stated

'Jot stated

Not stated

Not stated

hot stated

Patrolaan, Portland .lot otutod
Polls* i^pt., loraar

Air Force pilot

Patrclaon, Portland Stnltht Una rirrjticn; last
Police Deat. i"ri- disc nutUr-c" wry.raoidly in
vato -silot

?atroiMnf^ Portland itraiytt lino foraation; last
3*ice >3t. -ri- ii'z flu'.t-ireH r»r7 raoicOy in

vate pilbt a\**-imy aro

"arbor pilot Dlaci wO-ild cs:illita ard
ttafis a full disc would be ri

iblt, thon a half-aoon shape,
tr-.«n nothing at all

Clear with Uttle

or no clo.ic foraa-

cion

Jlaar with little

or no cloj^ Tor=a-

tion

Clear with little

or 10 clcud forma

tion

Clsax with little

or no cloud foraa-

tisn

'.lot stated

.. ...UUCiASSIftED. _. _
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Incident Ohnirv*rLs

10 Capt, Doited Airlines

11 Coast Ouard

12 Deputy Sheriff

13 Hot stated

14 Bot stated

15 Bot stated

16 Bot atated

17 Private pilot

18 Mot atated

19 Pamer

20 Bot atated

21 Mot atated

22 Hot stated

23 Bot stated

24 lot stated

25 Not stated

26 Uocaanio

27 TKa Representative

28 Lt Governor

29 West Coast Pilot,

7000 hrs.

30 Capt, USAP, A«st

Operations Officer

30a 7H7/DP Operator

MwnwuTwra

Straight-away horizontal flight

Borisootal flight

Mot stated

Mot stated

Plippinj around

Hot stated

lot stated

Straight horizontal flight

Boritontal flight

Straight oourse - were

about a city blook apart, one

behind the other

Straight oourse

Slnglv ft la

Plashing

Horitontal flight

Shooting up and down

Eorixontal flight

Bot stated

lot stated

lot stated

lot stated

Cllnblng and demending rer-

tioe-lly

o

EoTering, nade three 360

turo* around one plaoe. Voxed

to another position and oireled

aore. Turn* required 30—40 seo.

Dlaaeter esttnated at 2 miles.

Wwathwr

Mot stated

Mot stated

Bot stated

Bot stated

Hot stated

lot stated

Hot stated

Claar as oryital

Clear

Cloudless and

sunny

lot stated

Mot stated

Hot stated

lot stated

Clear

Bright Doonligbt

Mot stated

Clear

Mot stated

lot stated

Solid overcast

Overcast, 1000 ft.

Bo.

30b

»0e

33

32

33

33a

33b

33c

33d

33e

33f

S3g

34

35

36

37

36

39

40

Occupation UaneuTvri

Traffic Mr Controller Bobbing up and down

Mot stated Cllabing and descending

Professor aad Head Bone

of Aero Engineering

Lt, 0SAP

t/Sgt.

Capt,

capt, usir

Bone

Bone

lone

loo*

Kay hare been turning

Bo&e

Col, Iy. State Police lone

Capt, USAP (Plight Mot stated

Leader MO 869)

Unknown Mot stated

Judge Bone

Second Officer,Mavy lone

CAA Official lot stated

Pilot |OB#

Hungarian Peasants Bot stated

Constable Bone

Hot atated Splraled downward from 5,AX)

to 2,000 ft and then want

upward at a 45° angle

Clsar

Overcaat

High scattered olouc

Visibility unllnitec

Hi0i soattered

Mot stated

High overcast

with BIS

High scattered,

visibility unlimited

Cl.w

Mot stated

Hot stated

Clear

Hot stated

Hot stated

Clear "- i

Bot.stated

OATU - -

C-iaulus clouds

■JwDDlTbU UNCLASSIFJEO
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Inc ident

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

4fla

ODBerrw"»

Colonel, U3AF

Kajar, B3AP

Bus DrlT«r

Hot sUtod

Hot stated

Hot stated

Captain, USA?

Hajor, MAT

T/Sgt

■jnejniX

Hot stated

Vot stated

Vone

Vone

Vot stated

Vone

Rolled from side to tide

Amending aad descending

Up sod dou and side to aide

50

51

52

53.

55

56

Hot lUUd

got *tat*d

tad

lad d*M*Bdlfig T«7

cod d«M*adlng

Voaa

tt»n

Kot

ppC

rifle and fall

Vot stated

Cspt, rsAF, JUSST. Herlseaal left to right, rlgat to
Operations Qfflee* left HJce a foaxd la sa airplane

and lnstnoter Pilot formation.

1st U. is Air SlBllar to ■ flihter tlrorafts

Reserns former Banewort vbtn MeosptBylng

B-29 Pilot heaTler ahlps.

1st Lt, U3AP\ Pilot HarlBonal Terr Blose femttlon

Hosqnlto PUot Ifflolent eontrelled eraslw Mtlaa

Oorernaent EsplOTee Abropt darts

, U3JU» tr«T«llA« la a d«fla«fe* aro.

Vot stated

lot itatod

Vot ftatod

lot lUUd

Vot ttat^

Cloud tonka.

Jot ft«Ud

Vot itatod

Cold asd alter vita

r*v iMttorcd alovdi

tight »O«tt«T«d

aloud* «lta but

tovardf »A»

Cliar vlth w»

•aat 1» *A<

dear to mttorod.

Xot stated

Vot stated

Vot stated

Cltar

lot

Vot stat*«

Kot statod

condition

15 aiUs.

Hot itat«l

UNCLASSIFIED " ^lW*^'

5?

60

£l

62

65

65

67

65

69

70

71

72

75

74

75

Occupation K,anetfTer»

Bridge Comtraction Rot stated

Vot stated

Mont

Hot SUt«d

Bon«

Hot aUtod

Ohitf
Plying lerrloo

Pilot

Storeiceeper

Not Bttted

Kat stited

Kot

Direct

or of Rousing

Authority.

Pilot

Lt. Col, 03C

Solentlflo

Branch Research

Group.

Horerlng and fluttering, rising

and desoending.

Horlzonal

Rot 8tit«d

Borltonal

Jhaurnnce Adjuster Vone

Prospeotor Banking

Hot stated Hot stated

Insurance Agent Hot stated

C»pt. AC Reserves Hot stated

Amy Officer Hot stated

Hot stated

(Constellstlem

type airorsft)

Prospeotor

Troat Psr» Oper.

Standing on edge and banking

in the elonds.

Rode up and do«n orer the hills

and hollovs of the canyon floor.

Wetthw

Clear and dark.

Kot stated

Kot stated

Clear at dusk

Hot stated

Cloudy

Seattered small

clouds,

Orereast

Hot stated

Hot stated

Clesr

Clear

Hot stated

Clear

Clear

Cloud formation

lontttred ibore

10000 ft.

5/10 seattered

CUBUlttS Vlth

tops at ioooo,

TislbUlty 10

■lies.

Hot stated

Hot ststed

Hot sUted
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Incident

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

m

85

86

OooJrostlon

Aitronoa*r

Lt, osk (pao mot

Weather reporter

Lt. Col, USA*

CItII Scr-rlee

Employee

.Field Engineer

Pilot

Sljjn Painter

priTaU Pilot

Hot stated

Hin^rrwf

Hot stated

Hot stat«d

Hot stated

Hot stated

AsoeBdla* slowly

Hot stated

Slow roll or barrel

Cilnblns

Hot stated

Turned a eorntr and

88

89

90

91

92

193

95

98

97

98

99

100

U. S. Army

Hot stated

Major, USAF

AdaialitratiT* Asrt,

Rocket 3onde Seotlon

Captain

Railroad Enployee*

Capt, U&AP

Lt Col, Hq, EPJT

C-47 crew

Bot stated

Airplane ore*

to roll.

Desoended slowly and then

dropped in a spiral action.

Bot stated

Hot stated

Not stated

TraTeling in tig-tag oourse

Immigration Serrloe Appeared to be spinning la

its deeceat

■ot stated lot stated

Hot stated Tot stated

of direction whloh happened

erery few ■eeoods.

Shooting towards the east at

Descending -rertioally - seated

to slow down en nearlng the

earth

Hot stated

Hot stated

Hot stated

Hot ststad

Hot stated

Clear

Seattered clouds

risibility 10-12 sdles.

cioady

Hot stated

»3one clouds

Clear^oattered elond*

Hot stated

Clear

Hot stated

Sot stated

CAVB

Clear

Clear

Cloar and runny

Kit stated

Sot stated

if

lot stated .,

Hot stated *h

Hot ■toted *i

Hot stated /-l^

lot stated j&

Bot stated $

Incident

1

la

lb

lc

Id

U

2

3

4

Color Shape

Hot stated

Sllrery Saucer shaped

Deflected the sun's ' Disc

Sllwry

Alumimm colored

ssurface

Te Howl sh-white

White aluBinun

Rot stated

Whltlah-brown

Alunlmn

White

Like shiny ohro-

i^^ uv bub oap

hot stated

Disc

l/NCUSS/F/fO

Site

Sot rcated

Hot stated*

Hot stated

Sot stated

Thin uulllo ob- Pursuit ship

jeot, unooxrreirtional *

shape

Sound

Hot stated

Hone

Hot stated

None

Hot stated

Spherical

Distinct otb.1 out- 50 ft.

line i two projec

tions on upper sur

face which Aight

hare been thick

fins or nobs. These

crossed each ether

at lnterrals, sug-

gestinc either ro

tation or oscilla

tion of Blow type

Bound

Dlae

Disc

DliO

Disc

Disc

Thin and snooth

on bottom| rough

appearing on top

6 - 10 ft, diameter Sot stated

Hone

Hot stated

Bot stated

Bot deteminad

Out of sight be

fore detailed ot>-

serrmtion aade

Out of Bight be

fore detailed ob

secration aade

Bot stated

Bot stated

Hone

Hone

Hone

Hone

Hone

Hot stated

Hot stated

UNQASSIFIEO



UNCLASSIFIED
Incioent

"0.

11

1?

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

25

2S

27

28

29

30

Color

White

Not atAt*d

Reseabled metallic

Like a new dime

51 lw

Kot stated

Mirror bright

follow

Reflected the sun

brilliantly

Silver

Eirty white

Shiny silvery

Bright and silvery

CUstenod In sun

Lualnoua

Bot stated

Silvery

lot stated

Hot stated

miite (light)

Sfittpo

Saucer

Ilk* flook of
geese

Bot stated

Like a new dime

Hot atated

Diso

Approximately

circular, no tall

Ball

Like elgari -

nwch longer than

wide

Between circle

and ox«l - la-

verted aaaeer

Slim body

Half-clrole

Too far away to

determine shape

Plying sauoer •
no te,ll

Hot stated

Cdroular In shape

like a wagon wheel

Comet-Uke

Almost round

Not atated

Site

Not stated

Dot itntod

lot etated

Like a new dims

Not stated

Dot stated

Diameter equal to

distance ovtween

outboard engines

of DC 4

Hot stated

Jtot stated

About 12 inohea in

diameter

'175-150 ft. diameter

12 ft. thiote

Quite large

Not stated

too far away to

determine shape

Bot stated

Bot stated

Ssse span aa C-54

at 10,000 ft.

Not stated

Not stated

lot stated

Sound

Mot stated

L/jw hinnlng

sound

Bot stated

Not stated

Not stated

Rot seated

Not atated

Hot stated

Mone

Hone

Like eleetrlc

botor or dy

namo

Kot stated

Not stated

Hone

Not stated

Bot atated

Hot stated

not stated

Not stated

None

Incident

Bo.

30a

30b

• UNCLASSIFIED

Aaber

Shape

Round or oval

Site

C-47 airplane

Sound

Bright ttoit* to aobwr Cone-shaped, blunt Bnornoue

oa top and taper-

inj ofr toward

bottom

*hite Comparable to run- Sons

w»y light

31

32

33

Fhite

Asber

Sun rlashes on aetal

or metallle

Not atate4

Pot stated

Boughly circular

Bot stated

Not atated

At the distance and

altitude Che object

appeared to be the

sice of silver dollar

Hone

Hone

None

Jhlte or luminous,

Turood to b« s»r»

r»d a« the sua set

Round tending to Unknown - altitude Bone

b« eooical ana uiitanoe too

great

33b

33c

33d

We

33f

33g

34

35

36

37

lot stated

Silver with shadow

white

Thlt.

MetalUa

Hot stated

Redish tinge

Fire oolor

Hot stated

Peddlsh with blue

Cone, topped with

red

Palndrop

Bound at tiaea -

cone shaped

Round

Rot stated

Cone

Bound

Ball

Bo« stated

Bot stated

Bot stated

Unknown — bellowed

to be large

Uncertain because

of* distance

1/4 alse full moon

Tremendous

100 ft. high,

43 ft. across

Larje grapefruit

Sot atated

Mot atated

S ft. from ooint of

Bone

Bone

None

lot stated

Hone

Bone

Sot atated

Bot stated

lone

baokground. Blaok

«itb white background

Silver Ball Jet atated Hot atated



UNCLASSIFIED

incident

39

4o

41

44

47

43d

Phosphorus

Ormy

3hs.pe

Egg-ehaped discs

Blliptieal

Slie

Ifot it*ted

20-30 ft.

Alumimss Round

Grayish Balloon

Dirty white Between a eirele and

en oral (Inverted
•.sneer)

Hot itaUd Firing: Sneers
{not utvally des

cribed at being

this shape)

Hot statad Hot stated

SllTery white Round

Ho definite Ho definite shape

color top

side reflect

ed light.

Sound

Hot stated

Roise like jet

aircraft prior

to its appear-

ande. Ho

audible sound

heard while

object vis In

Tie».

Rot stated

Rot itattd

1Z ft thick and Sleetrle Kotor

175"*50 ft dlaaeter or dynaao

3 ft. dlteeter

10 ft

lot stated

got stated

Red

Bright light

abanging to

red then to

or jrellow

Flmains Red cone

ClroulBr-llke • star

In the tky only larger.

C-54 airplane

Hot stated

Hone

Hot stated

Hot stated

Hot determined

due to the noise

of klrplane.

Rot stated

Tery large eonparcd Hone

to in aeroplane light.

Red - when

descending

Cone

Red when Boring Hot it*ted

then grean and

black to red.

Tello* or flsae Hot stated

colored.

Rot stated Pencil shaped objwt

Hot determined

Hot stated

Hot stated

Bot stated

Hot at*ted

Hot stated

Hot stated

Hot stated

51

52

52a

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

Color

Stated as

queer light.

White, sninr

KiDc white

Vhita

Rot stated

Redlsti

Dla glow of

light

Silver to Red

Bla«k

maandeseent

light vlthotit

appreciable

blue and no

rtddlsb tinge.

name color

UNlLAttincu

Sham

Referred to as saucer

but not stated as being

of this definite shape.

Roond

Circular like a ball

on the botton but not

completely round.

Hot stated

Circular

Hot stated

Hot stated

Rotmd

Kof stated

Sauoer (not definitely
stated as being this

shape)

Hot stated

3He

Bot stated

Hot stated

15-25 ft Diaaeter

Hot stated

36 lnohes disaster

Rot stated

Hot stated

2 ft. dimeter

Hot stated

larger than C-54

airplane

Hot stated

3o«nd

Hot stated

Hot stated

Rot stated

Hone

Rot 1 toted

Hot stated

Hone

Rone

Hot stated

Rot stated

Hot stated

Pise shaped (the after

glow Mde It look like

a eoae)

61

62

63

White and

lllusdnated

Yellowish

white

01eased and

ShlBmered

Bot stated

Hot stated

Disc (not actually

s'tated as being of
this shape)

6U Color slnllar Hot stated
to electric light.

65 Bot stated Hot stated

66 Bright Orange Rot stated

Hutnl color top lurfsoo slightly

highly polish- em-red"-larger In front
ed ehrcttlun. than In the rear.

lilClASSIftED

Barrel Head, dinner

plate udthe size

of a plane flying

high.

Sise of Pigeons

Snail

3 ft. dlawter and

of no great thick

ness.

Hot stated

15 Inches dlaaeter

Hot stated

4-6 ft In length
and 10-14 inehes

vide.

Hot stated

Not stated

Hot stated

Hot stated

Hot stated

Hot stated

Rot stated

Hot stated



oo
m

UNCLASSIFIED

Incident

Ho. Color

68 Hot stated

69 Vhite

70 Hot stated

71

72

7?

7U

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

Hot *tat«d

Silrer

D««p Oold

Hot stated

Sky blue

Hot stated

light colored

Light gray

SilY-r

Reflected white

light.

Mirer

Prosty white

aui

Disc - appeared to hare 30 ft dl*»et*r

a tail.

Hot stated

Giant fire cracker

Hot iut«d

Sphere{ *•« not like

or dlte.

HHiptloil

Tapered aharpely to a

point in tha front and.

Oblong Ilka t broad ria
bxt with a lov crown.

Hot stated

Hot stated

Hot stated

Hot atatad

2-3 ft diameter

15 ft long 2-3 ft

in length.

JO ft. dlaawter

20 ft. long and

10 ft. thiok.

Hot stated

Only eooer-te eridenee

of font appeared on tha

left tangent of the group.

Circular

Hot stated

50-100 ft Yide.

"Blob"

8 ft. dlaswter

Larger than a

Plbal balloon when

observed through a

theodolite.

Snail airplane

Largt Balloon with sllTer Large

disc below It, no attaching

cables were notloed.

Round and fist

Round

Equal to bulk of

6 each, B-ZJ air

planes with dla-

ateter to thickness

ratio of 10-1.

Twenty-fire cent

UKCIA5S5FIED

Hone

Buzzing sound

Boning aound

not as loud

a1 1 rocket

ship.

Rot stated

Hot stated

Hot stated

Hone

Xado a

wishing seme

Like the echo

of a Botor.

Loud roar

Hot stated

Rot stated

Hone

Hot stated

i. slight

■wishing.

Hot stated

UNCLASSIFIED

go log.

85

C6

87

68

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

99

B7

ee

39

Shape

lound

Hot stated

Hot atst«-d

Sot «i&t«d

Not stated

Sllyery

Refloated

Light

SIItsr

Bluish ;ont»r

*lth rod »a

its «l.;-s

lot atu'ifi

Hot Jta*/;-

Hot stated

Hot stated

71/inS diie (aot ac

tual .y Oscrlbed »e

being of this sha?»)

Sound iise shaped ob>c

Uaifora with ao protu-

b«ruio«i such &« wlafs

of an alrplaa*

Hot stated

Mot «t»t«4

A.pp*ar«d ta b« j dije

light

BrtRj-t

Vot j-.atJd

■ten it*s-d

let JtAS«d

llaotl Durd sr perhaps

vt'. ir iMicr-ihno«d

-"t»"I/ *<*.ir.i=^ oojtct
71 th lODj ZMll

"To* itat«d

Size

Sot stated

Hot stated

Hot stated

Hot statxi

lot itated

SO-SO ft. disaster

tot stated

Ke*»abl«d i

star, isvavs

ser*f«r3 no's

-Jo- ,-j:a

, ob-

Sound

lor* T .si

Shrill.

Sot stated

lot stated

3ot itAt^d

Kot stated

aot t tat «<t

Hoc >tat*d

flot ttat«d

Vot stit«l

So1".



iulii ■-irw-

OHOASSIHED

ON
en

Incident

Wo.

I

la

lb

le

Id

le

2

3

4

Exhaust

Trail

8

e&

9

lot stated Northwest

hot stated aofthwait

(Jot stated Northwest

Kat stated Not stated

Altitude Tt.

1000-8000 rt.

7500-3000 ft.

7000-8000 Tt.

8000 ft.

Proa Tery soar

the ground to

wry high

Speed

300 mph

Bffect on Cloudi

Not stated

350-400 mph Not stated

300-400 nph Mot stated

300-400 nph Hot atatod

Sot stated Hot iut«d

Hot sxated Ttett to east 10000-12000 rt. 200-225 nph Hot stated

Hot stated North of due Under 20000 ft.

•sit

Rot stated Two flying

south - 3

flying east

Not stated northwesterly Undetermined

None Southwest 30000 ft.

Bon«- Sou-S

Sone South

Kot atated Soith

40000 ft.

40000 ft.

High oTer

Globe UlllB

Boos Jtortbwast

stated 0v«r north end Itot stated

of Lflto TTaah-

iogton

Slower than Rot stated

wtzlBun speed

of P-80

Oreat speed lot stated

Terrific lot stated

Terrifie - Hot stated

faster thao

any objeot

•T»r seen

by Mjb

Terrtfio Hot itated

Terrlfio Hot stated

Terrific »ot stated

Cruised for Not stated

45 mio. at

oonTeotlonal

airline apted

(180 aph) then

rapidly dis

appeared

Not stated (tat stated

UNCLASSIFIED

Incident

No.

12

13

Xxhauat

Trail

Hot stated

Rot stated

Heading

Net stated

3 vest to

east. 1 north

Altitude Ft.

Hot atated

Did not appear

rery Ugh

Speed Sffect on Cloads

Hot staged Mot stated

Trwvllng so Bot stated

fast they

war* out of

sight in east

In 2-4 seooods

14

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Hot stated Hot stated Dot atated

Rot stated 1 headed High

southeast.

2 headed

aorth»ast

Rot stated Hot stated Bot stated

Hot -stated north to south SSOO ft.

about 1TO°

Bot stated

wrtend

of Toronto

Trail stress-

Ing out be

lli Dd like

raper trail

behind air

plane on

misty day

Ulos slight

trace of steal

Disappeared

Immediately,

Kot stated Southwest

Hot atated fc.s.ft.

Not atatad S.W. of S.

UeriBg alowly Kot stated

over sandy

district ,

Sot stated Hot stated

Hot stated Sot atated

Rot stated Kot stated

Sot atated Hot stated

West to east One "nlle high Tery fast Hot stated

Rot stated

Cloud-like

Tapor - re

tained shape

and persisted

for over an

hour

Rot stated

Southeast ■

About 1500 ft.

1200 ft.

7000 ft.

3000 ft.

Tery high

Past Hot stated

About 300 Hot atated

nph

Slower than Sot stated

two-uotorod
army plane

Hot stated Hot ntntnd

Tery fast Hot stated

UNCLASSIFIED



UNCLASSIFIED UNCLASSIFIED

Incident Bxhaust

Ke. Trail Altitude rt.

25 Hot stated Bait High

26 Bluish-blaolc Hot itated Vot itat«d

27 Bluish-blaofc Hot stated 10000 ft.

15 al. Ions

28 Bot stated Ret stated Rot stated

30

Speed

Fast

tff»ot on Claude

Hot stated

Vot stated Cut a olaar path

through olouda

fait Seeaed to pat

aload* open

Not stated 10 flying High

northj on

r«wri« course

there were only 7

Did net Vot stated

DOTS.

Seemed to

go b«lov

horlton

with rotation

of earth

500-400 mph lot stated

Bono (ap- West

peared to

hare bluish

streaks out

from sid«i

5000 Slov lot

4

i

1

30a

SOb

3Oo

33

32

33

33a

33b

fire tines

length of

object

120°

Small streak 0.8.V.

trailing object

Bot stated

White, hea-ry

Hod*

Rone

Bone

Son*

Bot stated

W«it to east

Stationary

Rone risible

210° froB

Qodman field

Kot stated

from Tory near

ground to 1000

200O-9000f*t.

different al-

20000-60000 ft.

3000 ft.

unknown

Baitieisely high

Hot stated

500 mph

ft. attar It

started

to leare

rleinlty

600 s^h

lotionl...

eocAoo nph

BtatUmary

Done -risible

Stationary

Kot stated

Vot stated

lot stated

lot stated

Box atated

Bone

Rboe

Bone

lot it*ted

33d

33«

33s

35

37

38

39

no

U-6

^.JIMflASSJFIfD

Frhnuit

Trull

Bot seen

Bona

Bone

Rot atated

Hot stated

Rone

Stress* of

fir*.

Rot stated

Rot stated

Vot stated

Rone

Bot Stated

Vot atated

Rot stated

Vot stated

Bot stated

Rot stated

Bot atated

Vot atated

Appeared to be

stationary.

210* from

210* fro*
ffodnan rid.

Approx. 210*

from 0odm*n rid

Southwest

Vest to east

Kortbwsterly

Rortheast

Kortheut

Rot stated

Bast

Appeared from

northeast.

South

VorUnrest

firat group

S S/&, second

group ■/■•

South

" Kot stated

BorttnresteTly

Southvestarly

(lltltudl Ft.

Tery high.

UnaertaiB-

Tery high.

25000 ft.

15000 ft.

* miles

Vot stated

Rot stated

Vot stated

8000-10000 ft

Vot stated

50000 ft.

5000 ft.

Vot stated

1500

1200

1

Vot stated

Vot stated

1000

10000

. aaseous green S/V «hen it

■1st. left th»

Tlolnlty.
I ■• 1 -1 1 • r • r.

Appeared Hone

to be

stationary.

Stationary.Could be seen

through cirrus

Stationary.Bona

500 «ph Rot stated

10 »ph Hot stated

Speef of a Bane
»et«er or

falling star.

700-900 aph Vot stated

Vot atated Vot atated

750 apn lot stated

Rot atated Kot stated

T«ry faat Vot stated

H00-600 spa Rot stated

Oreat Rot etsted

100 nph Hot Stated

300 Bph Vot stated

xot sut«d

Vet stated Rot stated

7ast*r Ret atated

than an air

plane.

faster than Rot stated

any aircraft

h* had erer

seen.

Gained and Rot stated

lost altit

ude at a

terrific rate.



UNCLASSIFIED Llllllii

incident Kxhauat

Fo. Trail

40a

48o

48d

50

51

52

52*

56

Altitude »t. on Clondl

Very faint SA «»•» 1* *•** Iot
ei&auat trail th« Tlelnlty.

when Boring.

Greenish SA *»en It left Hot stated

mist when tba rlolnlty.

de*eendinf.

Hot stated 210 degree* lAra 15000-20000

It left the Tle-
inltr.

Rod*

L«ft Xot stated

Tielaity

at T«ry

hlgb *p«*d.

Hot attted Rot itsted

Rot stated Rot atattd

Approximately *«■ 1000 to

due vast when It Tery high.

left the Tielnlty.

Slev Hot stated

Long trail Vest Terr

of ntofce.

Hot stated Shortward

ITot stated Mot lUt«d

Kone Southward

Hot »t»t«d 120* 6000

Rot stated Hot lUted

Hot lUted but

■eld to U

quit* eloM.

Bleb

8000-10000

Slov ontll Hot

owr ltnd

then higher

ep*«d while

leaTlnf.

Hot stated Hot

Hade a P-60 Hot

look lUn It

was sotlon-

less in the

air.

stated

stated

stated

53

54

Hot

Rot

stated

stated

120#

Horth Set

Rorfolk

to

6ooo

22000

55 Rot stated RH8

Wot stated South B«st

10000

2000 ft

Approximate- Rot atated

lj 750 Mph.

285 Hot

Bqnal to Hot stated

or greater

than a Brit

ish Mosquito.

Tel- Hot stated

Ti it*ted

to be faster

than eonrent-

lonal airplane.

500-600 Kph.Rot atated

L'JCLASSIO

Ineldent Sxhaust

5*

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

66

69

70

71

Beadlim

57 Hot stated RHS (30* E of

true North on

horlsonal plane.

Hot stated

Hot stated

Light fla

ooler.

HA

350* later
changed to

109*.

Trom HA head
ing Eastward.

Hot stated northern

Hot stated Hot stated

Hot stated northeasterly

Hot stated northeasterly

Hot atated Vest te last

Long atra- Horth to South

lght white

atreak sla-

llar to the

streak left

by a tracer

bullet.

White trail Hot stated

of saoke.

Hot stated Southeasterly

Thin streak South

of greyish

color.

Either note KB to 3V

or condcn—

astloB last

ing 2 seconds,

Kay hare Southeast then

been saoke turned and went

or Ttpar west.

from Intense

speed, was

UNCLASSIFIED

Altitude ft. Iffeet on Clouds

30* off the High rel- Ret stated

herlton at oolty, sta-

an estimated ted to be

lA Bile range, fester than
a tracer

bullet.

1000 510 xph. Hot stated

9500-10000 1000 knots Hot stated

6000

2000-3000

Tery high Hot atated

vaster than Rot stated

Mrfi.

Sereral High rate Hot stated

thousand ft. of speed.

3000

Hot stated

1000

Low

Speed.

Terrlflo

Hot stated

Hot stated

500-1000

6000

Hot stated

1000-3OO0

1000-1200«ph Rot stated

Required 3-4 Hot stated

seconds to

truTel 70*

ere.

Terrlflo Hot stated

Hot stated Hot itsted

Tery fast. Hot stated

400-500 Hot stated

Hot stated 7006800 Rot stated

gpccui ass

alnost vhlte.



Ineldant

72

V

7U

Tfel

Hone

Hont

Hot stated

Reading

South

easterly

approximately

110* magnetlo.

Hot stated

jntitiude ft.

Bclov 10000

7000

Hot stated

UNCLASSIFIED

Tremendous

175 mph

Ore*tar

than any

thing evt?

vlteessed.

fffaff on Clouds

Hot stated

Hot stated

Hot Stated

75

76

77

73

19

Hot stated

Hot stated

Hot stated

East to vest 79

Hot stated 4000^000

Hort2t«est(Tnae} Hot stated

Hot stated Hot stated

Hot stated lot stated

600-1200* Hot btated

Straight dovn. Deereaalms from looooealTable Rot stated
approximately

25000.

Hot stated last to Vtst !*•■ than 15000 lot stated Wot stated

BO

81

82

83

su

05

86

87

88

S9

Hone

Bot stated

Hone

Hot stated

lot stated

Hot stated
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dentified Flying Objects. Writing about the article, Ruppelt wrote the following, which was

omitted from the book's final draft:

"Many famous names were quoted. The civilian scientists were represented

by Dr. Irving Langmuir of General Electric Research Laboratory, a brilliant and

distinquished man, Dr. Langmuir, who as far as I could find out, had never seen a

complete UFO report from ATIC files, completely, positively and in a few short

words, pooh-poohed the whole problem." (xx.)

(xx.) Omitted from the final draft of The Report on Unidentified Flying Objects. Quote

from Chapter Five, page 7, ofthe unedited manuscript. Copy in author's files.

Some thoughts about the Langmuir evaluation.

Here are some things to remember about this "official evaluation" since it seems to set the

pattern for later UFO juries.

a.) The judge (or judges, in this incident just Langmuir) have impeccable

(intimidating) scientific credentials. (Any serious challenge to the

verdict would probably have to come from a peer review)

b.) The judge(s) has close ties with the government/military establishment.

c.) A restriction was placed on the amount of data examined. (This re

duces the visibility of any patterns, and the chance of having too many

hard to explain reports on the table. A few tough cases could be dis

missed on the grounds that, perhaps, errors were made in the investi

gation.)

d) A restriction was placed on the amount oftime spent examining the

material. (A rush job avoids the development of embarrassing dis

crepancies, and hampers the gathering and introduction ofdata which

would counter any argument.)

e.) The judge(s) makes the rules.

f.) In spite of his brilliant intellect, the judge(s) finds nothing of compell

ing interest in the case material. There is absolutely no doubt about

that conviction. TJie so-called mystery is almost a joke!

In a 1954 interview conducted by the Trenton (New Jersey) Sunday Times-American, the head

of project SIGN, Alfred Loedding, mentions a review of the SIGN evidence by a "top scientist "

Was the scientist Langmuir? The article says:

"Loedding was sent with his final report to one of the country's leading

scientists who was asked to give a decision on the nature of flying saucers.
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"The celebrated scientist glanced at the lengthy report, according to Loed-

ding, and concluded the same day that flying saucers are figments of the imag

ination.

'"Shortly thereafter I was informed that my stock in Washington had hit

an all time low.'" (xx.)

(xx.) Trenton, New Jersey. Trenton Sunday Times-American. 10 October 54.

It has been believed the reference toSIGN's "final report" would put the event later in the

Summer, but what if there was some confusion with SIGN'S initial and only report? Was the

unnamed scientist Langmuir? If so, Langmuir's review has had an historical impact.

A debunking campaign?

Now that the Langmuir story and the SIGN report has been presented in detail, one can see

why the distinguished scientist's "review ofthe evidence" is suspect.

One problem, and it was why a question mark was inserted after the word "asked" on page

26 of this monograph, is that the Pathological Science article provides no answer if we want to

know if Langmuir reviewed the material to satisfy his own curiosity, or if the review was in any

way official? The article in the Trenton newspaper (if we're talking about one meeting instead

of two different ones) indicates the trip to the General Electric Lab was not Loedding's idea. It

says he, 'Svas sent." An objection was raised that it was unlikely a low-ranking man like

Loedding would be asked to confer with the great Langmuir, but the news article did say the

man in question here was a "celebrated scientist." Were Langmuir's actions a debunking to rein

in the SIGN people? Was there any connection with the news story out of Washington on

January 31st in the wake of sensational national headlines about Mantell's death? (See page 15)

Was a debunking campaign about to be launched by what Dr. Michael Swords called a school

ofthought among the higher ups that took the "total bunk" view? (xx.)

(xx ) UFOs and Abductions -Challenging the Borders ofKnowledge. Ed. Dr. David M.

Jacobs. University Press of Kansas: Lawrence, Kansas, 2000. Chapter Four: "UFOs,

the military, and the Early Cold War Era," by Michael D. Swords, p.93.

Note the following:

Project SIGN officially commenced its activities on January 26, 1948, after an order establish

ing it was issued back on December 30, 1947. A spokesman for the Joint Research and Develop

ment Board, the Government's top scientific body, issued a statement on January 25l that the
Military and Government had found no evidence and "had no intention of doing anything about

it." Was the JRDB ignorant of the existence of project SIGN?

Remember, also, the words of the Wright Field's Colonel McCoy on March 17th when he ad
dressed a meeting ofthe Scientific Advisory Board (See page 18) He said: "We have a new

project -Project SIGN -which may surprise you..."

5 May. Loedding efficiency rating.

Although Langmuir's sweeping rejection of "flying saucers" must have been a blow to SIGN
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personnel, project chief Loedding received a vote ofconfidence from his military superiors. (See

Efficiency Rating on page 48) One might call attention to the fact that the rating document says

UFOs were: "...an intelligence item of vital importance to the National security." (xx )

(xx.) Connors, Wendy and Michael D. Hall. Alfred Loedding & The Great Flying Saucer

Wave of 1947. Rose Press: Albuquerque, New Mexico, 1998. This is the most com

plete source one can find about Loedding's career and the workings of project SIGN.

30 June. Hecla, South Dakota, (night)

"Not anything terrestrial."

A case published by Michael Swords:

"A husband and wife were driving and saw an unusual 'star' high in the sky.

The husband, an amateur astronomer and engineer, stopped the car and they got out

to look for a while. The star, which they were pretty sure was not a star but a much

larger (in angular aspect) mass, was not moving at all They drove on, stopped

again, and got others to look. More driving and another stop. This time, something

seemed to be happening. The mass, still visually small, seemed to be larger and

changing shape. A piece 'fell off,' moved away, and appeared like a round ball.

Two more pieces now did the same, and moved to positions off the central body,

which formed a perfect equilateral triangle. All the balls and the central object look

ed like polished aluminum. The central object now appeared like an aggregation of

much smaller objects that dispersed and faded away. The three equilateral balls kept

moving outward, always keeping their perfect geometry. Then they seemed to get

smaller and fainter, as if rising to great height, and vanished. The astronomer-engi

neer said: 'my convictions at this point were that it could not be anything terrestrial."'

(xx.)

(xx.) Swords, Michael D. "Project Sign and the Estimate ofthe Situation." Journal of

UFO Studies. New Series, Vol. 7, 2000. p.45.

Summer 1948 Near Fox River Grove, Illinois. (Just before sunrise)

Trucks encounter mysterious object.

Witness Charley Rider wrote:

■•

"This sighting took place in the summer of 1948. I worked for a beer dis

tributor in Eau Claire, Wisconsin, as a semi driver and would make a freight run

once in awhile to Chicago. It was on one ofthese runs that this sighting took

place

'There were no freeways in Wisconsin then. I caught up to another truck

not very far from Fox River Grove, Illinois. It was a Consolidated Freight Ways.

As he was holding me back, I passed and took the lead, but was not leaving him

very fast. We were on Highway 14 to Fox River Grove, Illinois.
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efficiency Eating of fcr« Alfred C. Loeddlng

to UCAGIC-12 huh - kCIA un 5 «ay US comhmt ho 1

1. It is believed by tbe undersigned that the work of Mr. Alfred G. Loedding

for tne cusrant efficiency rating pariod^deserres the grade of "Excellent1*.

2. During this period ttr. Loedding has served as Technical Assistant to the

Division Chief and has been in oomplete charge of certain special projects which due to

complexity and manifold circumstances were not of a nature which would permit assignment

to an operating section.

3. Ur. Loedding is exceptionally cooperative and dependable. He is Intensely

interested in his vork, a convincing speaker, and possessed with initiative and ability

beyond normal requirements.

U. Instances of Ur. Loedding's accomplishments which ware of outstanding credit

to the Division are given belowi

a. lir. Loedding was assigned as monitor for the Project "SIGN" and subse

quently devoted much time and attention toward investigating various reported sightings

of so-called unidentified flying o&j«ots, an intelligence item of vital importance to

the National security* As a result of his recommendations, and many discussions with

higher echelon personnel, T. I. 2185, Add. No. 3 was initiated to set up the reporting

policy and procedures. Practically all details of this directive ware worked out by-

Mr. Loedding.

b. Acting as monitor of Project "Sign" required initiative to expedite

action in dealing with high offioials of this Command and also with higher authority

in Hq, USAP in reducing it to a real project and initiating a T.I. This also entailed
working out details of operation and preparation of guides for reporting unidentified

aerial phenomena which are now being.used by the Military Attache offices.

c. Firmly established USAF Collage Thesis Program as being of considerable

interest and value to the USAF. When higher authority Indicated that this activity was

cot a function of the Intelligence Department, Ur. Loedding took an important part In

effecting and expediting the transfer to Research and Development.

d. Acted in capacity of special consultant to Chief of the Division in

many technical matters which required broad engineering background as wall as aocurate

concepts of intelligence.

Incl
Efficiency Hating Form CivMJnleft yTech Intelligence Div 2-ijll5

in dup Intelligence Department Rm 250

{Rating (Jtticiali B-UA
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"After passing, I saw a big light pretty high up, and I thought they must have

put in a new tower of some kind in the Chicago area. The road is crooked and
hilly and 1 lost sight of the light, and I guess I had forgotten all about it. It must

have been landing when I first saw it.
At Fox River Grove, we took Highway 22 which crosses Highway 59 and is

a four-way stop. The road dipped, then went up a sharp hill, then a short dis

tance level, and to the stop As I was braking for the stop, I saw it and thought
it was an airplane down as 1 came to a full stop; I knew it wasn't. It flashed
through my mind 'flying saucer' and I was within 150 feet of it. I was never more

scared in my like.

"I thought maybe they could just press a button and burn the truck and my

self to a cinder. I was just going to lock the trailer brakes, jump out, and run
down the road -keeping the truck between myself and the object. Then head

lights came over the hill behind me, so I stayed in the truck and started signaling
with my trailer lights for him to pass. Although it was only a two-lane road, he
pulled over and stopped beside me. He leaned over, opened his right-hand door,

and he said, 'What the hell is it?' I said, 'I don't know.' He said, 'It sure ain't

no airplane. It must be one of those flying saucers.' " (xx.)

(xx.) CUFOS Associate Newsletter. Published by the Center For UFO Studies. Ed. John
Timmerman. June/July 1982. "Correspondence." pp.2-3. Letter from Charley

Rider, Eau Claire, Wisconsin.

The "object."

Mr. Rider continues:

"It being so dark and this object so unbelievably bright, it should have lighted

up our trucks and everything around, but it did not [?]. We were in total darkness
as if it were not there. Our headlights did not shine on it, as it was just across the

road to the right of it.

"As I had more time to observe this object before the other truck stopped, I

will try to cover it better.
"As I had come onto this object very suddenly, I am sure it was a surprise for

us both. The lights were dim and the outlines very clear ofwhat looked like panels
or a group of windows about three feet wide, and the spokes between about ten

inches wide; I will guess about eight feet high and forty feet long [sic]. The light
seemed to be playing all over lighter-darker, but no pattern -more like shadows
playing all over and pulsating. It seemed like spots came out and receded all over

it constantly." (xx.)

(xx.) p.3.

As Mr. Rider was studying the object, the other driver yelled, "Look! It's rising." Rider then

states:
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"Then, as they [UFO pilots he assumes] must have put on the power to move, it

became so bright, there is no way to explain it. It changed to just one rectangle of

light that just seemed to dazzle like sequins, and it was still pulsating and rippling all

over as it rose and left. I have always felt this object was round, as it kept circling as

it rose up and still looked the same really, just that intense light

"From the time my truck stopped until it left, I would guess the time elapse [was]

not much over one minute." (xx )

(xx.) Ibid.

The departure:

"There was the heavy lead cable run on poles to carry the telephone lines, and it

made a line [?] across it as it rose. It seemed to be rising slowly and moving off to our

right at the same time, but it was really moving away very fast.

"Then he [the other driver] said, 'Boy! That thing is really moving. Well, I

guess we might as well get into Chicago.' I said, 'You take the lead. You can get off

the stops in the city faster than I can.'

"He had a diesel and I had a gas-job. We took offand he ran the same route as

I did, and I caught up to him again in Chicago, as he had stopped and was adding motor

oil. I stopped and said,'Well! How is our flying saucer doing?' He said,'It's right

over the city; I watched every bit of the way.' I said, 'Yes, I did too.'

"It was pitch-black just before daylight when we watched it leave, and it circled

and stopped over the city in a very short time. By the time I stopped to talk to him, it

was a beautiful morning -the sky a clear blue, and there it was and looked like a real

bright star. So I said, 'Don't you think we should report it to someone?' He said,

'Man! Are you crazy? Walk up to someone and say,'Hey, Buddy! Look at that flying

saucer up there. We saw it leave the ground right in front of our trucks.' Hell, man1

They would lock us up and throw the key away. You can tell anyone anything you like;

just leave me out of it If anyone asks me, I never saw a damn thing." (xx )

(xx.)

There might have been "landing cases" in 1948, but the witnesses may have been afraid to say

anything publicly like the driver in Rider's story. Interestingly enough, UFO researchers Wendy

Connors and Mike Hall interviewed Alfred Loedding's son who was old enough in those days

(about the 9th grade) to remember his dad talking about project SIGN. According to the son,
Donald, the SIGN people investigated a number of "landing cases." No such cases can be found

in 1948 files but they may have given a higher classification than SECRET and sent elsewhere.

It should also to said that Donald recalls his father investigating EM incidents! (xx.)

(xx) Connors, Wendy and Michael D. Hall. Alfred Loedding & The Great Flying Saucer Wave

of 1947. p.126.
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22 July. Near San Acacia Dam, New Mexico. (4:50 p.m.)

"V-formation." "L-formation." (See official report below and on page 52)

AGENT REPORT

Unidentified Objects in Flight

L OATt IUIMITTCD

23 July

I CONTKIL SrttOl OK Hli NO

Ob 23 July 19U8 C
J U28th AHJU, Kirtland Air Foroe Base, mada substantially the

following statement to this agent:

On Saturday, 17 July 19W at 1&50 hours, vhile on a "fishing trip in the

vicinity of the San Acaoia lam, their party consisting of the tvo (2) informants
and their viyea and children, vere parked for lnnoh same fire (5) miles south of
the dam. C J vere alone; the rest of the party vere dovn
at the stream. Sgt. C J1 vaa talcing a Dap and Sgt. C _?vaa Just loafing
around the oemp area. Sgt, C* 3 happened to look up and aav seven (7) unidenti
fied objects approaching from the aouth in a T formation. While he vatched, the

objecta elld off into an L formation. Sgt. C 3 first impression vaa that the

objecta vere aome type of snub-nosed Jet fighters and the type unknown to him.

Sgt.C j awakened Sgt. C J and pointed out the objeota to-him. The objeota

then moved Into a circular formation after vhioh they started shifting around re

taining no regular formation. They wore continuing on a northerly heading. At

about thirty (30) degrees past the renlth, the objects vere grouped in an irreg
ular formation anla regular pulsating, flashing light vae observed from the objects.

So yapor, emote or other trail vaa fleible, ._ '

-1.- 1 , . • -1 . ...

Wjafher conditions at the tine of obserrttion vore OATO. The altitude of the

object* vm entljwitftd by both inforraanta tobbe ftpproiiiwtely twenty thouoflJid

(20,000) feet. If this altitude eartlmate ia oorrect the eatinated speed of the

objecta vaa ftpproxumtely fifteen .Hundred C^»5°°) ) miles per hour based on the
rote of angular moTement. While the objects vere overhead they appeared olrcular,

however, vnen neved before and arter passing the tenltn tbe shape vas indet«rmli3ate

but not circular. The color of the objects vaa Indefinite but appeared to be that

of nn Aluminum Aircraft at high altitude. While OTerhood the objeota resembled
a cluster of ballons trarellng at a high rate of spe«d but vhen Tieved on tbe
oblique they did not present the appearance of a sphere.

The tvo (2) Informants had last had a drink of alcholio oontenta at hreokfart
time of 17 July 19US. Since then they bad fished for approximately six (6) hourB, ;•
had eaten and loafed around. '

The portion of the party vhich vae flahlng at the time did not observe the

objecta.

/GENT'S NOTE: This agent ia personally acquainted vlth Sgt. C J and baa a
nodding acquaintance vith Sgt. C ] Sgt. T J ia a sober, industrious, level

headed Individual? an,armamont technician of outfltnading ability. Be is- definitely

not the type of person vho vould be expeot«d to be visited by baluclnationa. Sgt. -

C j in an experienced Air Force Non-com vho la accustomed to the eight of air

craft at various altitudes and speeds. This agent has no reaaon to doubt Sgt.
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AGENT REPORT

' suurci ok tint of ihcidimt

Unidentified Objecta in Flight

L DAT! SUIMITTCD

S3 July
1 COHTTKJi. fYMKLOM fllJ MO

statement. Information has bean reoeivad In other instancea from Sgt.

and In each lnstanoe vaa entirely aocurate. Tbe evaluation assigned to

the informants on tola report ie given on the baa is of $he oharaoter of tbe In

formants and previous exporlenoe vlth information reoeivod from Sgt. C J
(A-3)

On ?3 July 19W5 this Rfpnt requested ft oheck of vlnde aloft for the date And

location concerned in this incident. Tbe following information vaa obtained from

C .jWeather Offloer: From ground level to t*n
thousand (10,000) feet vind one bondred ninety (190) degrees at ten (10) miles per

hour. From ten (l6) to sixteen thousand (16,000) foot the vlnd shifted gradually
from one hundred nffnety (190) degrees at ten (10) miles per hour to one hundred
tvnnty (l?0) Happeon at flTe (5) to elfiht (8) mllea per hour. Sixteen fl6) to

Ivnntjr iiinunniiil (PO,Ono) fflftl. Lit* wjnrt flliifhod frttn ond hundred isimni.y (iro)

rtoproon at five (5) to eight (8) miles p«r hour to tvo hundred ninety (£90) dogre»a
ftf t«n (10) m11*fl por hour.

(A-8)

The San Aclcia Dam area le located ecnna eiity fir© (65) milee south of
Albuquerque, New Merlco on the Elo QrMide Hirer.

(A-l)

TTKO HkM( 1*0 OMCANI1AT1OH Or SOCIAL ACCMT

Jack L. Boling

S/A 700-F CIC Det. (USAF)

1 tlOMTVU Of WCCIAL AOEMT

WDffi! 341
*-!•—U«T-1

lii-CL^SIFIED
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24 July. The Chiles-Whitted case.

Some notes found in Dr. James McDonald's papers:

What was first seen: "[Chiles] saw it many miles ahead, coming out of a line squall. Thought

it was a jet and Chiles remarked to Whitted that it was odd the Air Force would be flying jets

thru a line squall. C&W were preparing to go under squall. Lightning visible in line squall."

(xx.)

(xx.) Dr. James McDonald papers. Special Collections Division. University of Arizona

Library, University of Arizona at Tucson. Tucson, Arizona. Chiles-Whitted file.

Note:"CW-l."

A threat: Chiles had been a Major in the Air Transport Command during World War II. At the

time of the UFO encounter he was a Lt. Col. in the Air Force reserve. Chiles told Dr. McDonald

that a General at the Pentagon phoned and threatened to call him back to active duty if he made

one more statement, (xx.)

(xx.) Ibid.

Edward N. Hall. Dr. McDonald wrote:

"When I was at UARL, an ex-Air Force officer, now [1968] an assistant to the

Chief Scientist of United [Air Lines?], joined us at lunch. His name was Edward N.

Hall. He said he'd been in charge of Sign in late 1948 and early 1949 (as he recalled

it). I've never run into that name in connection with Sign...I'd guess he's in his late

50's, perhaps, and would assume that 20 years back he'd have been at most a Major.

Was very negative on UFOs, insisted Chiles and Whitted had been on a big drinking

party the nite before, etc. But he had more than a casual knowledge about UFOs of

that period, so I assume he was affiliated with Sign." (xx.)

(xx.) Letter To: Dr. Davidson. From: JEMcDonald. 2 December 65. Copy in author's

Files.

The question of turbulence: Dr. McDonald had trouble sorting out the question of turbulence

during the UFO's passage but he felt that may not be important since the testimony about the

object's pull-up was accepted by all and was far more damaging to the meteor explanation, (xx.)

(xx) Dr. McDonald papers. University of Arizona. Chiles-Whitted file. (See earlier

footnote)

McDonald put a lot of stock in the Chiles-Whitted case. He made it one of the examples in his

speech, "Science, Technology, and UFOs," that he delivered at a General Seminar of the United

Aircraft Research Laboratories on January 26, 1968. The transcript of the speech is one of more

famous examples of his views we have on the UFO subject since he never got a chance to write a

book. McDonald had interviewed both pilots and obtained firm convictions from both men that
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the ports or windows along the side ofthe UFO were definitely square. However, just 13 days
before the speech, McDonald had written to Dick Hall ofNICAP to reveal something very odd
about the "pull-up" claim and it was probably why that point was left out of his speech:

"... Whitted made clear in the course of the interview that when he said the

object did an abrupt pullup and 'disappeared,' it was misunderstood (by USAF
interviewers as well as by Chiles) as 'disappeared into the overcast,1 by the [sic

that he?] meant 'disappeared.' I went over this repeatedly and he said it climbed
only perhaps a matter of a few hundreds of feet after the sharp-angle turn and

was suddenly just gone!" (xx.)

(xx.) Letter: to: Dick [Hall]. From:jem. 13 January 68. Copy in author's files. Dr.
McDonald papers. University of Arizona at Tucson. Chiles-Whitted file.

It is generally agreed that the question ofthe identity Chiles-Whitted UFO pales into insignifi
cance when it is compared to the effect it had on the SIGN project. The reader may, however,
want to review five pages ofMcDonald's notes on how others interpreted the case. (See pages

56-60)

24 July. Virginia? Alabama? (between 2 and 3 a.m.)

Chiles-Whitted sighting substantiated?

UFO expert Jan Aldrich discovered this press report and forwarded it to Dr. McDonald. In a
note with the news story, Aldrich pointed out that unfortunately the location ofthe sighting was

not given. (Since the witnesses were returning from Mexico to Virginia, it can be assumed they
were somewhere southwest of Richmond, perhaps even passing through Alabama at the time.)
Another problem is that the UFO mentioned in the press account was seen traveling east and the
the object Chiles and Whitted encountered was headed southwest. That is not a problem, of

course, if a "machine" was "flying" around in the region.
One might hesitate to credit the account, assuming the sighting details were copied from news

stories about Chiles and Whitted, but the quality ofthe witnesses suggests an accurate observa

tion:

"Two University of Richmond faculty members and a former Fifth Air Force

B-24 gunner may have seen the 'moon-sized flying blob' reported sighted between

Birmingham and Atlanta Friday.
"Miss Margret T. Rubb and Miss B. MacDonald both associate professors of

Spanish at the University; said they spotted the 'flame-spurting sky monster' head
ing east between 2 and 3 a.m. Saturday. At the time the two women were returning

from a trip to Mexico.
" 4We could see the very, very large wingless plane quite distinctly,' they said.

It's two rows of large square windows were clearly outlined against the sky. At the

tail the plane seemed to taper off into flame.

" 'It was a weird sight. I don't think we'll ever forget it.'

"The teachers said at first they thought the giant plane was a king-sized jet
craft. However, 'when we got back to Richmond and read the report about the new
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Chilea-Whltted Case - Juihy 2i*, 19ij.6\

Keferenoea : Kkutdrn Avlrllnea
1) Keyhoe FSAR,67-71 c*Pt. 0\ S. Chiles
2) Menzel 1953» 14-15,^'t First Officer John B.
)) Keyhoe FSFOS, 33. 390^0 Whit ted
k) Keyhoe FSTS, 87-8 Chiles hafl been Lt. Col. in Air
5) Tacker, 20-1 ■W-"^1'^^^' tironsport ^otiunand In War; had
6) Menzel 196*3, IO8-II3 8500 flying hours. Wbltted
7) Hall, 3I1, Ukt U.6 had been B-29 pilot (1, k)
8) Ruppelt, 57-8

Time: 02U5 EST

Location; Afout 20 miles woet of Montgomery(1), About ?0
mllea southwest of Montgomery (8), Vioinlty of M.(7,2,5)

Type of aircraft: DC-3

Flight route: Originated in Houston, en route Boston, via
Atlanta (1). Ref. (8) merely says from Houston en route to
Atlanta. Others say Houston to Boston.

Heading: Assuming flight route Houston-Atlanta, their heading
must have been towards EKE, to within 10-15 degrees.

Flight altitude: 5000 ft (6)

State of eky: Moon ahinin« through broken olouda (2). Bright
moonlight, olouda (l|). Clouds (5). The night was olear, and
a bright moon Juat four daya peat full shone through a layer
of broken olouds about 1000 feet above the plane (6).
Clouda (7).

Heading of objeot: Heading southwest, exactly opposite to plane's

course (1), Heading southwest (3). "It flashed down Jjoward
- uaM(2, 5). "..uolloou u dull red glow sumo dloUnuo uliouu,
approaching from a little above and to the right of the

plane...As both men watched, the brilliantly glowing unknown
continued to approach with incredible swiftness, apparently
on a collision oourse"(6). Hurtling head-on towardo them
(7). Dead ahead and closing fast (8).

sharply

Object's maneuvers: "We veered to the left. It veered/too and
passed us about 700 ft to the rlght"(lj, "It veered to Its
left and passed us about 700 ft to our right and above us//?'/.
Then, as if the pilot had seen us and had wafiixed to avoid ua,
lt pulled up with a tremendous burst of flame from the rear
and zoomed Into the olouda, its prop wash or jet wash rooking

our DC-3n(2). "Veered sharply, too,.... pullad up sharply"J3 ){U
"It veered to its left and paaaed us about 700 ft to our right
and a little above ua* Then, aa If the pilot hod Been us
and wanted to avoid us, It pulled up with a tremendous burst

of flame-from the rear and zoomed Into the olouds. Its prop

wash or Jet wash rooking our DC-3 aircraft"(5). ...it seamed
to veer slightly, passed the plane on the right almost level
with and parallel to the flight path, then seemed to pull up

sharply and disappear into the oloudsn(6), "..veered to the
ripht... and shot straight up Into the olouds"(7). "Juot aa cho
UFO flaehed by about 700 ft to the right, the DC-3 hit turbu

lent air. Whltted looked back Juat aa the UFO pulled up into

a steep ollmb.n(8).
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Chiles-Whltted p. 2

Re rocking of DC-3: Keyhoe (1,U) says It cauaed rocking, but
Ruppelt (8) omits this. Menzel 1953 mentions it, though
he adds later "one might put down to Imagination t he rocking

of the DC-3 D7 tne wash". In his 1963 book, he omits it from
his primary accounttand then later states, "In their original

report to ATIC both men agreed that lno disturbance waa felt

from the airwaves, nor was there any prop wash or mechanical
disturbance when the object passed*. The tbttd witness, the

passenger, did not report any turbulence or rocking of the

plane. (6). Tacker Quotes the rocking po* nt and does not

dispute it. Hall (7) aaya "The USAF ourr ntly contests the
fact that the airliner was rocked when the UFO climbed away

but the statement that it was appears in the Air Force Project
Saucer Report from the witnesaea1 original descriptions."
(Curious that thla point has beoome moot, while the pull-up

Is accepted by all and la far more contradictory to the

meteor hypothesis I)

Descriptions of the object; Menzel 1953 aaya "T&e craft appeared
to possess neither wings nor fins, but both of the pilots
gained the Impression that the plane was Illuminated inside,

for an intense glare, like that from burning magnesium,
radiated from what seemed to be windows in the cabin of the
draft. Then quotes Chiles - "We saw no occupants. From

the aide of t he craft oame an Intense, fairly d ark blue glow
that ran the entire length of the fuaelage - like a blue
fluorescent factory light. Thee xhaus* was a red-orange^flame,

with a lighter color predominant around the outer edfc'ea.1
This flame extended 30 to £0 feet behind the object and deepened
In intensity as the craft swung upward. Chiles estimate that
Its speed was about one-third faster than that of the average

jet.n(2).
Tacker (5) has much of same aooount but said it appeared to have

a snout similar to a radar pole (?) In front, and gave the
Impression of a cabin with windows above." Says Chiles stated
that the illumination Inside the body Itself approximated the

brilliance of a magnesium flare.
Keyhoe<s accounts state that It was about 100 ft long, cigar-shaped
and wingless. It waa twice the diameter of a B-29# and semmdd
to have two rows of windows or ports tferought which a blue

fluorescent flow shone out.

Menzel 1963: "In their official report both pilots agreed on

the general appearanoe of the UFO: It looked like a wingless
aircraft with no fina or protnudlng* surfaces, was cigar-ahaped,

about 100 ft long, and about twioe the diameter of a B-29.
It seemed to havo two rowa of windows through which glowed
a very bright light, brilliant as a magnesium flare. An

intense dark-blue glow like a blue fluoreseent factory light
ahone at the bottom along the entire length, and red-orange
flames ahot out from the rear to a dlstanoe of some 50 ft. Co).
Menzel states that Chllea eatlmatea he had it in sight 10 seconds,
Keyhoe points out Chllea waa on aid© towards object as it pasc-ed.
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Chilea-Whitted _ .

Menzel'a 1963 meteor explanation

He Indicates that Hynek had suggested the meteor explanation
years ago, and that as a result of hla (Menzel's) analysis, ATIC
decided to remove the Chlles-Whitted case from the Unidentified
category and mark It as a meteor case.

He gives a pape ofmInformation bearing on the Delta Aquurld
dhower, whloh he Bays should have been active then. Actually,
the peak date fvo this shower is July 29 (Hawkins 56, McKlnley
147), and Lovell (271) suggests July 28. Lovell's curve for
hourly rates auggests that on July 2!j.th, the hourly rate has not
yet attained one-tenth the peak value of about 15/hrt (Menzel

gives some hoiirly rates observed that nlte, and they run about
15/hr, but he fails to say whether this Is a count for those with
proper radiants, may be mainly sporadlcs.)

But meteor streams are not a source of many bright fireballs.
Hawkina (11) points out that the bright fireballs are believe to
be non-oometary In origin, probably are asteroidal, like the

meteorites (none of which is reliably known to have fallen as
part of a shower). Hawkins (11) notes that to get a fireball as
bright as full moon (m = -12.5) requires entry mass of about
200 lb, and it would hit as a meteorite of mass about 10 lb).

Masses this big are not believed to ooour within cometary nuclei

and henoe would not end up In streams*

However, bright fireballs are not entirely unknown elementa

of •troatua. Hawkins $2 aaya 1926 BlaoobinUa (a a tream of ruthcr
low veloolty, 23 kra/seo)) yielded few meteors but did drop a fireball
of magnitude -7. And Watson 121 says 19U6 Glacoblnlds had several
"•brilliant fireballs"

The principal defect In Menzel1a proposal that C-W a aw a

bright Delta Aquarld la tlie dlreotlon from thloh the objeot was

coming -- out of the northeast, towarda the southwest. At 02US

EST on July 2k» 19i+8, the radiant of this shower was at upper
trunolt tit an elevation unglo of about l|0° abbv« the South point!
The DC-3 was heading about northeast or ENE as the objeot appeared

to rush straight towards them In opposite heading. Any Delta

Aquarld seen In that dlreotlon, w|/ould have been seen descending
towards the HE, and would have looked as if It were receding from

them, and moving in the same direction as they were. Thus Menzel

has about a 180" directional error in his suggestion that they

sav a bright Delta Aquarld.

Contemporary USAP explanation
A is* Republic for Sunday, July 25,19^8, p. 1 story "Eastern

Pliers T.ll of Seeing Weird <Buok Rogers1 Plre-aplttlng Aircraft",
devotea about a third of tae story to the Washington-USAF explana

tion "that the pilots may have eeen a radar weather observation

balloon whloh baa a equare, tinfoil box fastened to it. The box

refleota light and gives strange illusions aa it twists and turns.'1

Menzel 1963 p. Ill attributes tne.tfest "pull-upn to the meteor's
"flaaaing beyond their rang* of vtalon"!
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Chllea-Whltted ' p.|+

Menzel 19SS (B)i P. 216:
"The temperature Inversion also accounts for observations

of the kind hade by the Montgomery, Ala., flyers previously mentioned.

In these reports a sauoer, turning to avoid a collision, rocka the

plane with a blast from Its Jet engines, then speeds up and dis

appears. How can a mlra'ge possess powerful exhausts? Does not

this observation prove that the aaucera are real craft?

"The a tmospherlc lens that causes the associated mirage con
sists of a layer of cold air sandwiched between two layers of hot

air. Air In the upper half of the lens Is steady, but the lower

part is unstable. A plane flying through the dividing surface

between the layers will suddenly encounter sharp up and down drafts.

These ourr-nts or "pockets" are tateat the pilot feela -- not a
blast from the jet engines of the vanishing saucer. The saucer

disappears because of the atmospherlo Irregularities in this

region."

"Mirages occur more frequently than people realize,

Abbve Just noted today (10/17/66), By 1963 Menzel had altered
his "explanation" and waa then challenging the "rooking" ofthe DC-3,
whereas In 1953 he waa fitting that into his mirage-at-an-lnversIon

hypothesis. In his 1953 edition, on f>. 15 he does cite the Roby'lna
AFB ground-obs, but makes no effort to fit them into his "airborne
mirage" hypothesis. Nor does he offer any explanation of what dis

tant luminous source oould have been "mlraged into the reported
effect.

Current weather,

W ah. Dally Map shows a nearly stationary front near norther

border*of Alabama, and 2lj. hours later it still had not moved past
Montgomery, Thus MTV air, quasi-stagnant, lay over central Ala.

A 0100 E3T on 21tfh, Montgomery ahowa 7$F and 73 d©» point, ESE
wtnds force 1, lightning seen and Cba visible, and Altocumulus and
Cirrus aloft. Birmingham, oa, 100 miles north is clear end oalm.

Other nearby gtatlona show dear to a quarter of cirrus. Atlanta,

to NE had Sou, Aou and Cl.

The 700 mb flow over the Gulf States was weak, with un upper-
level high centered In southern Mississippi, Probably very weak

winds at that level, (71

Fireball magnitudes: In Romlg & Lamar's Rand rept on anomalous rounds

from bright fireballs they give mean magnitude of -13 for the sound-

producing fireballs* in their Appendix and a corresponding mean of -18
was found by Apostavlch In a Russian study. If C&W saw a "meteor", one
might guess that something at least up In the -15 range would be required

to account for their illusion -- and such intensities are essentially un*
known In streams, "//
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Chlles-Whitted case - Notes from feB files, made 6/30/69

Date is carried aa 7/24/48 in moat of file. Shown in one spot as 7/23

PuntiHod iiuto« on lluury Orady Hotel ulutiouery unto 7/26A0i i>uy« no
disturbance felt regarding jir w«ves or wash.

File contaaina coji^es of statements signed y Cni:es and b> Vhitted. Was
Eastern Flite #576. Hitffl''statement contains followingi "The object
was cigar ahaped and seemed to be about a hundred feet in length. The
fuselage appeared to be about three times the circumference of a B-29
fuselage. It had two rows of windows, an upper and a lower, the windows

were very large and aeemed square...* ^hcy were at 5000 and WMl Whitted
estimated it passed them at about 5500. Whitted says "We heard no noise

nor did we feel any turbulence from the object.B

A letter dated Aug 3, 1948 from Chiles to official of Eaatefn aaya "There
were two rowa of windowa, which indicated an upper and lower deck, from

inside these windowa a very bright light was glowing. Underneath the

ship there was a blue glow of lifefat....After it passed it pulled up into

some light broken clouds and waa lost from view. There wae no prop wash

or rough air felt as it passed.■

File contains originals of skotches made by each pilot. Whittod'e shows
it as having 6 rectangular porta, long axil horizontal, while Wiilea
render* the windows differently. Only Qhilee shows radar-pole, both show

wake, both show it aa bullet or rocket shaped

File mentions other sightings, but only Robins *FB was same night, and
evidently a hour or so earlier. Also something sighted near filackatone Va
but sounds like meteor.

Ref. to a comment by JAH that meteors do appear to "travel in a straight line

and slant downwards.

Much paperwork on checking all air traffic* in SE that nite/

Aug. 4 194B letter to VFABB re sitting at 02055 at Warner Robins *TB of
■fluorescent aquash-shaped cb ject...sighted by Mr. M., a m ember of a

civilian alert crew, who stated that the object appeared to be wingless

and was headed aouth at terrific apaed.... (eatimatfld b> M to be about 25
ft in length. Elsewhere in files M described as "Competent and qualified oba."

Col. H. M. McCoy, ATIC Chief was involved in much of correspondence.

A U. Col, E. C. Cropper interrogated M on Aug IO/48, and file haa $ pages
of notea thereon. Tim* was about O14O-O15CTB. Object came out of N to S,
M estimated its speed as perhaps 700 mph, based on watching jeta. No sound
heard, 'lying level, ^hanged course to SV while in sight (i.e., ^5 degree
direction shiftJ, M was in Army and saw V-2 rccket over France 1 said it

looked much like what he saw.
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flying object we knew we weren't imagining things.'" (xx )

(xx ) Richmond, Virginia. Richmond Times-Dispatch. 27 July 48

The same article mentions a sighting of a cone-shaped "thing" near Hamsonburg, about six

hours before the Chiles/Whitted encounter and the sighting by the two professors. Maybe

something was wandering about in the sky that night? The news article stated:

"James T Edmonds, 27 year old discount teller at the Bank of Virginia said

he saw a 'cone-shaped bright spot' moving across the sky between 9*30 and 10 p.m

Friday.

"Edmonds who lives in the 3200 block of Rosewood Ave. said he was attend

ing a camp fire circle in a field offRoute 33 Massanetta Springs near Harrisonburg.

"For about 30 seconds he saw the 'bright spot' directly overhead. It appeared

to be cone-shaped but did not come to a point, he reported. The Fifth Air Force

veteran of 39 months in the South Pacific estimated the object's altitude at 'between

5,000 to 7,000 feet,' and a speed 'between 175 and 225 miles per hour '

"Edmonds said the object he saw had no flaming tail " (xx )

(xx.) Ibid

"Buck Rogers."

In an AP story out of Atlanta on July 24th Chiles and Whitted are credited with saying the UFO
looked like a "Buck Rogers rocket ship." That may be the prime reason the Pentagon General

told Chiles to "shut up." (Whitted said he never received such a call, but he told McDonald he

was never home due to his job) Buck Rogers meant "ET," a delicate subject to the High Com

mand

The American public could readily relate to the "Buck Roger" description. The Buck Rogers

comic strip was part of almost every person's childhood. The strip lasted from 1929 to 1968

There are two significant differences, however, between the ships in the comic strip and the

Chiles/Whitted "object." The ships in the strip always had fins and never had large square"win-

dows " (See example below)

Buck Rogers inthc25th Century (1940)
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29 July Indianapolis, Indiana, (about 9*55 a m )

"Shaped like a broad short propeller "

Special Report #14 has a section that is suppose to be an attempt to "derive a model UFO " It

states- "Out of the 434 object sightings that were identified as unknown by the data reduction

process, there were only 12 that were described with sufficient detail that they could be used in

an attempt to derive a model of a 'flying saucer '" (xx.)

(xx ) Because Special Report #14 is not readily available, the reader is referred to the

commercially published (November 1976) Project Blue Book, ed by Brad Steiger,

a Ballantine Books paperback, pp 153-154.

"Sufficient detail" is the key here The claim about the 12 being "good unknown" cases is

open to question. Drawings and a lot of detail would not necessarily make a good case The

"propeller shape" in SS#14's "model attempt" rates a complete category of objects, but it was

only reported once Throwing it into the mix distorts the results The official report of the

incident is shown on page 63. The official sketch of the object is shown below

These are round oupe which protrude

- !

1st U., USAF

Intelligence Officer

-4
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HEADQUARTERS
331ST AIR FORCE EASE UNIT (RSS TUG)

STOUT FIELD, IKDIANAPOLIS 6, INDIANA

AF331BI

SUBJECT: Report on "Flying Disc"

3 August

TOi Commanding General

Air Materiel Boronand

Wright-Patterson Air Poroe Bass
Dayton, Ohio

ATTHi TSDIN

In aocordanoe with ADC Letter U5-5 Subjeoti Reporting of informa
tion on Plying Diaea", dtd 25 March I9I4B, the following report ia hereby
submitted» 01- j

(1) Sighted at approximately 0955 hours on 29 July 19^8
at the bridge East of the intoraection of East 56th

St and Pall Creelc Boulevard in the Northeastern
part of Indianapolis, Indiana.

(2) Weather at time of sighting was excellent, no clouds
in sky.

(3) Witnessed by Mr. C
Indianapolia and Mr.C" y D

Indianapolis, both employed by the W.O. Jonea Rug
Cleaners, UhhO H. Keystone Ave, Indianapolis,

(h) No photograprs available.
(5) Sketch of object attached.
(6) Object aightedi

(a) One (1)

(b) Shaped like a broad short prooeller. v
(c) Approximately six (6) to eight (S) feet long,

each blade approximately two (?) feet wide

and approximately one (I) foot thick with

oups on upper side 01" blades.

(d) Appeared to be aluminum and shiny in color,
(ej Traveling approximately twenty-five (25) or

thirty (30) mph.

( f) Headed apcroximately South and in a bank to
the left.

( g) Sighted just above the trees at approximately
thirty (30) feet altitude,

(h) Appeared to be gliding with no apDarant
spinnin3 action,

(i) \!ade no diacernaole scund.
(jj No exhaust trail

Two witnesses tbto in a company true* at time of sighting

and were headed Pfeat on Eaat 56th Street. Just as the

truck started acrosa t/ie bridge, the object was sighted

dlreotly ahead juat above the trees in a bank to the left
of approximately twenty degrees (20°) and appeared to be
in a alight descent. Witneasea stopped on the other

side of the bridge and jumped ou£ for another look but the
object oould not be aeen. U. C J Base PIO

and It. C . J. Baae Intelligence Officer
made an inv««tigation and thoroughly ae&rohed the area but

could not find the object, however the area in which the
object waa believed to have fallen waa densely wooded and
had many hills and valleys. See diagram attached of the
area of aigtiting.

(7)

J

2 IdoIb

Inol 1 - Diagram of

Objeot Sighted

Inol 2 - Map of area

of eighting

fcS A. RONIK

Colonel USAP

Commanding

.J ^a^-t
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If the ''propeller report" was a hoax, it may have been inspired by a child's toy. Some very

early "saucer" toys were of a propeller design (See samples below from the author's collection)
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31 July Indianapolis, Indiana (about 8*25 a.m.)

"Classic flying saucer"

A second Indianapolis UFO report on July 31st was also selected as "one of the 12." This case
has more merit A drawing is available and it shows an object often reported, a "classic flying

saucer."

Electrician Vernon Swigert and his wife were both witnesses Air Force investigators were

told Mr. Swigert was standing by an open window shaving when an object in the sky attracted

his attention. Excited, Mr. Swigert rushed to the adjoining kitchen to alert his wife. They both
looked out the kitchen window and got a good look at object in the south The witnesses said the

object was smooth-surfaced and shaped like at cymbal with no openings. In size, the object was
estimated to be 20 feet in diameter and 6-8 feet high in its center, or "large enough to carry one

person," according to Mr. Swigert. The color was a flat white with no shine.

As the thing passed by at high speed on a level eastern course, it appeared to shimmer in the
sun as if it were spinning. The altitude of the object was about 2,000 feet, Swigert guessed No

sound or exhaust trail was noticed, (xx.) (See drawing below)

(xx ) Both Indianapolis reports are from "Project Sign 1948 Investigative Reports, 333.5
Investigations 1948 September thru December." Material furnished by the National
Intelligence Center (NAJC), Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. Copies in author's files

((?at»o . 3*1)

fflov

26 July "Men of Mars9" (See clipping on page 66)

27 July Experimental aircraft theory rejected. (See clipping on page 66)

29 July LaPaz, a debunker? (See clipping on page 66)
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They're Dangerous
While a layman with theories ai to fly

ing disci and the like is speaking out of a

profound ignorance in such matters, it

seems to him that the only reasonable ex*

planation for the winglcn, flaming object

reported by reputable witneisei over Ala

bama is that an'experimental aircraft of

some kind is using the iky thereibouti ai

a test course.

"Flying taucert" sighted in many aec-

1 tiom in July, 19-47, were dismissed as

, optical illusions or fragment* of meteon,

. neither of which phenomenon would be

likely to have fhe two decks of square win-

- dows plainly discerned on the side* of the

; Alabama mystery craft by veteran commer

cial pilots a few hundred feet away.

, .If the ahip is indeed a test model of some

new departure in aircraft of immense speed

' tnd>tue, the *election of a trial course

which'^brings," it alongside commercial

planet on scheduled runs, and over thickly

. icttled communities. Is obviously open to

^1^ '
f-' 'The sand wattes of the Southwest seem

l^the iJtc of prudent choicer for potentially

|lethal gadget*, of which the flying cigar at

i% firstvaccdtmt9 would appear to be one.

Those Saucers?

Cotton Puffs

Or Ray Balloons
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M, July

29—(UP)—Dr. Lincoln Lapax,

meteorologist at the University
of New Mexico, came up Thurs
day with a simple explanation
for the strange sky objects re
ported recently In scattered sec

tions o( the nation.
The bright, silvery objects, he

said, either are balloons sent up
In liosmlc ray workvor balls of
cottonwood tree down shining

in the sunlight,

Chaired paper fragments

blown out of Incinerators prob

ably accounted for the dark

object*, he said

Lapax pointed out that almost
all at the objects were reported

to be moving from west to east,

which coincides with the pre

vailing wind during this season

PORTLAND, Ore., July 26.—
(AP)—Now, about* those mysteri
ous objects Americans again are

seeing zipping about the skies:
"It could be men from Mars/'

said the engineer in charge of the
Navy's, guided missile develop

ment program in the war,
"Why, it's just the planet

Venus," said Astronomer J. Hugh

Pruett of at least one of them.

Pruett, regional director of the

American Meteor Society, was re

ferring to the silver "baU" that
Central Washington residents re

ported they saw in the western

sky. Venus normally appears in,

that portion of the skyr Pruett
said in Eugene, Ore.
Moulton B. Taylor, manager of

a small airplane factory at Long-

view, Wash., and a former Navy

commander in charge of the
guided missile program, was not

so sure.

"These aerial objects could be
the first reconnalsance f 11 g h t s~
from another planet," "he told a

reporter.1 * :

, "Why not? * We know' how to
buili sach an" escape missile—one
that could ■ escape the bounds of
gravity and soar off into free
space among the planets ... If we-

can* build such craft,- what is to
prevent others* from doing so, as
suming that a similar order of in- -

teligence exists off other planets?"
he continued • ;;.v ' !
"You and' I may' see the day

when we will be united with Rus
sia defending this planet-against
attack from space," Taylor said.-
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25 July Yakima, Washington (10 14a.m -3-OOp.m1?)

Balloon? (See clipping below)

NewAerial

Mystery

Strange Object

Over Yakima

YAKIMA (Wash ) July 2*,

— (AP)—A mysterious, sU

very object seen for more

than five hours today in the

sky over the Yakima Valley

rreated a wave of excitement

that jammed police and air

port switchboards

Observers said the atiange ob-

>fct appeal ed to be a Is rge,

round aluminum covered balloon

that moved weslerl> at a great

height

Planes, sent up from Yaklma

and Rlchland, Wa#h were unable

to truck it down although scores

of persons on the ground report

ed they had little difficulty fol

lowing Us westward progress

DISC RUMORS
Appearance of thp aerial phe

nomenon brought an immediate

r«n«wal of "flying saucer1 ru

mors It was near this vallev thai

the discs' were firsl reported

Jeen last year

Two Civil Aeronaulici Admin

istratlon employes Gi.orge Rob-

.nson and Don Hunt watched thP

balloon thiough binoculars for

tvo houit. until i' lani^hed high

over the Cascadf* Mountains in

the wrst

Pobinson aircraft commumcn

tor at Lhc ( AA control lowir

here, said th* thing appeared

to be surrounded by fog 01 haz#

in a crystal clear sky

EYEWITNESS

Both he and Hunl tower con

Lroller were positive It was not

a weather balloon nor an advw

tisinj blimp Thty said that

winda agaln.it *hich it moved

ranged tip to 88 miles an hour at

49 000 fret

The State patrol r-ported that

the object was first seen bv a

lower vdlky rancher at 10 U

a, m appioximately twenty five

milea southeast of here Patrol

man Don Hubcr bent to invent

g»te, said it was easily visible
When sighted mrep horns later

from the Yakima C AA tower It

nad ahifipd at least fifty miles

io the wt-ii

PORTLAND 'Ore l Julv 05 —

(IN8)-W fl Appk- of Portland

reported todav mat a blj round

bright ohjti t RUlne wesi, suil

dMUy luniMt koutlmeat in m

iwtal hurrj" neai his home H#
said It was not an l

? July, 1948 Pasco, Washington (daytime)

This note found in Dr. James McDonald's University of Arizona files may relate to the news

clipping shown above

f
j e. McDonald'

OCT 2 : 1966

Don Newman, 725 N.K. 5th Ave.Greaham, Oragon in ltr of 3/10/58
flight BMCtianle and haa private lioonsa

July 1948. Over Paaoo, Warfilngton. Overhead about 3500 alt. circled
▼tt slowly, 90 8«oonda to negotiate about 3OO4«gree turn of about ft
700' radius. Instantly accelerated to an excess of 500 tilles par hour
in 30 degree dire In HW for about a 2-mile run. and a poear«d as if
going to crash ground, when It nfide a mflLnuevjr«r tnat ls fantastic as the
oraft itself. It made an abrupt 160 dflgree pull up or pull back wouW
better describe the maneuver as It was suddenly back overhead at about
9000 to 10,000 feet alt. A3 there w era light patches of cloud high
I had good viewing of background for reference pointsjfroua this maneuver.

the saucer seemed to go beserk and darted back and forch east to west

in southerly direction when it seemed to be appro* two miles south and
■ outheast of K^nnewlck Wash, ogaln negotiated slow 360 turn coming
of turn and dicing about 15 degrees passed overhead at spe^d about
1000 uph or over, until nearly out of sight north, and began clinb

30 degrees until out.
Craft about 100 feet diameter, e emipsherical and finish like spun or
brushed aluminum . no apparent projections on bottom. However a oanopy
or bubble visible on top aide as reveal^' in some Mna
No exhaust, jets, ar motivating power apparent, nor noises

out

at

Personally think probably from another

may be remote controlled by man. At any

ten years waiting for the opportunity to

flying obj.

planet,

rate I

learn

otherwise it possibly

am and have b een for

more of this Amazing
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Comments on the "Estimate of the Situation."

Jan Aidrich.

"An Estimate of the Situation is just as the name implies: how intelligence per

sonnel perceive the situation to be at the time the Estimate is written. An EOTS is a
common intelligence document for informing the command and staff of current

thinking on an intelligence topic. Staff intelligence is supposed to be able to give

the commander and his subordinates- an assessment of the situation at all times. Ten

minutes after an EOTS is prepared it may be superseded and made irrelevant by new

information. As new information is added, such estimates are constantly revised or

completely rewritten." (xx.)

(xx ) Project 1947. "1948 UFO DOCUMENTS: Background", by Jan L. Aldnch.

E-Mail document. Page 1 of 6. 10/12/97 5:16 PM. Copy in author's files.

Major General W P. Fisher USAF. Director, Legislative Liaison:

"There has never been an Air Force conclusion that flying saucers were real

and were interplanetary space ships. The alleged 1948 document [Estimate of the

Situation] mentioned in your letter is non-existent " (xx.)

(xx ) Letter: To: Larry Bryant, Newport News, Virginia. From: W.P Fisher, Major General,
USAF, Director, Legislative Liaison. Department of the Air Force, Washington D.C

27 October 58 Copy in author's files.

Edward Ruppelt is one of two men who claim to have seen the Estimate. In the draft manu

script of his book on UFOs were these paragraphs that were never published:

"It [Estimate of the Situation] concluded that UFO's were interplanetary As

documented proof, many unexplained sightings were quoted. The original UFO

sighting by Kenneth Arnold; the series of sightings from secret Air Force Test Cen

ter, Muroc AFB; the F-51 pilot's observation of spheres near Lake Mead; the report

of a F-80 pilot who saw two round objects diving toward the ground near the Grand
Canyon; and a report by the pilot of an Idaho National Guard T-6 trainer, who saw

a violently maneuvering black object.

"As further documentation, the report quoted an interview with an Air Force

major from Rapid City AFB (now Ellsworth AFB) who saw twelve UFO's flying a

tight diamond formation.* When he first saw them they were high but soon they

went into a fantasically high speed dive, leveled out, made a perfect formation turn,

and climbed at a 30 to 40 degree angle, accelerating all the time. The UFO's were

oval-shaped and brilliant yellowish-white

"Also included was one of the reports from AEC's Los Alamos Laboratory.

The incident occurred at 9:40 A M. on September 23, 1948. A group of people

were waiting for an airplane at the landing strip in Los Alamos when one of them

noticed something glint in the sun. It was a flat, circular object, high in the north

ern sky. The appearance and relative size was the same as a dime held edgewise
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[
and slightly tipped, about 50 feet away." (xx.)

(xx ) Copy of Ruppelt's draft in author's files.

The other person beside Ruppelt who claimed to have seen the Estimate was Major Dewey

Fournet, the Air Force's Project Monitor for BLUE BOOK. When he took over his UFO project

monitor job at the Pentagon in 1952, Fournet found a copy of the Estimate in his files. Fournet

was interviewed decades later by civilian UFO researcher Jim Melesciuc:

"The report, he said, was not especially thick, maybe 20-30 pages, and it still

had the security marking on it [TOP SECRET], though it was supposed to have

been declassified. It reviewed all of the apparently unexplained reports received

by the Air Force up to the time the Estimate was written. Logical explanations

were explored for the cases used, but in the end the extraterrestrial explanation was

regarded as the answer. Fournet was very explicit in stating that the Estimate con

tained no confirmation of artifacts having been recovered from flying saucers.

"There was, according to Fournet's recollection, deplorably little UFO sight

ing data available when the report was written, and that the extraterrestrial con

clusion was the result of'extreme extrapolation.' It was felt that the Estimate's

purpose was to create enough interest in Air Force Intelligence with such a prema

ture conclusion so as to motive a more organized and complete investigation than

had been done to that time. 'I've never given that Estimate much weight in the

overall USAF UFO program simply because it occurred too early in the investi

gation,' Fournet said." (xx.)

(xx.) "Estimate of the Situation." JUST CAUSE. #33. September 1992 Coventry, CT. ed.

Barry Greenwood, pp.6-7.

Comments on Air Intelligence Report No. 100-203-72, Analysis ofFlying Object Incidents in

the US (Air Intelligence Division Study No. 203, December 10, 1948):

A few days after the Chiles-Whitted sighting the SIGN people had decided UFOs had an off-

world origin At the same time (a coincidence?) General Cabell authorized another UFO in

vestigation personally, tasking his Defense Analysis people (Defense Air Branch) to explore any

"pattern of tactics" that might be found in UFO reports Apparently the General was in a big

hurry to determine if a threat existed. As a secondary goal, some conclusions as to the reality of

the objects was to be checked. What the second assignment did, intentionally or not, was to

eventually make project SIGN superfluous. Cabell issued an order establishing the new study

on July 27, 1948. He took aJceen interest in the effort and even requested an interim report on

its progress on August 11th. (A map, showing the distribution of sightings on file as of August 1,

1948 was part of the study's final report. See page 69) Moreover, when a Joint Intelligence

Committee paper was prepared on April 12, 1949, it was the AIDS 203 that was consulted and

the study contained the statement that there was only two "reasonable possibilities" as to the

origin of UFOs: 1) Domestic devices, or 2) Foreign aircraft, most logically from a Russian

source What happened to SIGN and the ET idea?
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"Framasands."

One of the best essays on the extraterrestrial theory is that by Dr. David Saunders of the 1969

Condon Committee. The rejection of the ET Estimate by Vandenburg in 1948 because ofthe

lack of tangible evidence is a problem that has never gone away. This is Dr Saunder's view of

the matter

"The 'ETI Hypothesis' is simply the idea that Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence (ETI)

is responsible for at least some ofthe reports now classified as UFOS. In other words,
we felt that we should proceed as though some of the flying saucers reported might be
intelligently directed spaceships from another world. It is easily seen that there are two

distinct aspects to ETI -extraterrestrial (not of this world) and intelligence. A UFO

would have to qualify under both of these aspects at once before it would support the
the ETI Hypothesis. Meteorites, for example, are extraterrestrial but not intelligent,

while you are intelligent but not extraterrestrial. It has been the persistent suggestion
that UFOS might be of extraterrestrial, intelligent origin that has lent importance to the

UFO problem and made it what it is today. But it was the almost incalculable signifi
cance of becoming aware of EIT, if it is associated with UFOS, that influenced some

of us to propose ETI as the focus of the University of Colorado study.

"The actual decision to base the investigation on the ETI Hypothesis did not

come so easily. Our chances of supporting the assumption were slim at best, and it

appeared far more likely, if we went this route, that we would wind up the Project by

reporting that our efforts had been inconclusive. If we were able to say that our work

indicated a clear extraterrestrial origin for UFOS, the American people had a bargain

for their $313,000. But, inconclusive findings seemed far more likely. If ETI weren't

lurking where we looked, we would never be certain that it wasn't where we hadn't

looked. The thought of spending $313,000 to prove nothing (as far as the public was

concerned) was upsetting.

"The strongest immediate reaction to the ETI suggestion came from Mike Wert-

heimer, who teaches the history of psychology in our department and regards himself

as something of a philosopher of science. He could see that the plausible argument

in favor of ETI would proceed by trying to eliminate every non-ETI possibility. In

deed, this is the line of reasoning most commonly used by those who write popular

books about flying saucers. The popular authors point out, for example, that what

was sighted couldn't have been an airplane because it was too large. Wertheimer's

point was that the list of non-ETI possibilities must always include a miscellaneous

category with unknown properties. And since the properties of ETI are also unknown,

it is logically impossible Jo distinguish ETI from 'miscellaneous.' (The possibility of

countering Wertheimer's argument by proposing a specific, positive definition for

ETI -a definition that would assign it known properties -did not seem attractive. I

suppose this was because no one wanted to risk being too specific and throwing the

baby out with the bath water -or an extraterrestrial spaceship out with a meteor.)

"Wertheimer referred to these miscellaneous non-ETI possibilities as 'frama

sands' and managed to squelch many interesting discussions with the question, 'What

about framasands?' No matter how tiny a crack in the door we wanted to leave for
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ET1, Mike would always find a framasand to stuff into it. Nevertheless, these dis
cussions continued for several weeks, and increasingly, they took the form of dia
logues between Mike and me. I tried to maintain a position based on probability and

our prospects of changing, through investigation, our estimate of the probability that

some UFOS represent ETI. This led Mike to characterize my position to the rest of
group as that of a 'quasi-believer.'

"I don't know why he chose that term, or what effect he intended it to have -but

I do know that it annoyed me. Within our group, the word 'believer' had acquired all
of the connotations ofa four-letter word, and 'quasi-believer' was merely a more
polite form of the word for use in mixed company. I felt that I could not afford to

allow the implications of Wertheimer's remark to go unchallenged. And so, one

eveing, I composed a carefully worded memorandum.

"This memorandum compared Wertheimer's logic with that of the Greek

philosopher Zeno. You will recall that Zeno offered logical proof that it was im

possible for an arrow to travel from a bow to a target. In order to reach the target,

it would have to get halfway there. And, in order to reach the halfway mark, it

would have to travel half of that distance. Since it is always possible to divide the

remaining distance in half, the arrow can never get started toward the target.

Zeno's contention is very logical It is also preposterous What Zeno needed to

break his paradox open was a new concept -the concept of rate (miles per hour or,
in the case of his arrow, feet per second).

'Then, I pointed out that Wertheimer's argument (that we could never prove

the existence of ETI) was as logical as Zeno's -and also just as preposterous. If

Wertheimer was right, science was a waste of time because it could never prove

anything The memo recognized two points: that absolute empirical proofs are

impossible (so far as I am concerned, even the Law of Gravity is just a probability)

and that we cannot go through life without acting as if something is true. Obvi

ously, this means we must sometimes make mistakes, but this is complicated by

the fact that we can't always be sure exactly when or how we've these mistakes.

"Then I wrote, 'Statistical Decision Theory' provides an objective frame

work hospitable to these ideas' and called attention to the concept of'risk' missing

in Wertheimer's logic, just as rate had been missing in Zeno's. In effect, Wert

heimer was proposing that we act as if the probability of our proving the ETI

Hypothesis was zero. I was insisting it was a very small number. And there's a

tremendous logical jump between assuming nothing and assuming something,

however small. If we did not close our eyes there was a remote possibility we

might be fantastically lucky enough to prove ETI. And if we did, it would have
been well worth the risk." -(xx.)

(xx.) Saunders, David R. and R. Roger Harkins. UFOs? Yes! Where The Condon

Committee Went Wrong. The New American Library, Inc.: New York, N.Y
1968. pp.78-79.
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Ineffectual penetrations?

What about the Air Force's opinion that UFOs may be real objects, but if so, they were con

ducting repeated ineffectual penetrations of American airspace? This is a valid assumption if

one thinks in terms of human-made craft, but what if the intruders were beings from "elsewhere"

with an agenda we couldn't even imagine?

"The making of an rural legend?"

From a 1997 California newspaper insert:

"Losing animals is a fact of life for cattle ranchers, who figure at least one per

cent of their herd might die each year from disease, predators, old age and modern-day

cattle rusting. Ranchers say these mutilations [Speaking of cattle mutilations reported

by writers like Linda Moulton Howe] don't fit into any ofthose categories.

" These are not cases,' says King City [California] rancher John Nino, 'where

somebody is killing them for meat. At least that makes sense.'

"What also doesn't make sense is that someone or something has been slicing

off the inedible sex organs of California cattle way longer than most people realize.

In 1948 Annabelle Kelly remembers gathering cattle as a newlywed with her husband,

Jack, near Standish on the Lassen-Modoc county line.

" * We found four dead cows right side-by-side,' recalls Kelly, who called the

sheriff. 'I can't remember all of the details, but they had their teats cut off, their

tongues cut out, and some had their ears gone. It was just the same as all the rest

-there weren't any tracks, no blood, nothing. It was spooky at the time. I thought

about it over the years, but we didn't see it happen again until about five or six years

ago [1991?].'" (xx)

(xx.) Cone, Tracie "Watch the Skies." West (Sunday insert) p. 10. San Jose Mercury-

News. San Jose, California. February 2, 1997.

12 August. "False Cries."

Dr. Lincoln LaPaz was granted his Secret and Top Secret clearance on January 21st. Perhaps

he had been briefed on UFOs since that time. In any case, LaPaz, the meteor expert, acted the

role of "UFO expert" on July 29th when he debunked UFO sightings as "balloons, cortonwood
tree down, and charred paper fragments blown out of incinerators." Again, on August 12th he
criticized the public for "seeing things," this time blaming Venus for the most part. It could be

that the reason LaPaz was making such strong assertions far from his meteor specialty was just

a reflection of the briefings he received by the military. In an August 12th edition ofa New
Mexico newspaper La Paz was quoted as saying: "Too many people are giving false cries of

'wolf at the mere sight of any strange, bright, silvery, disc-looking object in the skies." (xx.)

(xx) Artesia, New Mexico. The Artesia Advocate. 12 August 48.
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Why worry? The New Mexico meteoriticist concluded after discussing Venus:

"It is most desirable that the rash wild stories about strange heavenly visitors

be checked carefully. In the not too distant future, it may be extremely important

to have a widespread net of voluntary observers who have not been soured on the

job of watching the skies by repeated false alarms." (xx.)

(xx.) Ibid

16 August Upper Austria, (no time)

This news item may have been an influence on the "pro-Russian" theorists at the Pentagon:

".. .on August 16th an Austrian newspaper blazoned its pages with what was
described as *the first sightings of flying discs in central Europe.' Residents in the

Muehlviertel district ofUpper Austria along the Czech border had reported seeing

flying saucers moving at an exceptionally high rate of speed, then returning just as

rapidly to the point where they were first noticed." (xx.)

(xx.) From a small English-language magazine published by Charles Harnett at

Kaiserslautern, Germany, in 1954. Discovered by Jan Aldrich. An E-Mail

Message dated 4 May 97. Copy in author's files.

11 September San Francisco, California. (11:30 p.m.)

"I see it. But I don't believe it!"

Marion Shepherd and her boy friend D. Bruce Barry were walking on a street in the Twin

Peaks area after spending an evening at an acquaintance's home. Barry states:

"Out ofthe corner of my eye I noticed something gleam above the fog. I turned

to look. For a moment I was speechless.

"The object was a perfect tear-drop shape. It glowed a yellowish-orange and

seemed to be propelled by a flame, ofthe same color, that shot out the rear to several

times the length ofthe object itself.

"By the time I had taken all this in I had also regained my speech. I said, 'I'll be

damned * And, since I do not swear often in the presence of ladies, Marion looked up

in surprise.

"Her words held only a shade more intelligence than my own. She said, 'I see it.

But I don't believe it!'

"We had a clear view of this object for only about 15 or 20 seconds.

"It was about two and one-half miles away from us and travelling about 900 feet

above the earth. Its flight was in a straight line and exactly parallel with the ground.

For as long as we could see it the object held unwaveringly to its course.

"There were no projections ofany kind from its smooth oval surface. It made no

sound.
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"I would judge that its speed was around 800 to 900 miles per hour. It appeared to

be about 70 feet long.

"Marion and I stood stock-still watching it as long as it was in view. As it sped

silently across the city its glow, in varying shades ofyellowish-orange, cast weird re

flections upon the wisps of fog. Its westerly course, against the wind, carried it deeper

into the veil of mist and toward the ocean. It shone vaguely, eerily, for a last instant

through the moving fog and then it was gone." (xx.)

(xx.) Berry, D. Bruce. "Flying Saucer Over The Golden Gate." Fate. Vol. II, No.2. Issue

No. 95. pp.52-53. (Cover story)

1 October. Fargo, North Dakota.

Dr. James McDonald's inquiries:

Dr. McDonald contacted Lt. Col. Norbert D. Gorman, George Gorman's brother. Norbert re

membered the night ofthe UFO incident. He said his brother George was fearless but the UFO

encounter "really gave George the shakes." (xx.) George Gorman's wife later told MUFON

(xx.) McDonald papers. Gorman file. Page one ofhandwritten notes. Special Collection

Divison, University Library, University of Arizona at Tucson, Tucson Arizona.

Director Walt Andrus the same thing, saying that when her husband arrived home after landing

he was 'Svhite as a sheet." (xx.) Even though the P-51 was doing 300-400 mph during the

(xx.) MUFON UFO Journal. "Air Intelligence Report No. 100-203-79" July 1985. Issue

#207 p.3.

chase, Gorman couldn't catch the light, (xx.) Gorman never accepted the pibal balloon answer

(xx.) McDonald papers. Gorman file. Page two of handwritten notes.

and insisted that even though his P-51 was turning inside the light's orbit, he still couldn't keep

up with it. (xx.) Ibid.

On page 61 ofthe monograph UFOs A History, 1948, there is an eyewitness account ofthe

Gorman chase by a doctor who was piloting a Piper Cub, a small, single-engine, private aircraft.

Dr. McDonald learned that the doctor's name was "Cannon,' and the one passenger in the Piper

Cub was a man named Einar Nielsen. (For Nielsen's account ofthe incident see pages 76-77.)

UFOs over Sweden.

The official word on aerial activity over Sweden during 1948 was strongly colored to indicate

funny business by Stalin. One can check what the October issue ofthe Air Force's Air Intelli

gence Digest had to say. The magazine stated:

"An increase in the number of incidents over Sweden during the summer may

be connected with Soviet guided missile tests in the Lake Seliger area (57degrees N.
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Transcript of handwritten report to Major Jones from
Einar Nielsen

To: Maj. D. C. Jones

NDNG

Fargo, N. D.

Sir:

This is in reply to your request for a

statement relative to the object sighted by

myself and others on the night of October 1.

Dr. Cannon and I took off from "Sky

Ranch Airpark" 8:30 p.m. on the night of

October 1 to do a little night flying. We

circled the AC football field watching the
game. I was in the front seat of the Cub

and Doc was flying at the time, so I put on

the phones and turned on the receiver just

in case that the Fargo tower might want to
contact us. After circling the football

field a number of times, Fargo tower called
and requested our position. I gave the
tower our position as "JUST SE of the field

over Fargo at 1600 ft." Fargo tower acknowl

edged the message and then asked if we had

observed any other aircraft in the area at
about 4000 ft. I told them we had seen a

51 earlier, but that we had no aircraft in

sight at the time. Fargo tower then said

a 51 had us in sight, but that he had

observed another aircraft in the area at
about 4 or 5 thousand.

We headed north and soon a "object" was

observed above us and to our right — it was

travelling west and we were both very much

impressed at the speed it was travelling at.

I immediately called the tower and gave them

the position of the craft, thinking they

would contact it. It had no position lights

and appeared only as a large yellowish-white
glow. The night was clear but there was no

moonlight, so it was impossible to observe

any outline of the object, and there was no
reflection observed.

•»

The object then made a large, sweeping

turn of about 90 degrees. It seemed to main

tain its altitude in the turn — and it

travelled south at a very high rate of speed

and was seemingly gaining altitude as it
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travelled south. We saw the 51 in pursuit just

as it made its turn south, but the 51 was slow

in comparison.

We landed and went to the tower to find out

if they had made contact with the craft, but they

hadn't. While in the tower, we saw the object

making smooth, sweeping circles over Fargo — at

a much higher altitude. Also saw the position

lights of the 51 as it circled after it. The

51 appeared to be flying a smaller circle than

the other object, but even so it could not match

its speed. We went outside and could hear the

51 — but there seemed to be no sound of any

kind from the other craft.

I haven't the least idea what the object was,

but I do know what I saw was not an illusion.

Yours truly,

E. Nielsen
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Chief of the Soviet Long Range Air Force—Sec "THE SPOTLIGHT
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-33 degrees E.) or along the Baltic coast of Estonia.

"About 32 launching sites reportedly exist in areas fronting on the Baltic Sea.

Swedish sources claim to have confirmed the existence of three such sites. Re

occurrence of so-called 'rocket incidents' over Sweden is important in view of

the reported move of Peenemunde launching facilities to locations in the USSR.

"Earlier, the greatest number of incidents in Scandinavia occurred in 1946,

when the Peenemunde facilities reportedly were being used in trial launchings of

German World War II missiles then being manufactured in the Soviet Zone of

Germany.

"Sightings of rockets over Scandinavia ceased with the reported removal of

Peenemunde facilities but began again almost coincidentally with the reported es

tablishment oftest facilities in the USSR.

"Any missiles being test-fired by the Soviets in areas such as the Baltic pro

bably are slightly improved versions of German World War II types, and those

which may be under development at installations in the interior regions of the

USSR possibly are more advanced types." (xx.)

(xx.) "Fires in the Sky." Air Intelligence Digest. Published by the Directorate of

Intelligence, United States Air Force. Vol.1, Number 2. October 1948. p. 12.

The real situation in Sweden?

A secret document paints quite a different picture of Sweden's UFO problem. In fact, the

situation in Sweden was very similar to the American experience! Besides "rocket-like ob

jects," which gave credence to the Russian theory, saucer-like discs and fast moving ball-like

UFOs were being reported, so the Swedes were not talking about Russian missiles tests in pri

vate. It seems the Swedes had no idea what the objects could be and were trying to keep the

problem under wraps. (See pages 80-81)

All this was new to project SIGN people and they had to digest the information before making

recommendations to higher authorities.

General Hoyt Sanford Vandenberg succeeded General Spaatz as Air Force Chief of Staff in

May 1948 and its quite possible he knew more about events in Sweden than the people em

ployed by §IGN. Vandenberg had been appointed director of the Central Intelligence Group,

predecessor to the Central Intelligence Agency, in June 1946 and served in that capacity until he

returned to the Army Air Force in May 1947. His term as director ofthe CIG was the period of

time when the "ghost rocket" mystery reached a peak. He should have been the one person in

the United States'fully briefed on the goings on in Sweden and no doubt did not need SIGN to

come up with any furthe"? sources of information.

? October Benton, Wisconsin. (4:00-5:00 p.m.?)

A farmer who wanted his name kept confidential [name on file] wrote the Air Force to say he

witnessed something very strange in October 1948. He couldn't remember the exact day but the

experience remained vivid in his mind. He saw this object hovering in the air:

"It was very bright silver or aluminum in color. The shape was that oftwo

deeply cupped saucers placed on each other, one for the top and one for the bottom.

I know that the distance was l/a mile by the length of my fields. The height is some-
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did so because of hii long friendship vith than aWl ia bpiU of tUir
xtoving he was an Air force Be&erre Officer. Thay stated they had u

objection to his matin* an official report of th* incidaats.
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thing I cannot estimate because of no knowledge of this kind. However it was not

any higher than the average small motor plane would fly. I would judge the dia

meter of this vehicle to be about the length of a medium size plane.

"Here is where the information you should have comes in. This object was

motionless in the sky for an hour. At first I thought it was a balloon, but the shape

was not just right for any balloon that I had seen so I kept watching it and wonder

ing what it could be. Suddenly from the one end shot a very violenfexplosion of

black exhaust. The vehicle shot forward with speed far greater than any missile I

have seen on T.V. from the Cape. Instantly this object started to become invisible

from sheer speed. It was moving straight across from me but speed blotted it out

within three or four seconds. However the cloud of black exhaust remained. It

slowly floated upwards and was gone in about 10 minutes. This object left no ex

haust trail as it moved on. The take off explosion nor the machine made no ds?

(xx.) (See drawing by Mr. "H.L." below) (xx.) ^ '

(xx.) Letter: To: U.S.A.F. From: "H.L." [name on file] Brenton, Wisconsin. 12

May 66. Photocopy in author's files.

UFOs: domestic aircraft?

Authorized by Air Force Headquarters, the "Analysis ofFlying Objects Incidents in the U.S.

(AIDS 203),"moved forward. There was some overlapping with Project SIGN since AIDS 203

was to help answer the controversial question ofthe origin ofUFOs. This question should have

been SIGN'S job totally, but apparently it was felt the problem solving needed all the input pos

sible. The SIGN people may have resented the intrusion, since AIDS 203 was considering only

two "reasonable" theories. One "reasonable" idea was that UFOs were an achievement by some

foreign power here on Earth, and the other was that UFOs were the product of a secret domestic

project. The omission ofthe ET theory was glaring. It may have been apparent to the SIGN

people they were being "set up" to be "replaced" by another UFO study and another UFO con

clusion. To boost its ET position for a showdown, perhaps, Col. McCoy, on behalf ofthe SIGN

project, sent a letter to the U.S. Navy in October asking if Navy Intelligence knew of any do

mestic secret weapon that might explain UFOs. The answer is not available in declassified files,

but we can assume, with the advantage ofhindsight, the reply was negative. Since the Navy was

helping with AIDS 203, how could it indorse the domestic theory? Perhaps to get some paper

to cover all the bases, McCoy, on behalf of SIGN, approached the Central Intelligence Agency

with the same question about domestic secret projects. Again, there is no reply in declassified

files, but as in the Navy case, we can assume the answer was negative. When and if the SIGN

people had their "day in court," they could question any consideration of the domestic idea.
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Radar and unidentified targets.

The limitations of the national radar network at this time was spelled out in a secret document

dated October 15,1948. (See below)

UNCLASSIFIED

Project "SIGN"

SR 413.6 (18 JUn 48)
0CT"l3t

5th Ind.

B^ AIR DBRKBB COLUAKD, Uitchel Air Force Base, Llitchel Field, new York

TOi Co'unftnding General, Mr Material Co.Tvrrnd, ,7ri ;ht-J^tteroon Air Force

Base, Dayton, Ohio

Attention i fc'CIAXO-3

1. Inolosed herewith is a complete listing of all radar stations

in operation withir. thie Command, radar stations vhich will be in opera

tion on or about 1 January 1949, and a list of known radar stations in

operation outside the jurisdiction of this Comn»nd.

2. At present all stations within this Cornfcnd operate an a nor-sal

duty schedule of a five day week, eight hours a day; however, it is plan-

ced to operate a majority of the listed stations en a continuous twenty-

four hour schedule upon completion of present planned installations*

3. Identification procedures now in use by the operating units are

inadequate to permit oomplefc identification of all observed targets. Ap-

proxintftely ten (10) to fifty (50) percent of tho targets appearing on the
radar scopes being unidentified. Furture plans for establishment, of an

adequate identification system will provide for identification of all

targets approaching the borders of the oontlnental United States under

surveillance by the radar screen; however, only a minimum of targets

originating within the interior of the United States will be identified

due to the complexity of the identification system required.

4. Ho reports of any unusual sightings have been made to this

Co-x-^nd by the stations now In operation. Submission of such reports

directly lo your llofldquftplcro can be mfde upon efltnblloKinnnt or *n ftoonpL-

eble reporting procedure including means oi' conucunication for trensmission

of the reports.

FCR THE CtfiT jO GEIERAL:

1 Inrl,

as above

c\rT>:\ ' ^\?

UNCLASSIFIED
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Request for a "spaceship" study.

The engineers working for project SIGN were quite comfortable analyzing experimental high

performance aircraft, but "spaceships" were something else entirely In order to defend the ET

hypothesis, the SIGN people had to acquire new information, a lot of new information SIGN

put in a request in October 1948 for a study to be conducted by the Air Force think tank RAND

to explore the spaceship issue The request was worded in such a way as to minimize any un

comfortable ET Connotations Considering the primitive state of knowledge in regards to the

subject in 1948, one cannot see how useful any RAND study conclusions could be. (See below)

(xx.)

reproouceo *r me h

EXHIBIT "A"

Project Sign Study Requirement

The possibility that bobs of Vat unidentified aerial objects

that have been reported both in txia Gnited Statea and in foreign

lands may have been experimental spaceships, or teat vehleles for

the purpose of assisting in the development of spaooships, has been

given consideration by this Comnand*

If such craft actually have bean sighted, it 1b believed more

likely that they reprueoat the effort of a foreign nation, rather

than a product from beyond the Eartho

Present world knowledge, techniques and resources are probably

adequate to meat the requirements for spaceship construction, or at

least to establish the preliminary experimental foundation for such

an aocoaplishnsnt in the near future*

In any case, the design and performance parameters of the craft

would necessarily be in conforaanee and consistent with the established

principles of our sciences*

To assist in the collection of information, relating to unidenti

fied aerial objects that nay possibly represent spaceshipe or spaceship

test vehicles, and to assist in the analysis and evaluation of such re

ported craft, technical information that includes the distinguishing

design and performance parameters for spaceships is considered neeea-

While such Information is contained outright, or implicitly, in

the series of Rand Project reports, it would be of auch value to this
Coaaand to have a list of the special &sign and performance charac

teristics that are believed to oiatinguish spaceships, together witb
any further scientific clues that sight assist In their detection

aad identification, prepared try Band scientific personnels
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(xx.) Records of Headquarters U.S. Air Force (Air Staff) (Record Group 341) Decimal

File 000.9. File: Flying Discs. National Archives.

Reported UFO movements and SIGN investigations.

After project SIGN, Air Force investigators paid little attention to one outstanding character

istic of a good UFO report. Quite often it was the violent movements of an object in the sky that

caught the eye of a witness. Note how SIGN, in an October 1948 investigation, attempted to

gather as much data as possible in regards to the UFO's movements. Investigating an October

14Ih sighting by a pilot flying between Dayton, Ohio, and Indianapolis, Indiana; SIGN asked the

following questions:

ul To what degree did these objects possess the ability to ascend and descend?

2. Was the 'up and down' movement due to susceptibility of the objects to air

currents? Did the movement seem intentional, or was it characteristic?

3. Were the deviations in flight erratic or objective? Did they (the objects)

seem unaware of the observer's craft, or could their maneuvers be inter

preted as 'aggressive?'

4. Did the objects seem to make any sharp turns or right angles? To the ex

tent that they defied the law of inertia? [Even at this early date the possibility

ofUFOs having the capabilities beyond our understanding was considered]."

(xx)

(xx.) Letter: To: Commanding Officer, Hamilton AFB, Hamilton Field,

California. From: Col. H.M. McCoy, Chief, Intelligence Department

Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. Subject: Project "SIGN."

Project Sign Investigative Reports, 333 5 Investigations 1948 September

thru December. Material furnished by the National Intelligence Center

(NAIC), Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio. Copy in author's files.

The Russian theory. Checking every approach to the problem.

Besides examining every bit of intelligence concerning possible high performance Russian

aircraft, SIGN asked the FBI for help investigating witnesses in a Hamel, Minnesota case. If

SIGN couldn't come up with a piece of a Russian flying saucer (if the Reds were responsible for

UFO sightings), then, perhaps, an answer might be obtained from observers Col W.R. Clinger-

man, on behalf of SIGN, wrote the local FBI office to say:

"This Headquarters j(Air Material Command) desires to enlist your cooperation

at the earliest possible moment to determine the following: (1) possibility ofcom

munist-inspired hoax, and (2) affiliation and activities of subject's [witnesses] which

would support communistic objectives, and to establish or discredit facts contained

in original report " (xx.)

(xx.) Letter: To: Federal Bureau of Investigation, United States Department of Justice, 404

New York Building, St. Paul 1, Minnesota. From: W.R. Clingerman, Colonel, USAF,

Chief, Tech Intelligence Div. Intelligence Department. Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio.
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26 October 48. "Project Sign 1948 Investigative Reports." 333.5 Investigations 1948

September thru December. National Air Intelligence Center (NAIC), Wright-Patterson

AFB, Ohio. ,

Pilots Report Flying Disc

October/November. European UFO activity. Over Neubibcsr Air Ba«e
MUNICH, -K*t 3n ,TNS) five U S '

Air Force pilovs reported yesteiday >

An indication ofEuropean UFO activity at this time they observed a mysten-u* silvery ,
~ i • Ai i , • y-i j. 1 ,c\ 1- object, similar to the famous flv- i

surfaced in the press late in October. (See clipping ing sauCers," haneme Aigh m space
rifiht^ ' over the Neubiberu Air Force Base

** ^ (or moie than 30 rnuiutes, then dis- I
Writer Charles Harnett ofKaiserlautern noted the j appearing with temfic speed

Neubiberg sighting:
The some object was spotted some

.^s ago by another group of pilots

"On October 29, 1948, newspapers throughout Europe reported this sighting[s]

near Munich. ..These reports touched offa chain of speculative comments among

astronomers and scientists on the continent, who variously claimed that the objects

were from Russia or from outer space. Few seemed to regard them as products of

the United States.

"In November of 1948 reports came in from Denmark that unidentified flying

objects had been seen at Skagen, Northern Jutland. These were described as mis

siles which passed over Skagen at high altitude and disappeared northward over

Skagerrack. A Danish coastguardsman allegedly saw one disc-like object moving

northward at 15,000 feet altitude and then, through binoculars, observed another

'shining like silver and traveling in a different direction.* Scores ofeyewitnesses

corroborated the incident." (xx.)

(xx.) E-Mail message. From: Jan Aldrich. Subject: "Europe UFOs." Date: 4 May 97.

Information from a small English-language magazine published by Charles Harnett,

Kaiserslauern, Germany. (1955?) Copy ofE-Mail in author's files.

2 November. The Chiefof Ordnance asks questions.

According to a document originating from Major General H.B. Sayler (Ordnance Department,

Chief, Research and Development), Col. H.M. Roberts of Ordnance met with Lt. Col. Robert N.

Smith, U.S.A.F. on November 2nd to discuss the loan ofthe study "Analysis of Flying Objects
Incidents in the United States, dated 5 .October 1948 (Top Secret)." (xx.) This inquiry may

have given a push to what General Cabell did the following day.

(xx.) Letter: To: Director ofIntelligence, United States Air Force. ATTN: Air Intelligence

Division. From: Major General H.B. Sayler, Ord. Dept., Chief, Ord. Res. & Dev.

Division. War Department, Office ofthe ChiefofOrdnance, Washington D.C. 9 Nov

48. General Files. 214A. Deputy Chief of Staff- Director ofIntelligence. Top Secret

Control Cable Section, General Files. Julyl945 to December 1954. National Archives.

Copy in Author's files.

3 November. What to tell the public?
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The lack ofprogress in obtaining definitive evidence as to the origin of UFOs could not be

tolerated forever. General Cabell found the press closing in on the Air Force. It had been over

a year since "flying saucers" first received national publicity and reports and speculation contin

ued to appear in the news media without any answers The public was willing to grant the mili

tary some time to sort things out, but they were getting restless. General Cabell wrote the Air

Material Command on November 3rd to warn SIGN personnel a huge public relation problem

loomed: "What are we going to tell the American people?" The press, said Cabell, was "about

to take it into its own hands and demand to be told." General also pointed out that "appropriate

countermeasures" to "meet the needs of national defense" was over due. (See document on

page 88)

4 November. ET message from Sweden.

The dates on official documents may not reflect exact times as to their processing. It could be

a message dated November "4th" originated a day or so earlier and was reviewed by General

Cabell prior to his writing AMC on the 3rd. This is suggested because the news from Sweden

could have effected Cabell's judgement.

Sweden was in a precarious position. The country emerged unscathed from World War II by

asserting its neutrality, but it was obvious Sweden had not been in the direct path of Germany's

armies and Hitler wanted a steady, reliable, flow of high-grade iron ore which Sweden was

forced to supply. The political situation had changed after the war Sweden was pro-West, but

neutrality still seemed the best policy. The Sweden had modern, well equipped, well trained,

military force but they would be greatly outnumbered in any conflict with the Russians. To the

east was Finland, exhausted by the war, suffering from a huge lost of territory and population

from boundary changes, and strong left-wing political sentiments after the collapse of Fascism.

Finland was no longer much of a buffer against Russia. To southeast, Russia had taken over the

Baltic states and proclaimed the one time independent nations part of the Communist empire. To

south the Russian zone ofoccupied Germany had become a puppet of Stalin's and a base of

military operations. The blockade of Berlin that summer had, for all intents and purposes, ended

the charade of a new united Germany rising from the ashes and finding its own way in the world.

Unlike Hitler, Stalin seemed very interested in extending his control over Sweden and it had ob

servers in Stockholm very worried.

A Top Secret American message on November 4th discussed UFO activity in Europe and noted
Sweden's extreme concerns about Russian mischief. This was something General Cabell and

others in the Pentagon could relate to, but some Swedish experts acknowledged that an explana

tion ofUFOs might be "beyond the scope of our present intelligence thinking." Moreover, the

Swedish experts believed UJOs may represent a "high technology, previously unknown and uni

dentified from a culture outside the earth." (See document on page 89)

4 November. The U.S. Navy shows increased interest.

Word of General Cabell's formally expressed opinion on November 3rd that "something was
being observed," may have prompted a request from the Navy on November 4th. It's hard to say
how fast information traveled around Washington(usually slower than one would think), but the

Navy's request would be a natural response to Cabell's letter to the Air Material Command at



AEWfODUCED Al THJ t«nONM. AflCHTVK

AFOHl/Maj Gen Cabell/mcn/5613/2

SUBJECTi Hying ObJeat Inoi dents la the United States

Commanding General, Air totoriel Command

Wright-Patterson Air Foroo Base

Dayton, Ghlo

TOi

1. By lettor dated 30 December 1947 from the Direotor of

Research and Development, Headquarters 03A?, your Headquarters

was required to establish Projeot "SIGN",

2. The conclusion appears lnosoapablo that florae type of

flying objeot has been observed. Identification and the origin

of these objects is not dlsoernible to this Headquarters, It is

imperative, therefore, that efforts to determine whether these

objects are of donestle or foreign origin must bo increased until

oonoluslve evidenoe Is obtained. The needs of national defense

require suoh evidence in ordor that appropriate oountermeaauros

may be taken•

3. In addition to the imperative need for evidenoe to permit

counteraeasuree, is the neoesaity of Informing the public as to

the status of the problem. To date there has been too little data

to present to the public. The press, hoirever. Is srbout to take it

into its own hands und dem&od to be told what we do or do not know

about the situation. Silence on our part will not long be aocept-

4. Request Immediate information as to your conclusions to

date and your reoomnendations as to the information to be givan

to the press. Your reoommondation la requested also as to

whether that Information should be offered to the press or with

held until it la actively sought by the press.

BT COUMAHD 0? TH5 CHIEF OF STAFFi
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f n>u iiAiiotiAi i

StCKlT

USAFE TT 152A TOP SECRET U Nov

From 01 OB

For soiira Umo no havo boon concerned by tho recurring reports on flying

saucers. Thoy periodically continua to cop upj during the laat weok, one WOS
observed hovering over Neubibortf Air Base for about thirty minuteo, Thoy

havo beui roported by so many sources and from such a variety of placea that
we aru convinced that they cannot be dj-sregardod and must be o;cplained on eome

baai3 which 13 poihaps alichtly beyond tho scope of our present intelliccnro

thinking.

\Jhen ofiicers of this Directorate recently violtod tlie Swedish Air
Intelligence Service. Thio queation was put to tho Swedes. Their answer
wus that some reliablo and fully technically qualified people havo roached

the conclusion that "theao phenomena are obviously tho result of a high
technical sluU which cannot bo .preditod to any presently known culture on
earth." They arc therefore assuming that theso objects originate from some

previously unknown or unidontified technology, possibly outside tho earth.

One of these objects was observed by a Swedish technical export near

liis home on the od«e of a lake. The object crashed or landed in the lake
and ho carefully noted its azimuth from his point of observation. Swedish
intollifjonco was sufliciontly confident in Ids observation that a naval
salvago team was sent to tho lake. Operations xore un.lorway durinG the
visit of U3A1 -. ofiicers. Divors had diacovered a previoauiy ujicharted
crater on tho floor of the lake. No further information is available, but
we have boon promised luiowledCo of tho reoults. In their opinion the
observation was reliable, and thoy bolieve that the depression on the floor
of the lake, which did not appear on current HydroGraphic charto, was in

foot caused by a flying saucer.

Although accepting this theory of the origin of those objecta poses a
whole new group of questions and puta much of our thinkinc in a changed
Ii^ht, we are inclined not to discredit entirely this somewhat spectacular
theory, moantijiie koepittg an open mind on the subject. Miat are your

reactions?

TOP SECRET

(EHD OF USAFE ITEM U)
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Wright-Patterson AFB. The Air Force and the Navy cooperated on aviation matters which ex

plains the Navy's participation in the AIDS 203 study. Now, all of a sudden, the Navy sought a

greater and more active role in UFO investigations. A sense ofurgency prevailed in the Navy

communication, containing such language that said the Navy was "desirous of assisting in any

manner," and also desirous of "acquiring all data on file." In return, the Navy promised to send

any data it obtained to the Air Force by the "fastest means." (See letter on page 91)

8 November. McCoy letter.

Ready or not, AMC had to reply to General Cabell in the Pentagon within a short period of

time. It fell to Col. H.M. McCoy, Chief ofthe AMC Intelligence Department at Wright Field, to

draft an "update" on project SIGN results and to make a recommendation on what to tell the

public. Anyone in McCoy's position would want to please his boss by giving the impression

SIGN was doing its job, but there wasn't much new to report, so the AMC Chief had to, in large

part, repeat earlier findings. Following the lead Cabell provided, one ground rule was that

"something was being observed." McCoy stated that "it is obvious something real" was behind

UFO reports but only physical evidence would reveal its true nature. McCoy also thought it

unwise deal with the press in any way other than an evasive manner until reasonable conclu

sions were determined. (See pages 92-94) Michael Swords describes the letter as "overtly

submissive but covertly rebellious, with many ET hints." (xx.)

(xx.) Swords, Michael. "Project Sign and the Estimate ofthe Situation." Journal of UFO

Studies. New Series, Vol. 7. 2000. p 51.

12 November. The National Bureau of Standards meeting

As yet, no official declassified records about this meeting have been located. Only indirect ref

erences to it exist in military files. Ruppelt refers to a meeting at this time (without naming it)

and says it was a lobbying effort by SIGN representatives on behalf of the ET hypothesis. Ac

cording to Ruppelt, the pro-ET people failed to convert their critics, (xx.) One might say the

results of this meeting cleared the way for the press to visit SIGN and ask questions. Taking no

chances, almost everyone in the SIGN group was purged before Sidney Shallet arrived at Wright

Field

(xx.) Ruppelt, Edward. The Report on Unidentified Flying Objects Garden City, New

York: Doubleday & Company Inc , 1956. p.69.

We know at least one detail ofthe National Bureau of Standards meeting. It seems Maj.

Boggs, AFOIR, requested that Capt. Robert R. Sneider of Project SIGN, submit incident sum

maries periodically to AFOIR as they were received from various investigative agencies. Maj.

Walkowicz, Secretary, Scientific Advisory Board, Chief of Staff, USAF, coordinated the

material, passing the data on to George Valley of MIT, who was member ofthe Scientific

Advisory Board. The first batch consisted of 177 files on hand as ofNovember.

(See letter to George ValJey on pages 98-99)
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la rtply r»U» M

o

Op-3«-2v

P16-3/Q1I
p

Serial

Fron:

To:

Bl*4

i NAVT DEPARTMENT* ' ' - '•

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS

I Washington 25, D. G.

KOV 194b

Chief of Haval Intelligence.

Director of Intellicenco, U.S. Air Force.

"Attn: Air Intelligence ^equirenents Division.

SUBJECT: Heporting of Information on "Flying Discs".

Referencei (a) 'four Conf ltr AFOIR-CO-5 dtd ll* Oct U8.

1. The Office of llaval Intelligence is desirous of

assisting the Director of Intelligence, U.S. Air Force in ar.y sanner

possible in reporting and investigating information on "flying discs".

It desires, moreover, to receive any intelligence vrhich the Air Force L

may acquire on the subject, *^

2. Directives are being issued to llaval Commands to trans

mit any information obtained on the subject to the nearest Air Force
Conmand and additionally to the Chief of Maval Intelligence who v.lll

psss the information to the Director of Intelligence, U.S. Air Force

by the fastest means.
i

i

3. ~jt ic regretted th"t /Ocuaand ard consnumcation aystems

do not pemit direct coramnication \vz~aen «aval Somands and *J.r

Force .Tase, ;/richt "ield, Ohio.

It, '.Jl.ere jc&sibl':, .aval instcllctions vd.ll initiate in
vestigative action cs'rs-r^estad La ??rajr3ph h of reference (a).

U

■€-^y.

UNCLASSIFIED
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HEPflODXED AT THE NATIONAL

<f
Basic ltr fr Bq USAF,

the United States"

'$■ Ho
M

3 Not 48 to CG, AMC, "Plying Object Incidents in

1st Ind MCUT/ABD/amb

Hq AMC, Wright-Patterson Mr Force Base, Dayton, Ohio, 8 Not 48

TOi Chief of Staff, United States Air Force, Washington 25, D» C,, ATTNi
AFOIR

1. In attempting to arrive at conclusions as to the nature of uniden
tified flying object inoidenta in the United States, this Command has made
a study of approximately 180 suoh incidents. Data derived from initial re

ports have been supplemented by further information obtained from check
lists submitted by mail, from interrogations of other field agencies, and

by personal investigation by personnel of this Command in the case of in
cidents that seem to indioate the possibility of obtaining particularly

significant information.

2* The objects described fall into the following general classifica

tion groups, according to shape or physical configuration!

C-

a. Plat disc of circular or approximately circular shape.

b.

in flight.

Torpedo or cigar shaped aircraft, with no wings or fins visible

o* Spherical or balloon shaped objects*

d. Balls of light with no apparent form attaohed.

3, Some of the objects sighted have definitely been identified, upon

further investigation, as weather or upper air soientifio balloons of some

type* A great many of the round or balloon shaped objeots indicated in

paragraph 2c above are probably of the same nature, al-though in most cases,

definite confirmation of that faot has been impossible to obtain*

4* Some of the objects have been identified as being astro-physical

in nature* For example, in daylight sightings, the planet Venus has been

reported as a round, silvery objeot at extremely high altitude* Aotion is

being taken to obtain tiie serrioes of a prominent astro-physicist as a oon-

sultant, to study all of the inoidents to determine whether some can be

identified as meteors, planets or other manifestations of astral bodies*

5* Arrangements for accomplishing a study of the psychological problems

inTolTed in this project are being made in coordination with the Aero-Medioal

Laboratory at tfcis Headquarters* The possibility that some of the aightinga

are halluoimtions, optioal illusions or even deliberate hoaxes has been con

sidered. ^

T-73017
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REPRODUCED *T THE NATIONAL AACMVIS

1st Ind

Basic ltr fr Hq USAF, 3 Hov 48 to CG, AMC, "Flying Object Incidents in
the Dnited States?

6» Although explanation of many of the incidents oan be obtained from

the investigations described above, there remains a certain number of re

ports for which no reasonable everyday explanation is available. So far,

no physical evidence of the existence of the unidentified sightings haB

been obtained. Prominent scientists, including Dr. Irving Langmuir of the

General Electric Company, have been interviewed to determine whether they

could advanoe any reasonable explanation for charaoteristios exhibited by

the objects sighted. In an early interview. Dr. Lanpnuir indioated that

these incident a could be explained, but insufficient data were available

at that time on whioh to base definite conclusions. It is planned to have

another interview with Dr. Langmuir in the near future to review all the
data now available, and it is hoped that he will be able to present some

opinion as to the nature of many of the unidentified objects, particularly

those described as "balls of light,"

7. All Information that has been made available to this Headquarters
indicates that the discs, the cigar shaped objects, and the "balls of light"

are not of domestic origin* Engineering investigation indicates that disc
or wingless air oraft could support themselves in flight by aerodynamic means.

It ia probable that the problems of stability and control oould also be
solved for suoh airoraft. However, according to ourrent aerodynamic theory

in this country, aircraft with such configurations would havo relatively

poor olimb, altitude and range charaoteristios with power plants now in
use*

8. The possibility that the reported objects are vehicles from another

planet has not been ignored. However, tangible evidence to support con

clusions about such a possibility are oompletely lacking. The occurrence

of inoidents in relation to the approaoh to the earth of the planets Mercury,

Venus and Mars have been plotted. A periodio variation in the frequency of

inoidents, which appears to have some relation to -the planet approaoh curves,

is noted, but it may be purely a coincidence.

9. Reference is made to "The BookB of Charles Fort" with an introduc

tion by Tiffany Thayer, published 1941, by Henry Holt & Co., New Tork, N. T*

It appears that simular phenomena have been noted and reported for the past
century or more*

10* In view of the above, the following conclusions are drawnj

a. In the majority of cases reported, observers have actually

sighted some type of flying object whioh they cannot classify as em air

oraft within the limits of their personal experience*

T-73017
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b, There ia as yet no conclusive proof that unidentified flying

objects, other than those T&ich are known to bo balloons, are real aircraft,

c. Although it is obvious that some typeo of flying objects have

been sighted, the exact nature of those objeots cannot be established until

physioal evidence, such as that which would result from a crash, has been
obtained.

lla It is not considered advisable to present to the press information
on those objects which we cannot yet identify or about which we cannot pre-

Bent any reasonable conclusions. In the event that they insist on some
Idnd of a statement, it is suggested that they be informed that many of

the objects sighted have been identified as weather balloons or aatral

bodies, and that investigation is being pursued to determine reasonable
explanations for the others*

12, A report, summarizing the results obtained from analysis of "tiie
data and a technioal investigation of the engineering aspeots of the objeots

described, is nearly complete, and a copy will be forwarded to your Head
quarters in the near future.

FOR THE COMMANDING GENERAL*

H. li. MoCOY

Colonel, USAF

Chief, Intelligence Department

r

T-73017
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15? November. Six miles south ofNevada, Missouri. The city ofNevada is about 60 miles

due south of Kansas City, (late in the afternoon)

Two objects drop down from the "mother plane." (See news clipping below)

n
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ed
air

sc 1948,

tying Discs Reported
Vernon County Skies

he

n

ft Q
SOL tb

up

"flying discs" are back

Fife, who lives six miles

of Nevada, reported this

morning that about two weeks

ago. lpte In the afternoon, he

a whirr in the sky, then

nolise stopped Mr Fife look-p

and there, way up In the

was a disc-like looking

>c just hovering
\v<j> bright objects dropped

out of the big disc, about

o)r three 'hundred feet, then
thOv scooted off southwest at a
UTnf(c bpred Tho mother plane

whuhj so<»min«ly had given birth
to two off-spring up in the bky,

on rfcnvay northeast"

THIS MORNING, at .tbout

8 110 o'clock, Joy Jcan Fife. M

vcarb old. was out in the yard

jt, tl)c Fife farm home when

^hc ^aw an odd plane She called

to her father..H£ report* that
the small, glistening, aluminum
appearing plane this morning
looked like one of the young
sters that appeared out of the
bigger plane two weeks ago.
And, like the other two he saw,
this one was travelling at a ter
rific speed towards the south
west.

Mr Fife Is a clcr-eyed gentle-
man who should know what he
sees However, lie is wondering
if any other folks in Ihe countv
saw the plane this morning, or
any of the three about two
weeks ago.

It will be recalled (hat alwmt j
a yt'ai ago reports' of flying discs
were made by people in various

parts of the country No govern

ment agency ever corroborated
any of the reports, however, and
Just what It is folks saw re
mains a mystery to this dav

28 November. Sidney Shallet and General Cabell.

It was writer Sidney Shallet ofthe Saturday Evening Post that finally put General Cabell in a

corner. Cabell wasn't ready to answer questions about UFOs asked by the press and wasn't

sure if such a policy was the best way to go, but Shallet avoided any obstructions by the mili

tary. The journalist simply went over CabelPs head and got approval from Secretary ofDe

fense Forrestal.

The destruction of James Vincent Forrestal by his critics months later was a tragedy. The

Saturday Evening Post would defend the Defense Secretary against his crucifiers and their

cloak-holders whom the magazine called "an ill assorted group of ideological libertarians."

Evidently Forrestal had friends at the Post and that was why Shallet got preferred treatment.
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28 November. General Cabell's note.

Cabell scribbled a note to his staff to finish the paperwork on the approval of Shallet's article.

(See below)

g. to- SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS - REMARKS (Continued)

PATE

NO.

In the draft ofa letter to be sent to Forrestal for the Secretary's approval, Cabell agreed to co

operate with Shallet, but he complained that the "identity and origin" of the objects being report

ed had not been established, therefore stories in the press would necessarily be speculative in

nature and result in a flood ofreports which would make the "problem ofanalysis and evaluation

of sightings increasingly difficult." One can see why the SIGN'S pro-ET hypothesis Estimate,

which was "speculative in nature"and sensational at the same time, was being dumped. If the

press got wind of it, speculation would really take off. With "national interests in mind," Cabell

told Forrestal that Shallet's writings would be "less harmful" if the military "assisted in the prep

aration" ofthe article. The draft, dated November 30th, states:

"The U.S. Air Force collects and evaluates all information on 'flying saucers.'

A special project had been in progress since early 1948 wherein a detailed technical

analysis on all data is being made to ascertain origin and identification of'flying

saucers.' Meanwhile the Directorate ofIntelligence has completed a preliminary

analysis of'flying saucer' incidents to establish possible explanations.

"At the present time evaluation of these reports has progressed only to the extent

that we must accept that some type of flying objects have been observed although

their identification and origin are not yet discernable. We, therefore, conclude that

insufficient data is available to date to warrant any further action except continuing

attempts to determine the nature and origfli ofthese objects.
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"There has been increasing pressure from the U.S. Press to publicize 'flying

saucer' incidents. The Director of Intelligence, USAF, has attempted to dissuade the

Press from publishing articles of this nature. It has been pointed out to the Press that

these articles would necessarily be speculative in nature and would probably result in

a flood of reports, making the problem ofanalysis and evaluation of 'flying saucer' re

ports increasingly difficult. Despite our efforts to limited this publicity the 'Saturday

Evening Post' has directed a member oftheir staff, a Mr. Stanley [sic] Shallet, to write

an article dealing with 'flying saucer' incidents. Mr. Shallet has approached the Di

rectorate of Intelligence for assistance in the preparation of this article. It is believed

that an article of this nature would be less harmful to the national interests if the Di

rectorate of Intelligence assists in its preparation.

"RECOMMENDATION

"That inquiring agencies be informed that the Air Force is investigating carefully

all valid reports of flying objects.

"That the attached memorandum to Mr. Forrestal (Tab A), requesting authority

assist the Press, upon request, in the preparation of such articles, be signed." (xx.)

(xx.) Letter: To: Brig Gen Moore/rms 2542. Directorate of Intelligence, DCS/O. From:

C.P. Cabell. Major General, USAF. Director of Intelligence, Office ofDeputy

Chiefof Staff, Operations. 30 Nov 1948. This was sent to the DCS/O and the

Chiefof Staff for approval and to the Secretary ofthe Air Force for his Signature.

Copy in author's files.

(Tab "A" was a summary of Cabell's letter written by General Moore with little of

consequence omitted, although I did note that Moore's version on two occasions

used the expression that the "Press insists on writing about flying saucer incidents."

As spelled out in Cabell's letter, the military felt it had good reasons to discourage

such activity by the press. On the other hand, men like Donald Keyhoe, would be

equally passionate about the public's right to know. Shallet's later visit to Wright

Field was not that productive since he received "assistance" writing the article and

there was an order from the High Command not to show him any Top Secret mater

ial. There was Top Secret documents. The Sweden "ET" message ofNovember

4th existed, and we can believe SIGN'S ET Estimate ofthe Situation existed, but
the ET Estimate was ordered burned so its existence could be denied. We can easily

imagine what sort of speculation the Top Secret documents would have generated if

shown to Shallet.)
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At least Valley did not just glance at the UFO evidence like Dr. Langmuir earlier in the year.

After receiving the material from AMC, Valley actually asked for more detailed data which in-

cates he was taking the subject seriously. In any case, Valley's input apparently did not impact

the contents ofAIDS 203.

Air Intelligence Division Study #203 (AIDS 203). (December 10, 1948?)

Major Dewey Fournet, the Air Force's UFO Project Monitor in 1952, claimed to have read

SIGN'S late summer1948 Top Secret ET "Estimate of the Situation." No copy of the ET Esti

mate is known to have survived. On the other hand, interestingly enough, Fournet claims he

never saw a copy ofAIDS 203 until it was declassified decades later. UFO researchers Barry

Greenwood and Lawrence Fawcett sent Fournet a copy ofAIDS 203 and asked him to compare

its contents with the information in the ET Estimate. Were they similar? Fournet's answer:

"He responded with an emphatic no, though his recollection of the case material

was enough that he felt the reports in both publication were of the 'same order of

magnitude.' Fournet added that AIDS 203 would likely have been in his files in Wash

ington. He had no recollection of seeing it, feeling that the conclusions ofAIDS

203 [Misidentifications ofdomestically-launched devices, natural phenomena, or for

eign unconventional aircraft] were 'rather unacceptable by late 1951 ...[and] We had

generally concluded by then that they [UFOs] could not be of [Russian]foreign origin.'"

(xx.)

(xx.) "The Estimate of the Situation." Just Cause. Number 33. September 1992. p.7.

Vital installations.

There is an odd twist to the official UFO story for the latter part of 1948. While the Air Force

was in the process of making its guiding policy "it can't be, therefore it isn't," UFO activity

erupted in the U.S. Southwest over "vital installations," something that had not happened when a

survey of sighting reports was filed back on December 30, 1947 in the document "Analysis of

Flying Discs Reports." Point 3-7 ofthe document states: "Sightings were not reported, how

ever, at or near the principal strategic target areas ofthe United States..."

FBI note.

Sidney Newburger, Chief, Security Operations Branch, sent the FBI office at Los Alamos, a

letter that detailed Dr. Lincoln LaPaz's summary of information concerning the mysterious

anomalous luminous phenomena being reported at places like Sandia Base. Newburger said the

information: ".. .has been classified Confidential for administrative purposes in order to take all

precautions to prevent disclosure to the public press, possibly causing alarmist theories to be ad

vanced." (xx.)

(xx.) Letter: To: Carroll L. Tyler, Manager. (CC: FBI Los Alamos) From: Sidney New

burger, Jr., Chief, Security Operations Branch. Subject: Unknown Subject. 13

December 48. FBI Office Memorandum. Copy in author's files.
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